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Jo johnson

London

This is ridiculous to even consider..true atheletes inspire the world to
strive

James Freeman

Edinburgh

It is a great facility that helps us produce world class athletes whilst at the
same time giving the Sunday athlete the ability to follow their hobby. Its for
the community.

Rachel Hanagan

Canterbury

As an athlete myself I have competed here many times. I have also
watched many of the athletic grandprixs here. There are so many
memories at this stadium and with the olympic stadium going to football
and the closure of don valley, the olympic athletic legacy needs to actually
happen

Cathy Burke

Rye

My athletics career started with regular training sessions at Crystal
Palace. 40 years on I am still running and would hate to see the facility
lost.

sade alleyne

London

I competed many times at this stadium Amazing memories

Joshua Street

London

Because without Crystal Palace I would not have been able to represent
Team GB and England at International level.

Rose O'Brien

London

As an athlete who trains and competes in and around London it is
extremely important to keep our tracks open. The indoors facility is
particularly of use in Winter which saves the trek to North London.

Jessica Case

Surrey

As an iconic stadium, the idea that this stadium could be bulldozed is a
great threat to not only the sport but to the future generation of London
athletes. There are few stadiums, large enough to host massive sporting
athletic events, this side of London that it would seem a disadvantage to
tomorrow's athletes to first hand experience how performing on the world
stage can be. I trained for many years at Crystal Palace and it is still so
widely used today, please sign this petition to save a piece of history that
can evolve to tomorrow's future sporting stars.

Melissa OwusuAnsah

London

had my first major athletics event there: The London Youth Games and it
means so much to the kids competing

Robert Russell

Dorking

There are no alternative facilities within easy reach for youngsters. This is
situated in a deprived area and is a lifeline for several young people.

Carla Letheby

Surrey

It's an iconic stadium that needs to remain in place!
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Peter Mayfield

Sutton

I'm disgusted by the lack of support for athletics after success of Olympics
it seems preposterous to be getting rid of athletic facilities! How many
tracks have been lost to housing developments and so called improve
nuts that do not incorporate athletics? Too many!! The government should
be ashamed!!

Mike Fuller

London

keep CP open for the benefit of the local community.

Alan Mead

Epsom

To leave South London without a proper athletics stadium is quite
ridiculous.

Matthew
Threadgold

Epsom

I am an athletics athlete of National/International level and the facilities
especially the indoor and outdoor tracks are the only accessible ones from
those living in South London and working within London.

Holly webb

horsham

Always love competing here, such a great stadium. 2012 legacy will not
be doing its worth when this stadium is gone. Save the stadium!

Gareth Williams

Gillingham

Raced at the Palace in the 90's in the Lent athletic champs. Also went to
many world class meetings over the years. Surely we can update this
world famous venue and continue the legacy for future generations.

Jon Jennings

West
Midlands

I am signing because I am appalled at this betrayal of the so called
Olympic legacy. More funds now for retractable seating at Olympic
stadium as we over paid for wrong spec.

Mick Jagger

Grimsby

Crystal Palace is the number 1 venue in the UK.

joel morgan

Rugby

Sport should be encouraged

david lucas

London

If there is no facility for athletics we will use a valuable asset. Olympic
legacy?

Karen Cox

Swanage

we need resources like this, save it and save money and let's use it to
bring on our next generation of Olympic champions

Maria Bassom

Wallington

Passionate about sport and opportunities it gives to my children

Leanne Bettis

Great
Bookham

I am signing this because it is a great stadium where many athletes will
have competed at or watched competitions. As an athlete myself My first
ever competition as a 14 year old was at Crystal Palace and have
watched many international matches, like the sainsbury's diamond league.
It will be a shame to loose such a monumental stadium

Charlie Wyllie

London

I've regularly trained here on Tuesday nights with the south London
harriers and raced her for several years with a great reception from the
annual herne hill harriers open meetings held her aswell as several sout
east xc track competitions

Ian Coppinger

Wigan

This arena has helped many Great British Athletes to enhance our
Countries esteem on the World stage

Joshua Street

London

I will never forget when I ran here for the first time when I was 14 as an
amateur and I will never forget running at the last Diamond League hosted
there when I was 17 as a young-pro. Without Crystal Palace I would not
have been able to have these amazing memories and experiences which
lead to me representing Team GB and England at International level.It
would be a great disappointment for spectators and athletes alike to loose
such an amazing facility that really just needs some TLC. With the right
investment it could be one of the biggest athletics hubs in the UK easily.
Don't let the so called Olympic Legacy destroy another great arena. R.I.P.
Don Valley Stadium
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nigel godfrey

Auckland

Because Crystal Palace as well as being an iconic London Venue, with a
proud history is in a fantastic geographic position in regard to public
transport . Sometimes we just need to take stock and fix what is broken as
opposed to constantly moving on. Work with the community and local
schools and colleges and turn this arena into something that all of London
can once again be proud of and USE. From far away in NZ we heard so
much about the 'legacy' of London 2012 - it appears that Lunacy has
taken hold and that Legacy is indeed just a word !

Richard Leach

Tring

I benefitted from this fantastic facility as a teenager growing up in south
London and so should future generations.

John Bolarinwa

London

Crystal palace is the most accessible sport training ground closer to the
London area. I have used it before. Please keep it opened for use

Carol Jackson

Bromham

fantastic memories. More importantly to ensure the athletic youth of the
future have somewhere to train and compete for many years to come

Ian Thomas

Christchurch

I spent numerous years using these facilities and it would be a great
shame to see such an historic venue gone.

Wendy Smyth

kent

Where else to go that is easy to get too. It's a disgrace

Jim Jones

High Peak

As an ex-athlete and track official , Crystal Palace is an essential site for
the developmet of athletes and officials

Francis Bernstein

London

I do not consider current reduced consultation window to the 31st Oct is
fair, proportionate and realistic.Further, it seems the CSM assessment for
NSC options now being consulted, did not seek local community
engagement from the sports and leisure NSC users and groups, and key
information on the site’s usage and demands locally and regionally have
not adequately been assessed before deciding on the options. This
places far greater pressure on all local groups, schools, clubs, event
organisers and users to quantify the actual, and longer term, sustainable
sports and leisure and community demands.I cannot see how the
repurposing of the NSC, to now become a local facility with a “sub
regional” requirement as a possibility for just a couple of sports, satisfies a
wider South London need and demand for performance pathways to
support an Olympic Legacy sports strategy.Why is this important to you?
(Optional)

Natalie delahunty

London

the place has so much history and is the home of uk athletics!

Andrew Cossins

London

What kind of legacy involves ex athletes earning money to demolish
sports facilities?

William
Thompson

London

Been watching my favorite GB athletes here since I was a kid!

Julian Sutton

London

My family train on this track regularly every week as members of Crystal
Palace Triathletes.This stadium has an iconic heritage and should be
retained as part of the Olympic supporting legacy for London that we have
been promised.

simon strevens

London

The 2012 legacy is supposed to be encouraging participation in sport and
healthy activity. The facilities at CP offer a wide range of sports and is a
very well used resource. Efforts should be concentrated on how to
enhance the provision, not reduce it. Find more imaginative ways to raise
funding please, if that is what's needed. Some things are worth paying for!
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Ian Dibbens

Surbiton

It is a disgrace that the home of British athletics is under the threat of
demolition This cathedral to athletics should be enhanced not destroyed
and as Lord coe stated at 2012 there should be a legacy to sport but if this
stadium is torn down South London would have no legacyI am a former
athlete, coach and official of this sport who started their career at this
stadium and I aware of the number of personnel who use it and where
would they go to train in the local area as the nearest tracks at Croydon
and Bromley are already full to capacity and with a greater influx accidents
will happenKeep palace open

Lauren Webb

Merstham

I'm signing this partition because I used to train every week at crystal
palace and attend the Grand Prix there as often as I can. It's an important
athletics track for the south and should be maintained and used by
athletes and athletic clubs

Clare Goddard

Great
Bookham

I want to save athletics & sports at this venue

gillian gibson

Buckingham

I'm signing because I want to keep the sports centre

Dani Cali

London

This is wrong

Ellinor Michel

London

The Olympic Legacy has its roots in Crystal Palace, with the gold medal
wins of WG Grace, and the NSC has provided the training for many of
Britains top athletes. From a purely practical perspective, the NSC is
home for competitive level training for a wide range of sports than most
any other facility. Asking the athletes to travel to Stratford will simply
exclude many from quality training at all. Shrinking the availability and
quality of London's sports training options seems a perverse legacy of the
Olympics. Improve the NSC, increase its publicity and usage - don't
downgrade it, unless you want the legacy of the Olympics to be a less
competitive Britain.

carole bryant

London

Every year our 6 schools have their sports day the stadium will be missed

Susan McDonald

West Sussex

I have used this facility for the past 12 years - it is easily the most utilised
track that I have visited and the historic atmosphere is inspiring. The track
should be listed as a historic site of national importance. Our traiining
group does not have suitable alternative training facilities. The track is
used by well over a hundred people every tuesday evening and includes
all age groups. It provides a safe environment for children to train in and
is a great place for athletes to train together at every level from beginner
to elite. The facility would be greatly missed by many who would not
bother to seek alternative and would probably not pursue their
participation in athletics as a result. Very sad. Please keep track open
and invest in improving it so that more people can have access to athletics
in this inspiring environment.

Daniel Pinn

Thornton
Heath

I train at this location on several occasions and it is a big feature within
Crystal Palace.

Pamela Storey

Copthorne

Crystal Palace is an iconic historic venue which should be retained for the
future generation of athletes.

Giorgio Lai

London

The Place were I run, I cycle, I walk, I race, the place that I love

Ruki Sidhwa

Beckenham

I'm signing because SEcLondon srill needs good sporting facilities inc a
maintained athletics track despite the building of the Olympic stadium this is not local for SE London athletes.I do not think it is appropriate to
use a public park to house a school - with all the associated traffic and
congestion it would bring. It also takes away vital open parkland vital to its
local users.
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andrea lynch

Clapham,
London

I broke the 60 meters world record 22/6/1974, Crystal Palace was my
athletic home for 10 years, I became a British Olympian, A European and
Commonwealth medalist and World Record holder, Crystal Palace was an
exciting place where we athletes back in the seventies enjoyed our
training and competition. I is very sad that it has been so poorly run, and
now in hands or greedy money making entrepreneurs, forget about the
accomplishments the youth could achieve if only it became a sports
academy.

Julie Strover

Orpington

It's a great facility which gives everyone the chance to compete on the
track and other facility's. The London youth games, triathlon to name a
couple.

Kevin Palian

Mitcham

I am signing because it's a vital resource for the people of South London.
Stop plugging all the money/initiatives into East London!

Karin Courtman

London

I use this track as do my children and I want my grandchildren to use it
too. It is awesome and steeped in history.

Oxana
Chippendale

Beckenham

To leave South London without a proper athletics stadium is quite
ridiculous. There are no alternative facilities within easy reach for
youngsters in South London. This is situated in a deprived area and is a
lifeline for hundreds of young people.

Audrey Livingston

London

1. We think a community track facility should remain2. We do not think a
school(s) should be built on the site because this would affect vehicle
access, parking and local traffic congestion, requiring a new access road
to be opened possibly from Crystal Palace Park Road and concerns for
safety within a public park3. Although not part of this consultation, we
would like a perimeter road to be kept so the future of triathlon, cycling
and other events can continue in the park

sara howe

Dartford

I thought the Olympic legacy was true. Teenagers and older adults need
these facilities to stay as we should be able to use them.

Stephen Vincent

London

This facility has provided sporting opportunities for everyone from local
community groups to potential Olympians for many years. The loss of this
site would dramatically impact sporting development in the South London
area and all the benefits to the schools, clubs etc. that rely on it.

Martin Rafferty

London

The track and Perimeter road are so important to sustaining Athletics and
Triathlon in South London

Debbie Cook

London

I coach athletics group on the indoor & outdoor track three time a week &
both tracks can't go I have national athletes I train here it needs to stay!

Maureen Chitty

Purley

My wife Maureen & I trained on this track before 'Tartan' days when she
went on to compete for GB at two Olympics (Mexico/ Munich) A lot of our
life has been spent there not only training but watching top events. I then
helped my club Crystal Palace Triathletes create what is today one of the
top fixtures in the triathlon calender. The unique facility of the old motor
circuit keeps the whole event contained within the centre ideal for this type
of event. Take this facilty away from the local community, you deprive not
only South London but the public/competitors country wide, the
opportunity to race at a spectacular & iconic venue. Building a school on
the site creates more probs than it solves with access & safety issues. A
crazy idea. Improve & keep our iconic Centre.

Erin-Maia Patel

Thornton
Heath

I'm signing this petition because I am an athlete who trains at this track
like many others so if you close this track yur putting everyone on a major
setback, please don't close it!!!!

david vallade

London

It's important facility for the local communities and people beyond

Iain Presnell

Pembury

I am an active coach in the area
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Robert Norville

London

Every year I would go to crystal palace to watch the diamond league
athletics as a family day out. This was also my local athletics training
track.. I would hate to see it demolished

Lin skinner

London

i have just moved to the area and am keen to use the track for my training
and possibly offer some off peak sessions as a Run Leader.

Kati Pusey

London

It is a disgrace to demolish this iconic stadium in the lights of Olympic
legacy. It is used by local clubs and communities. Money should be spend
on encouraging young people to take up track and field rather than
reducing opportunities and facilities.

Catherine Lilley

Eversley
Basildon
Essex

It provides an opportunity for atheletes to train and for new stars to be
born

Isabel Horne

London

We need to maintain resources like this to assist our sports men and
women. It is also part of our history

Pamela Iannella

Coulsdon

We need facilities like this in South London.

Debbie Cook

London

I competed there a couple of times, many years ago, but officiated lots of
times. It needs to be kept open so that athletes can train without having to
travel long distances.

Matt Chapman

Hever

It gives people of all abilities the opportunity to compete in an amazing
facility

Richard Carter

Purley

Because it is the track & field base for South London Harriers providing
coaching and sport for the community.

Veronica
Champion

Banstead

Because it has been a wonderful yearly family outing with my children and
now my grandchildren.

Nina Champion

London

I grew up going to see the diamond league events every year and had
hoped to continue the tradition with my own children to help inspire them
into sports and athletics.

Margaret
Halloran-Pine

London

The school I work in uses it for their sports day.

Richard Oliver

Croydon

I am a member of south London harriers who use the track on a regular
basis, it is also the original home of athletics and should remain so

Ewan McKay

Reigate

The track is important to South London residents.

Tim Hammond

London

Please save

Max Chetwyn

London

My business uses the centre! And lots of young athletes use it too!!

Jono Podmore

London

I live in the area and use the centre regularly

June BarrowGreen

London

What better way to help stem the tide of obesity than to get kids (and
adults) doing athletics. At Crystal Palace people of all ages can not only
be inspired to take up athletics but they can do it there too. They will have
great fun and its good for their health. We need more facilities like Crystal
Palace not less.

Caroline Steward

Orpington

We need it for our youth

john bicourt

west wickham

It's a national stadium and 40 years of historic athletics. Also required for
all athletes in the area to train on.

Julia Anderson

Stockton-ontees

Together with fellow runners from my club, Crystal Palace Fun Runners, I
use the track to train. I believe that instead of getting rid of the track it
should be made more accessible to the community, in the true spirit of
keeping the 2012 Olympics alive.

Lynne Drummond

London

There is a definite need for a proper running track to foster grass-root
sport...particulalry in these days of increasing obesity!!
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David Amos

Battle

A fantastic facility for the youth of this country both now and in the future.

Mary Wolf

London

Where are our local potential athletics medal winners going to train?

Christopher
Hewitt

Lancing

Im an athlete that will compete at Crystal Palace Stadium

Ryan Deol

Brighton

I am an athlete and i love competing here.

Natalie Sampson

Wick

Because I use to compete there!

Devonte CaselyHayford

London

I use the track on a regular basis and have had many competition at it it's
also one of my local tracks

Jordan williams

London

This is a well known historical site and is still in constant use daily. Instead
of knocking it down, rejuvenate the stadium.

sharon hutchings

burgess hill

I used to jump there!

Annie Onions

burgess hill

Athletics tracks are valuable resources to communities and this track is
particularly valuable owing to the fact that it has indoor facilities.

Caroline Garratt

Worthing

I travelled up from the South Coast by rail almost every weekend to train
with my coach for over 10 years during the 80's and 90's. There was
nothing that compared to this facility then within reach for a teenager and
there will soon be nothing now in 2014 that compares. This is a valuable
asset that the South of England cannot afford to lose.

M Traynor

Banstead

Went there whilst at secondary school for our athletics lessons because of
the brilliant facilities on offer!

Stuart Butler

Lincoln

South London needs an indoor and outdoor athletics stadium and the
facilities for young athletes to nurture they're talent

Christina Silva

Hoddesdon

i am an athlete and this would be a massive loss to Athletics

Jenny Jackson

Beckenham

I coached young male sprinters for a number of years...kids that I kept off
the streets of South London and away from crime ..I like to feel I gave
them something positive to work towards, and worked very closely with
local schools ..some of those boys went onto great things ..none went
onto a life of crime !

Spencer Lee

Canterbury

I trained at this historic venue and want to see the legacy continue.....this
time with proper investment!

Kimberley LAws

Ashford

This complex has helped so many children over the years, keeping them
on the right path in life- do not demolish it !!!

Trevor Frecknall

North
Muskham

South London and the entire UK need this inspirational venue for the
health of the country.

ROB
COCKAYNE

NEWTON

As a participating athlete since 15, now in my 60s I consider Crystal
Palace to be the true home of British Athletics

Susan
McEldowney

London

My youngsters and I hace used and supported the Sports centre for thirty
years, the children from birth. They are both qualified swimming teachers
as a result.

jeffrey balderson

Coulsdon

Crystal Palace IS Athletics

Calvin Kirstein

Eastbourne

I am an athlete that trains at Crystal Palace and it is the easiest venue to
access for my training, no doubt to countless others.

Yehnine Gayle

Bromley

I'm signing because I am a regular user of the track

George marsh

Brighton

fantastic facility that provides lots of opportunity for young people in
athletics. In addition it's very accessible to all with many transport links.

Lynn Stapley

Ashford

There are young athletes who deserve this facility.

Kirsty dobberson

Erith

this was where I have my first champions it's a really nice stadium
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Tim Bayley

Watertown

I have raced on this track many times and it holds great memories for me.
It would be so great for the facility to remain and for many others to
experience racing there in the future. It is a great facility with amazing
history and deserves to be saved.

Jessica robinson

Hemel
hempstead

I'm signing because I believe crystal palace should stay as it is an iconic
stadium to athletics

Georgia Child

Maidstone

Crystal Palace is a brilliant track to run on and I enjoy watching athletics
meetings here too

Jane Brooks

Aylesford,
Kent

It was an amazing experience for myself in the late 70s and early 80s to
run at this fantastic stadium. Also to watch athletes such as Steve Ovett
and Seb Coe run there. I went recently to watch my daughter run in the
stadium which was an amazing experience for her and nostalgic for
myself. We should be encouraging this great sport for our future athletes.
This is a great stadium which just needs some TLC. Please do not
demolish this iconic stadium!!

Donna Child

Maidstone

Events held here have been an inspiration to my family. Having taken my
daughter here to watch athletics since she was 8 she took up athletics
herself and now runs for her university. It has been such a great
opportunity for people in the south east to see world class athletes up
close. It is a unique venue in the south east. Huge stadiums don't give the
same opportunity to view the athletes style, power and grace.

Colin Taylor

Hemel
hempstead

This is the iconic home of British and English athletics. Change it yes, but
keep a stand. So much History. Where is the 2012 legacy if London does
not have an all year arena? Athletics is more than a few weeks when
professional football season is closed.

Amy brooks

kent

im singing because I have experienced running here and it may not be the
best it can be but it can be refurbished or looked after abit! My mum and
nan have run here aswell, I want it to keep going through the family

Mike Watson

Headcorn

I am signing because being an athlete myself, I find the plans of
demolishing this venue horrendous. I myself have sprinted there multiple
times, and it is a fantastic venue to hold the south of england
championships at. Please save this stadium.

Chris McAllister

Newcastle
Upon Tyne

Wonderful stadium full of history

Andy Neatham

Stevenage

The olypic stadium is now dedicated to football. It will be a disgrace if
London, as the nations capital city does not have a single decent
international athletics facility. Crystal Palace to be renovated and
upgraded, not demolished.

Layla cyster

Taplow

I grew up training at crystal palace where I was trained by world class
coaches including John Powell, Judy Vernon and John Hillier. Athletics
was a huge part of my childhood and growing up and helped me become
who I am today. What will youngsters with talent and sporting interest do
without facilities to support this.. Probably get up to no good..

Daniel newland

Plymouth

I am an athlete my self

Sam cunningham

Haywards
heath

i love this stadium and we need it in the South of England, there are few
other really good tracks!!

Darcey Kuypers

kent

it has so much history, why demolish a track that there's nothing wrong
with? Yeah it may be a bit old but that's the beauty of it. It's one of the only
good and big tracks in the South east and many will be disappointed and
sad if it gets demolished

Mike Leonard

Fraserburgh

I am an athletics coach and know how important this facility is to the
coaches who coach there. Crystal Palace is also an important venue in
the world of athletics which should be preserved and used.
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paul reed

Long
Bennington

Keep sport available for all levels.

Sabine Haller

London

I live there, my children trained there. Why would you let it fall into
disrepair and then claim you cannot save it?

Adrian Thomas

London

I want to keep the history of the area intact. Once bulldozed it can't be put
back - just like my old flat once South Norwood Fire station ( 1864)

Dave Miller

London

There are not enough running tracks in London, and if we lose these in
Crystal Palace many young athletes lose a vital place to train. We need
many more tracks - not less! This proposal is tragic - think of the sporting
history of this track.

Jude Figueira

London

We really need good quality track and field facilities in South London,
Stratford and the Olympic park are so far to go to train etc.

Dean
Stephenson

Watford

To ensure that young athletes in the area have proper facilities to train on
and ensure that the Legacy of the 2012 Games is upheld.

Kym kuypers

Weavering

My daughter is an athlete and this is a great track which I also competed
on when I was younger

Eustace Northey

Londeon

It's the only place in london that can put on big meetings and is a good
training area with all the facilities needed, with a indoor area for all.

Enid Gamvros

(blank)

My qrand daughter qnd my daughter both ran there and I enjoyed many
athletic meetings there

yuko miller

London

Children, pupils and adults who are using the track, we all need to keep it.

Jacques
CunninghamMarsh

Mmedway

Athlete for local club and would be a shame to lose such a great, historic
track

Linda Whitehead

Beckenham

There are very few athletic facilities in the London area.

Tina Burgess

London

I have watched many athletics meetings at Crystal Palace including Grand
Prix Diamond League featuring a host of international stars, right through
to watching my son compete at South of England U15 & U17 champs.
Hercules Wimbledon Young Athletes Champs and also my son's school
hold their Sports Day at CP. It is an iconic stadium, but also a valuable
resource which encourages participation in athletics, it should be
protected at all costs. Where on earth are those living in South London
supposed to go, especially for indoor facilities? I feel let down, this is not
what the Olympic legacy was supposed to be about.

Clare Burgess

London

It's the nearest track to where I live and I've competed there many times.
It's also used by schools for their sports days. And the London Youth
Games.

Peter Emery

Kenley

Athletics is a great sport to get and keep people fit, to help lose weight, to
compete in and to watch. Tracks provide safe environments for training,
particularly for young athletes, and having worked hard to see one built in
south London, it would be a disaster to see such an important one
disappear.

James Balston

London

We have few enough such facilities. many of our olympic athletes have
trained here. What happened to "Legacy"

Joanna Wood

Ondon

It's a facility that won't be replaced once lost. There is only one chance to
get this right and I think successful development plans can be agreed that
encorporate the track rather than remove it completely.
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Daniel Kavanagh

London

This is the identity of Crystal Palace. It's part of the reason CP is so great
and the residents are so proud of it. Features like this means the town
has 'something about it'. People want to be there and the people who are
there want to look after it. Too many London boroughs don't have an
identity.

Liz Pontin

London

This is a really important building for the local area

Michael Instone

London

I use the sports centre

Heather
Rainsbury

Marple

what will happen to the outdoor events I attend if this is demolished &
housed indoors?

Barbara Lock

Seaton

Have competed there many times over the years. Was the first all weather
track I raced on in the late 60's

Hayley Barrett

Wallington

My niece uses this and she is a great athlete so would be a shame if this
went ahead

Jacky Brett

Roche

Crystal Palace has always held a certain magic & is an important part of
the history of athletics in the UK

L Laverick

London

Crystal Palace athletics track and facilities are an important community
resource and a an important London landmark. it needs injection of cash
to update it rather than demolish it. On a personal note, my children have
used it to take part in sporting events.

caroline cook

London

The facilities are used by schools and the wider community. It is part of
our heritage and should not be sold off.

RICHARD
CALLAN

MARKET
HARBOROU
GH

Some of the best moments of my life have been spent on this track.I
would hate to see this facility lost.

Martin Walker

Crapstone

I grew up in S London and know how few sporting facilities there are for
schools and community clubs to use.

ros tabor

London

I train on the track every week from October to May

nina anderson

Brighton

i used to train here and love any space that can encourage athletic
passion

Alexa Smith

London

I live in Crystal Palace and think the athletics track is an historical part of
the area that should stay. There is no reason it needs to be demolished.
There's plenty of space.

robert finlay

London

It is essential that the Crystal Palace Park space be retained as a PUBLIC
SPACE. Not restricted to whatever the whims of the bureaucrats of the
day. Once lost, it's gone.....forever! The current sports facilities are
essential for the well being of the locals and London residents alike!

Richard
Buerckner

Norwood

I love the sports facilities at CP...I am local and a member of the NSC. I
object to the idea of losing facilities I use in order to help commercial
interests.

Michael Mein

Sidcup

preserving a community and regional sport facility as part of the Olympic
legacy

Stacy Walter

Sutton

This centre has been a base for my training for many years.

Danielle O'Neill

London

I am a coach at Crystal palace gymnastics club and wish to keep our club
within the community

Chantal Thorp

London

I would like to see the current clubs able to stay at this facility especially
the gymnastics.

Frank Schubert

Surbiton

As a volunteer athletics coach in South London, Crystal Palace is an
important site for young athletes in the area.

Name

Location

Comment

Benedicte Coker

Thornton
Heath

Crystal palace Gymnastics club needs to retain their facilities

Jeremy Hopes

Croydon

My daughter passion is gymnastics - without this facility we don't know
what we'll do!

Jessica Field

London

Save Crystal Palace gymnastics clubs home! They are getting better and
better within gymnastics and are an asset to the community!

Stuart Mullins

London

I'm by no means an elite athlete, but I do use the facilities four times a
week. I find it inspiring to be training along side elite athletes. You watch
how they train how hard they train, how focused they are, and it teaches
you so much. I definitely feel that my leisure time, keeping fit and healthy,
enjoying the company of others doing the same, is totally inspired by elite
athletes, they give us something to aspire to!

Penny Burrows

Sydenham

Because I want to save crystal palace gymnastics club and all of it's
members

Paul Byfield

Bromley

as a former athlete and now Chair of Development at Blackheath and
Bromley Harriers AC I see crystal palace as a vital resource for the sport
in south london and nationwide

Janet Bensley

Great Bedwyn
Marlborough

To maintain the legacy of 2012

Melanie Reeve

London

The sports centre is a very valuable resource which we cannot afford to
lose

rachel johnson

Croydon

Rjohnson

Dawn AdamsHoward

Beckenham

please dont make us loose a desperately needed 50m pool, let along all
the other much needed facilities

Suzanne De
emmony

London

We need top class sporting venues in South London. My family are
regular users of the sports centre.I also believe that we should also
preserve this iconic building

Ian Campbell

Croydon

Nationally important athletics venue that has International importance.

William Shearer

London

This is being bulldozed through by people with no interest in what South
London needs.

Emma Evans

London

I have watched athletes her when i was a child, and it reminds me of
growing up in London, if all these historic sites are taken down, then there
will be nothing of the true londoner to remember and call home. London is
built on a great history and we should embrace and always remember it.

Adam Avery

London

More time is needed

neroli keddie

London

This stadium is extremely important for the future athletes of London, as
well as the use for the local community and schools. The plan has not
been thought out with the needs of people in mind.

RICHARD
WESTON

London

South London (as well as north London) needs a fully equipped national
standard athletics facility

Carolyn
Richardson

Crystal
Palace

Both the sporting facilities and the park are too important to hand over to
private enterprises. Once sold they can't be reclaimed for future
generations to enjoy as the generations before. Hands off our park Boris!
You're making your desperately wanted legacy 'the mayor of the elite.'

Claire Renn

London

I think the Olympic legacy should not be exclusively for the Olympic park.

Carole-Anne Ellis

London

I'm signing because you should consider the gymnasts and divers they
win medals and need somewhere to train. Have sense

Jill Murphy

London

I'm signing because I think it's disgraceful that we will lose some of our
beautiful park

Name

Location

Comment

Sara Ames

London

This is an important local facility that serves a wide community.

Rachel Church

London

Crystal Palace needs a decent facility for athletes and for the local
community.

Elizabeth Mary
Horswill

Birdwell

I'm concerned that Crystal Palace does not lose any of the facilities it has
at present as this would be dreadful. The training and other facilities are
first-rate and many sportsmen and sportswomen, girls and boys could be
lost if any of the facilities change and/or cease to continue.

Thomas Kaminski

London

Weightlifting club

nic sargeant

London

Crystal palace gymnastics has given and continues to give my daughter
so much pleasure and focus. Thanks to you all

Adam Dineen

London

Use ut regularly, it's iconic and important to the community

vania ivanova

London

I am singing because crystal palace gymnastic club has given so much to
my daughter. and I don't want her happiness to finish

Christine ashby

Croydon

My daughter is a member of crystal palace gym club and it should remain
at the sports centre. They should even b given a perminate place in the
centre.

Rae freedman

Croydon

It is important to keep crystal palace open for present and future athletes

Mary Waddams

London

Hundreds of children on our annual federation primary school sports day
have their first and perhaps only chance to see a real athletics track. Then
they race on it. They love it ! Who would take away their joy?

Tony Riley

Luton

This is a great sports complex and my grand daughter's gymnastic club is
housed there. What does Boris want to do? Sell it off to property
speculators. He knows the cost of everything and the value of nothing!!

Vivian Paul
Horswill

Birdwell,
BARNSLEY

This iconic site is essential for the young athletes who may be our next
Olympic medallists.

Emma porter

London

both my daughter, family and friends use this centre and reap the benefits
of having a great resource available in south London, this needs to
continue - it will offer further opportunies for young and old people to
engage in sport - locally.

roy collier

London

It would be a huge loss to British athletics to lose such an amazing and
iconic venue

Robert Lawrence

Orpington

The facilty has existed for a long time & is iconic with rich history & utilised
by both elite athletes & local community. athletics/running is increasing
popular see success of Park Run & facility should remain for use of whole
local South East community & future Olympians!

Elizabeth Mary
Horswill

Birdwell

Our ten-year-old great-niece is a trainee gymnast at Crystal Palace and
the trainers do a magnificent job which should be allowed to continue...

natalie stringer

bedfordshire

I may not live in the area but I coach gymnastics and the sport is a thriving
community business that all towns should be able to offer to all young
people. Plus you will taking away jobs from local people that have worked
hard to get it where it is today.I think it is maddness!!!

Paul Rowbotham

London

I trained here as a junior international athlete including residential courses.
It is a great place for different London-based training groups to meet.

Jacob Freedman

Croydon

For current and future athletes

Melissa Pritchard

London

My daughter does gymnastics with Penny a huge part of her life

Alan Dolton

Croydon

I coach athletics, and London's teenagers need access to athletics tracks
which are accessible by public transport

Name

Location

Comment

Abigail Nathan

Hof Hacarmel

Because sport is so important as a positive channelling of energy
especially for young people today in our sedentary society. Learning to
participate and compete in good spirit leads to less violence and happier
people . A most valuable contribution to a healthy society

Karyn
Omahoney-Kni

Aarhus

I trained and competed at CP for 15+ years as a member of Bromley
Ladies and Blackheath Harriers. The track serves a whole region for
training facilities and used to host many great championships, Kent
County Champs, South of England Champs, London Borough Champs.
Also the London Grand Prix, sharing international athletics on the world
stage. Hundreds of youngsters have been a given a special opportunity to
use these facililities for training and sporting development, most notably
by one of the most committed coaches the UK have had, John Powell.
Please save Crystal Palace and British Athletics and let the London
Olympic Legacy live on. Karyn O'Mahoney-Kni

Dave Condon

Southend on
sea

I've trained, competed and been a part of many fantastic events at the
palace, and it would be an absolute travesty to deprive others of all the
fantastic memory's and experiences that I've gained over the years.

Laura Torry

London

Important that a decent athletics facility is maintained in South London particularly with a view to inspiring the next generation.

Peter Shilling

Worcester
Park, Surrey

As a user and organiser

John Gill

Hawards
Heath

I am a long time athletics competitor and administrator and believe the
retention of a full athletics facility in south London to be essential for the
future of the sport. If lost now through short sighted, short term thinking,
the likelihood of it ever being replaced is virtually nil.

Jessica Davies

London

My son trains at the track 4 times weekly - it is the only such facitily in this
part of London. It provides sporting opportunities to young people across
the community and would represent a huge loss to the area.

Matthew Hall

London

South London needs its own athletics facilities

Catherine
Holmes

London

This track is a vital resouce for local schools and should be kept to
encourage fitness as part of everyday life.

john quarrey

London

my children use the current facilities

Jane Mines

London

A enormous part of South London's sporting facility which is badly needed

randal twisk

London

This facility is used by local children. This includes my daughter.

Aine McDonagh

London

I am a user of the park and Climbing Wall at the Athletics centre. I would
also like to object to any demolition of the superb 1960s architecture of the
original stadium.

Catharine
Edwards

Bloomsbury

My daughter like thousands of other local school children, regularly uses
the track and field facilities at Crystal Palace.

Jamie Reeve

London

Decent athletic and other sporting facilities are in very short supply in
South London and we cannot afford to lose them or have their scope
reduced.We did we pay so much tax for London 2012 with the intention of
reducing the subsequent legacy benefits.Come on Boris, save our sport!

Lucy Gardner

London

This would represent a huge loss to sports opportunities in South London.
I have regularly used CP, both for myself and my children.

Kevin Dixon

London

It is simply an essential part of the local infrastructure bringing access to
sports and training to the wider communities which would otherwise
disappear.

Kara Miller

London

Spent years training here, and going to the Grand Prix would be a shame
to see it go

Name

Location

Comment

Sam Bourne

London

My children's school uses the track and facilities for their sports days and
training. I can't beleive the proposal to reduce sports facilities when there
was supposed to be a sporting legacy after the Olympics - it's so
stupid!!!!!!!

Roxanne WeirLovemore

London

My 3 children take part in many sporting activities at Crystal Palace
through their schools and clubs.

David Thomas

London

My children. The health of South London, the Region and the Nation.

Donna
Bennaceur

London

Having grown up living next to these facilities I find it such a waste to re
model them for such use. Crystal Palace national sports centre is an icon
known to everyone in the UK.It is also a facility that my children's svhools
have used for many years.

Annie Clemenger

Battersea

Both my son and daughter use the facilities at Crystal Palace - it is an
excellent venue and we need to maintain and improve these facilities not
tear them down. All children ( and adults) need to be encouraged to take
part in sport - we need to keep every sports centre we have.

Sarah Hill

London

As a mother of 3, I spend many hours each week dropping off at,
supporting and collecting from various events at CP throughout the year.
The loss of facilities there would mean travelling to North London which
would mean my children couldn't continue with their sports.

Sarah Venning

London

I'm signing because I believe the sports facilities are essential for a huge
area of South London. It would be a betrayal of the 2012 Olympic legacy
to take these facilities away.

malcolm sanders

Sheffield

Once lost these facilities will not be regained. The site needs
maintenance but this plan needs to be seen in relation to the proposal to
recreate a commercial version of the Crystal Palace. Either or both of
these developments will dramatically change the Crystal Palace and its
environs

Jonathan
Gonzales

London

If they close this down, it will be an abomination

Rebecca
humphreys

Beckenham

Crystal Palace is an important facility for South London

Colin Brown

London

Sports facilities are important to local residents and my daughters school.

Tom Randell

Moultonborou
gh

I have two young children and they need local sports facilities (we need
more schools too - but not at the expense of places where kids can play
sport and run around and swim)

Tim Mugford

London

My daughters train at the stadium and use the track and the swimming
pool.

Derek Randall

London

South London badly needs athletics training facilities, sports pitches & 3G
astroturf.

Michael Maloney

Loughton
Essex

My daughters school,And many other schools, use this invaluable facility.

lisa orpwood

London

In addition to the main points of this petition, I would like to add that my
children's school has made use of the athletics facilities at Crystal Palace
for 50 years. It seems that there has been inadequate thought about the
alternative provisions for South Londoners. The Olympic park is simply not
accessible on a regular basis for South London schools, pupils and
people. Addtionally the proposed use of the diving pool for children's swim
lessons will impact detrimentally on the availability of both diving lessons
and training and children's swimming.

karen stirgwolt

London

Our school depends on these facilities for the students/children.

Name

Location
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Andre Fernandez

London

Crystal Palace NATIONAL Sports Centre is an establishment in its own
right. Fight to reclaim it's glory rather than simply follow current trends for
an easy buck.

DEVON WRIGHT

Croydon

The track needs to be improved, not knocked down

Vanessa Skelton

London

To loose crystal palace as a nationally important sports centre would be a
travesty. It is bizarre that this should happen within sight if the London
2012 games when a commitment to provision of sporting facilities was
made and crystal palace provided a training ground for athletes involved.

Sally Teasdale

London

How can you even think about this with the lack of space already in
London and the substanstial rise in childhood obesity. London should be
encouraging sporting activity- what are you thinking about!!!

Emma Christmas

Essex

I am an athlete that has competed here on many occassions in the past! It
is a brilliant venue to have

Christopher
Hepworth

London

I have been competing on the Crystal Palace track since the age of 11, as
well as having visited to watch the Grand Prix meeting there. It is an
amazing venue both for competing and watching athletics, and is one that
holds an important place in British Athletics History. I therefore think it is
only write to maintain the track and if possible to develop it with the likes
of an indoor track facility.

Elizabeth Lake

London

Myself and my family us the facilities. We should be making it easy for the
public to access all sports and be expanding the availablility not shrinking
it.

Robyn Matson

Dagenham

Myself and many others have spectated and competed here over the
years. It is a brilliant venue, as well as being easily accessible by public
transport. Please don't ruin future experiences of watching sport or racing
at Crystal Palace for our next generation of stars.

Enyioma
Anomelechi

London

This was my second home as a teenager. Don't deprive the current
generation of potential athletes. Amazing facility, best south of the river.

Elsa Wright

London

An amazing facility for local schools and local kids.

Joel Williams

London

I use to train here and i know a lot of young adults that train here

Michael Cleary

London

Crystal Palace is a fundamental sports arena to not just the South East
but the entire country.

sam williams

London

My husband is conrad williams is a commonwealth games gold medallist
from glasgow 2014 and we live in beckenham...which is just a mile down
the road. This is his local track and he trains here regulary.

Sarah Gillie

London

The downgrading of these facilities would be a tragedy for all local people,
not just athletes and sports fans. The plan is not thought through. My
family has benefited hugely from the facilities. Future generations should
not miss out on all that Crystal Palace National Sports Centre has to offer!

Laura Betts

London

I spent many happy years running here as a child.

Octavian Dan

London

My childrens' school has been using this facility for 50 years and
continues to do so.

pernille finegan

London

It is ludicrous that the sporting facilities at Crystal Palace are due to be
scrapped or significantly reduced given the general concern about public
health and obesity. There should be MORE sporting facilities generally,
not less.

Peter Salmi

London

a vital sports resource for SOUTH London

Michael Mines

London

It`s our iconic local facility which should be embraced and loved, not
removed.

Rob Tulloch

Upminster

Sport is a very important part of my life

Name
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Tania Rea

London

We love the sports centre!

Juliette Rohde

London

The athletics stadium and indoor training track are a vital part of track and
field events and training in south London.They play a vital role in school
sports fixtures and are the main introduction for the majority of children in
the area to the large part athletics can have have in their enjoyment of
sport and as an example of how to have a healthier life style.

gavin Johnson

London

I use the club and its essential to my progression as an athlete and others
need it just as much. Good for the community

Dan Jackson

Gloucestershi
re

With Don Valley Stadium being bulldozed, if the same happens to Crystal
Palace, I don't see an Olympic Legacy for athletics. Closing sports
facilities will decrease sports participation and only put more pressure on
the NHS. Fewer sports facilities will only lead to an unhealthy nation.

Rae freedman

Croydon

It is important for present and future athletics

Richard AlexisSmith

carshalton

this is one of if not the countries biggest athletis sites in the UK! this is a
location every british athlete knows and has fond memories of! i should be
taken down, it should be funded further!!

Jai Wijayatilake

London

I'm signing because it would be ashame to lose the sports centre as it is
regularly used by all (adults/children/professional and aspiring sports men
and women/schools/local community) and is a great venue for sports.

Daniella Dookey

Bromley

My son has been playing football for crystal palace for 4 years and we use
the facilities for training and also my niece does gymnastics there. I'm also
a teacher at a local school and we also use the facilities for PE and sports
day.

Mike Mason

Banstead

I have raced and trained at CP for many, many years - it has a special
place in my heart, but it is also held in the highest regard by the athletics
community and is widely regarded as the UK's home for athletics.

Fd

Walton-onThames

The Crystal Palace stadium is a high profile venue for the majority of club,
county and regional level athletes in the South of England. The stadium is
renowned around the globe for its fast track and iconic location. To
run/jump/throw at Crystal Palace is of huge motivational value to those of
us lucky enough to have competed there, and to have seen many of our
heroes compete and indeed set personal, national and international
records there.That the stadium is currently in a sad state of repair is not in
dispute- it is frankly a disgrace at the moment, and work needs to be
done. However, it is the only stadium of any value south of the river (not
just in London, but the entire South of England)- and cannot be replaced
by the Olympic Stadium- however superior the latter may be deemed to
be, due to the heavy modifications and limited availability inherent to the
stadium conversion, not to mention the difficulty of getting to Stratford for
those of us in the South West of London (it is almost simpler to go to t

Conor Griffin

Glasgow

Cos

Anna Pearce

London

It is a great sports centre in the middle of a beautiful park- please don't
take this from local residence!

Francoise brown

London

I am sighing this petition for many reasons the main ones is, it is place i
use with my children and my godson plays football there.

Jemma
Pemberton

Billericay

I'm signing because I'm an athlete and have competed at crystal palace
and it would be such a shame for it to be knocked down as I have so
many amazing memories of personal bests there!

John Douglas

London

Come on Boris - let's encourage sporting activity amongst those of all
ages and abilities
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Fran Sheldon

Penge

I would like the local community to have a say in changes made. The
gymnastics club is very important to my daughter and her health and well
being.

Lesley Doyle

Bradwell,
Hope Valley

We need more dporting facilities, not less. Sheffield lost Don Valley
stadium and is significantly the poorer for it. If this stadium goes too where
will top class athletes train and compete? Where will the next Jess EnnisHill or Mo Farah come from?

stuart timms

London

I'm an athlete and train here, have watched events here and value this
community and south London resource.

caroline holmes

Beckenham

These facilities offer children in the area an opportunity to use exceptional
facilities that they can be inspired by.

Alexis Pottinger

London

I love athletics and live next to the Crystal Palace National Sports Centre

Graeme Hibberd

London

CP is an important community resource and losing this sports resource
would be a disaster.

Matt Gill

London

My family has used the facilities here for many years and both children
have reached national level at their chosen sports. These proposals will
destroy CPNSC as a community sports hub and seriously reduce the
opportunities for South London's young sports people to achieve their
potential.

omololu abiodun

London

that track has help me be the athlete i am today grouping through youth
championships to big senior championships we need more great tracks
like this

Justine Eastbury

Bromley

The future of sports is important to everybody in the community.

Amanda Jones

London

Crystal Palace is a vital resource for athletics in South London. It is
valued by a wide cross-section of the community for miles around as well
as top class athletes. We wish to safeguard the opportunities they have
had. SAVE THE STADIUM!

Tessa Cranfield

London

I'm signing because these facilities are very well used - we regularly use
the training pool and the family pool which is always full on weekends.
Public health needs more of us to be doing sport and keeping active and
removing facilities goes against that

Sarah Born

London

It is sporting resource that is used and valued by many different folk from
many different communities within our area and has been a really
important sporting venue in our family.

Catherine
Anderson

Lonfon

All facilities and park used extensively by my children and their friends

Monica Mein

Sidcup

If you close Crystal Palace it will be to the detriment of athletics

Oliver May

Southampton

I took part in many athletic competitions here as a child and I believe that
everyone else should have the same advantages.

barrie hambleton

London

the Athletics track is a huge importance to finding and building new talent..

Louise
Sherrington

London

My children's school use the athletics track for sports days and other
events. I think it is vitally important that the local community can have
access to good sports facilities such as this and it would be a terrible
waste to allow it to be demolished.

Keith Field

Thornton
Heath

Crystal Palace is still relevant absolutely necessary due to the lack of top
class facilities for athletes south of the River Thames

Nic Peters

Glasgow

I grew up in Croydon, and used to train at Crystal Palace. It means so
much to so may people. Keep the track!!

Jennifer Del
Carlo

London

My daughters' schools use the facilities and the children would likely lose
out if the proposed changes go ahead.
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George Choat

London

I'm an athlete living in South London and South London athletes need
somewhere near to train.

Clare Park

Sheffield

This is a fantastic family and community facility with the most incredible
heritage and atmosphere. It is inconceivable that anybody would think it a
good idea to remove any of it.

Michelle Avison

Kennington

I have used the sports centre for 20 years, and now my daughter does the
same. It is an excellent facility in South London where there are few sports
facilities.

Georgia Mae
fenton

Gravesend

gymnastics is such a great sport and gives us kids a great foundation in
life. Crystal palace gym club should not be closed down

anne long

London

this is an invaluable resource for a huge community. .

cam gbadebo

London

I am a user and dont want to lose the facility

Neil Gordon-Orr

London

We need more tracks not less!

Terry Stevens

Orpington

Having worked in Crystal Palace, 2 minutes from the stadium for many
years it would be a great shame to lose such an iconic place...so much for
the Olympic legacy!!!

Andrea Stevens

Orpington

Local schools and athletics clubs in S & SE London need this facility. It is
simply not good enough to have an area of London not covered by this
type of facility. These types of facilities might exist North of the river and to
the west but these places are at distance from SE London. We do not
have the ease of access to all forms of public transport to enable quick
journeys to be made to these other centres. Keep sport local. What
happened to the Olympic legacy for ALL?

Anouska Cope

London

I want to save Crystal Palace Gymnastics Club's home!

Salli Deighyon

Bromley

The crystal palace diving club has been sorely neglected in these plans
and no consideration has been shown for our divers and coaches who
dedicate themselves to this sport. Do we really need another playground
over proper sports facilities to enable our children to stay healthy happy
and well rounded? We should invest in the sporting facilities not destroy
them.

Saskia RistaBrettler

London

It gave me and my younger sister a chance to do diving and my sister also
does Gymnastics there.

Immi Wicks

London

If the sports centre was to be refurbished there would no longer be a
space for my gymnastics club to train. Please save our club!

Mark Roberts

London

allows the opportunity for local athletes to train rather than try to get
across london

Robert Kirby

Essex

This is my home town where I grew up and I have used this athletics track
on many occasions during my childhood.

Jason Marchant

Greenhthe

Crystal Palace is a focal point for the community and the stadium is easily
accessible with good training and racing facilities

ian jardine

London

Can't believe that a facility to help kids and famialies to engage in sport
will be decimated at a time we should be encouraging participation at all
ages to improve health, fight type 2 diabetes and the ailments that result
from eating the wrong foods!

George Campbell

London

Youngsters today need positive challenges more than ever, removing this
facility would undoubtedly result in yooungsters who would otherwise be
engaged in athletics etc drifting away and finding other, less positive
pasttimes.

Natasha Green

Thornton
Heath

I want to save crystal palace gymnastics club
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gill philip

London

my sons are keen athletics and have used this site as their indoor training
track.

Toby Redman

Tunbridge
wells

Competed here and my mum used to compete here, it has so much
history as a whole facitlity

Emma-Jane
Isaac

Lenham

to save athletics

Ross Jeffs

Saint Helier

Home of athletics for a very long time, key facility for young athletes in
london.

Sarah Pattinson

London

I used to go to this stadium as a child and developed my love of athletics.
It is so important to the local community.

Nick Richards

Sydenham

Iconic stadium & key to South London athletics, must be retained

David Smith

Westerham

The Crystal Palace National Sports Centre has for years been a hub for
the development of youth sport in south London. Yes, it's an eyesore, yes
it needs an update - but it's one of the few multi-sport venues around. Fix
it, don't bulldoze it.

MICHELLE
BAXTER

Westerham

I have two sprinter daughters who use indoor & outdoor tracks?? why cut
down on great facilities already there?sprinters have competitions indoor
as well??? train indoors for a competition as other athletic events on the
track.before running on the track to compete. Its like building a football
pitch without any goal nets ?? we are going forwards not backwards.Its
known as the Famous track for all famous athletes lets keep that memory.
Fantastic green park land for families to use don't lose that.

Humphrey
Drummond

London

We have been there and used the facilities. It is also important for my
children at a school in the neighbourhood.

Helen
MandefieldChang

Dulwich,
London

The health and well being of families and in particular young people living
in South London would be compromised by this initiative

Julie Overall

Cookham

Has London 2012 been forgotten already? I thought this country was
supposed to be encouraging sport not destroying training and competition
facilities? Boris, you need to realise that not everyone keeps fit by cycling!
People enjoy other sports. Track and field is really exciting and varied
and indoor training facilities are essential for the winter. There is a lack of
stadiums where major events can be held and so I feel very strongly that
this facility should be kept and some money invested in it. The Olympic
Park is too far for many Londoners.

Kieran Brennan

London

User of the facilities and parent of users

Gina Thomson

London

This is a National Sports Centre which is a fantastic facility, and as a PE
teacher in the Dulwich area, i feel the loss of this will be enormous!! This
action needs to be reconsidered, and the money would be better spend
updating the facilities and making more of them!

Lucy Allen

Edinburgh

I first started my gymnastics career at Crystal Palace gymnastics club

Maggie Turner

London

Gymnastics help children in so many ways and Crystal Palace Gym Club
produce first class gymnasts

sarah sheard

birmingham

Too many clubs are being closed, children cannot do sport if there is no
where to do it.... Invest in youth, they are the future

karen reeves

London

my children's school regularly use this facility and to lose it would be such
a shame, using the stadium is a valuable and unique experience for the
children - please think again.

Stella Tiller

Chatham

Because it's important to my friend's daughter

Hope Sarti

West Horsley

I use the Athletics track for competitions and has a long running history for
being one of the best tracks in the uk

Name

Location

Comment

Robert Sakala

London

i am currently aspiring to represent gb this season at the iaaf world youth
championships ( 110m hurdles under 18 age group) in clumbia as i have
already run standard in training. i currently go to school im merton and
return late after study support to attend training. this stadium means so
much to me as it inspires me to do well so that i will be able to runn in a
full stadium and achieve my goals one day.

Sarah Day

Thurnham,
Maidstone

It should be important to everyone involved in Sport - this is a place for
athletes to train and perform in front of a large audience. The Queen
Elizabeth Park is only going to be part time with football!

Trista Miskry

London

Adversely affects children in urban London

Sally Henno

Bromley

I'm signing this because all of my children have attended this club and
there is nothing locally for children to do. We are supposed to be
supporting sporting ventures, not ruining the chances for future athletes

Yasmin Amir
Ansari

London

What a woeful decision to cut back on facilities provided in such an iconic
building in South London when sporting activities should be encouraged!

Reg Hook

Brighton

It is essential that facilites in this area of London for both Training and top
class competition. The facilities should be of a suitable to hold at least
County and Area Athletic Competition.

Rebecca King

Hornchurch

I own a Aspire gymnastics club & I know how I felt when flats were being
built & our old gym (redbridge) had to bulldozed down. 800 members
finding a new home. Crystal palace are a great club - keep it going!! Xx

John O'Keefe

London

I have enjoyed watching athletics meetings over the years at Crystal
Palace.

Alice Rista Brettler

London

It is important to me that the sport centre stays because I do gymnastics
there and I do not want to loose the opportunities I've got

Zöe Overall

Maidenhead

One great venue for athletics

Christina Rista

London

it has fantastic facilities for the whole community

Hannah Edwards

London

I have been involved in athletics for 10 years now and it would be such a
shame to see this historical stadium go

Oa

London

peoples fitness is important

Mihad Hussain

London

This would be a massive loss to south london and athletics as a whole.

Ellie Curtis

Saffron
Walden

I'm signing because its great

April ann
Matthews

London

It is ,called, the national sports ground, let it remain

Uma Kymal

London

Both my kids used the swim and athletics facilities exensively gowing up
in this area. It was affordable and really worldclass. I want future
generations to be able to have the same opportunities to flourish.

Karen Catling

London

I remember running at the stadium as a teenager. It is still used regularly
and is an important part of the south london sports facilities.

Dylan Blake-Mills

Croydon

I used to train here years ago and I met friends, who are now my friends
for life.

Kate Brian

London

I don't want to lose this amazing centre and my daughter attends
gymnastics

Daruni kitchen

Bromley

i want to keep the gym club local

Michael wise

London

I used to train here! Can't rip it down!

Name
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Natasha Howe

Sutton

Sport, especially gymnastics, is close to my heart. We should be giving
our youth every opportunity to pursue their passions. Replace don't
remove!

Jonathan Brettler

London

The loss of the athletics track and stadium would deprive South London of
an important sports facility. This cannot be justified on the basis of the
Olympic Park facilities. The Olympic Park is far away. In any event, we
cannot afford to lose one of the few facilities of this nature available.

Z Hichisson

London

We used this sports ground when we were at school. It's the only stadium
like it in the area and it's well loved and well used. Where are our local
new Olympians meant to train? It also makes a fantastic music venue for
concerts.

Jahmal Germain

London

I normally train here 3 times a week with John Powell

Dominique
Wedge

Cardiff

I competed there in my youth, it's so important to keep this facility open for
our talented youngsters.

Yvette Bryan

London

Grass roots sports need to be invested in to further develop our young
people and provide team GB with talent.

Barbara
Kopczynska

London

It's important to keep our sports facilities. I use track with running club

evette briscoe

catford

Its important to keep British Sports alive

Andrea Smith

London

Provision of good athletic facilities for schools and the athletes of
tomorrow is important. Athletics is a fantastic sport and needs more
encouragement, not facilities being taken away.

Tamsin Beck

London

Crystal Palace Athletics ground is essential for S London. There are
already too few places for 16+ youths to go.

naomi adams

London

It is important to me because as a teacher I am concerned with the ever
increasing figures for childhood obesity. If we continue to shut places like
this down children will not have the option to fall in love with running and
make a healthy lifestyle choices.

Annabel Rooker

London

This is a brilliant facility that MUST be kept in south london for future
generations to come

Bill Porter

Loughboroug
h

I was first introduced to athletics at age 11 at Crystal Palace stadium and
South London Harriers has shaped my life. Please keep Crystal Palace
Stadium!

Vanessa mee

Bristol

I grew up there and used it as a child and it is a great place for the
community. It is well used and well loved!

Bell AnneCorinne

London

Because this is a place where children get inspiration, and where we are
going often as a family to enjoy the pool and also look at people playing
sports

Teresa Anderson

Biggin hill

This is part of our children's heritage. We must not lose it.

jessie lea

London

My daughter attends Crystal Palace Gymnastics Club and the sports
centre is a fantastic facility which I wouldn't want to lose.

Guy Beggs

London

Because I care about my community and don't think that decisions with
long term consequences should be taken by people who don't.

kirsty cubberley
lobb

London

diversity

Name
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Jodie Powling

London

I am a member of crystal palace gymnastics club and have been for 8
years, crystal palace national sports centre has been my clubs home for
over 25 years, and I am worried with your new plans we won't have a
home. We have held many competitions at the national sports centre, and
have invited many different clubs to visit the national sports centre and
with that we have created more visitors to the centre. gymnastics is a
important part of my life and I train for 12 hours a week, crystal palace
gym club is a important part of our community and needs to stay at the
crystal palace sports centre, I hope the reasons I have just stated will help
everyone to keep the sports centre because without the sports centre are

Susannah
Simpson

London

We should be improving sports facilities not tearing them down

Richard Black

London

Sport is so important for every school child in the area, we must keep this
facility, and continue to invest in healthy sport.

Donna Froggatt

Four Marks

Have recently moved from area , and used sports centre and watched
athletics there , think it would be a great loss to the area and the children
in the future

Chloe Crystal

London

Because the gymnastic club has been my life for 20 years and I don't want
to lose it

Akira AnzaiJackson

Hatfield

i am highly enthusiastic in athletics on track and truly believe this track
should remain in crystal palace

Heidi Cleaver

London

I use the centre every week, all my children learned to swim there, please
don't do this!

Gareth Bellamy

London

I have used sports facilities in Crystal Palace, and attended sports events
there. We should retain major sporting facilities in SE London.

Karin Dawson

Gerrards
Cross

My son competed at Crystal Palace. It is a great venue and our
youngsters should be encouraged to do more sport and amenities made
more readily available.

Arthur Lea

London

The only 11 aside games I've played since school have been in the
stadium

Kim Matthews

London

I don't want it to shut

Michael shaw

London

It would be a shame to put a road through the park

ebru onal

London

My daughter is doing gymnastics there.

Rochelle Douglas

Dartford

I'm south London born and bred and was an ex gymnast of crystal palace
gymnastics club who went on to represent Great Britain at world and
European championships. South east London has very few good
gymnastics facilities and many gymnasts have to travel out to kent, Essex
or heathrow to get adequate facilities and coaching. Losing this club will
have a negative impact on London and British gymnastics future talent
pool with most gyms already full to the brim with long waiting lists.

Ilse Towler

London

accessibility of good class facilities is apparently a factor in the success of
the Bundesliga - surely the same would apply to athletics?

Geoff Norton

London

Both my children use or have until recently used the facilities at Crystal
Palace. I fully agree that the facilities are badly in need of refurbishment
but in no way do I support the permanent loss of any of the current
facilities provided.

Jacqueline
Ellison

Croydon

Local, have used the facilities, think it is very important.

Margaret Berry

Lingfield

Removal of track sends out wrong messages. Should be building up
usage and encouraging sport

Name
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Derrick
Johnstone

Hurley

Because the youth are important

Nadine Allen

London

My self and my children uses the gym and attends clubs that is operated
from this venue it's convenient and easy access for work school and my
children gets to do activities after school. If this should go then we have no
where else to accommodate our commitment and activities will have to
stop and I believe we all should aim for our young future Britons be active
healthy and no stuck indoors

James Ripley

Mitcham

I want the facilities to remain and be improved for use by the local
community. It is also a National Sports Facility with a long history which
would not be duplicated in the Lee Valley site which has no local
community or history.

Paige Louise
Marriott

Sheffield

I am supporting Crystal Palace Gymnastics Cluv!

Tyler Henno

Bromley

Because I have spent most of my childhood going to crystal palace and
doing gymnastics and sports day here.

Karen Keeley

Glasgow

sport is for all not just the talented and affordable few. Recreational sports
provide a safe environment for kids to test and achieve things they never
believe they could. Building themselves into a confident and self
respecting community who we can be proud of! Sports should be above
financial profits in the here and now and look to the benefits for all!

joanne burnett

Biggin hill

I lived in the area throughout my childhood and my sister did gymnastics
there. It is a part of our family

kathy Lewis

Eastbourne

we must keep sports arenas open for the next generation...the dinosaurs
are still there from 19thC so why destroy this place.

Nico Ferrinho

London

... because South London needs this facility - it would be a tragedy if it
were gone. What about a groundshare with Crystal Palace FC? Bulldoze
the Selhurt Park site and free up much-needed space there for housing.

Brendan Beith

London

Fantastic sports resource; too many have been lost and South London
needs them more than most.

Lili Ella fenton

Gravesend

i love gymnastics and it's important to keep sport within the community as
it helps young people

Kyle White

London

Been participating in sport here for since I was 9 (18 years) still involved
with sport that takes place there.

debbie dunmall

carshalton

local sports clubs like this are a good thing for the local youngsters - dont
take it away from them. All the good promotion from the olympics about
keeping choldren fit and active needs to continue.

Simon Grant

Southend-onSea

I'm signing as every year we come here for a massive cheerleading
competition. It be a shame to see the place close

Nigel Watley

Croydon

My Daughter attends this club.

Helena Zarzycki

Carlton

Every sport should be able to stay in the home they love.

Kim saha

London

passionate about athletics

Sherifa Benjamin

London

I ran on this track and it one of my greatest moments. The kids of South
London need more things to keep them inspired, not less!

Sharon Robinson

London

Kids need this sports track , the government are always saying children
are not doing a lot of sports, spend the money and repair the all of the
sports site so all the schools can use it.

Name

Location

Comment

Lucy Stubbs

London

Many school children and youngsters use the Crystal Palace facilities. It
is a very important training ground for young people and helps them
practice a wide range outdoor professional sport as well as helping them
to keep fit and healthy. It would be a tragedy to lose this historic outdoor
athletics centre soon after the Olympics which was meant to encourage
people to take up a broad range of sport. We need open air track and
field facilities to be kept, not a glass recreation centre to be built in their
place. Some of our Olympic track and field successes have trained at
Crystal Palace. Where would future Olympic hopefuls for track and field
train in south London? Certainly not in a glass recreation centre building.

Alastair Aitken

London

' For Grand Prix' events whch attract a full stadium of purely fans of
athletics. The Olympic Stadium are usually mostly full of people who just
go bedause it is the Olympic Stadum. Only publicity keeps them going via
the media so except for the Worldl Championships it is unlikely to get the
atmosphere and full stadium that you would get at Crystral Palace whch
has had World records by the dozen and as Livingstone said at one of the
Grand Prix's it has an overground railway to the stadium for across many
part of London.

Emma er

Dartford

This was my first gymnastics club over 30 years ago it's a great place for
children to learn gym

Alexandra
Preston

Bridgnorth

Athletics are a fantastic inspiration to all, irrespective of other sporting
allegiances. Participants cross all social devides and springboard
individuals to meet their full potential.

Alice Dunhill

London

All my family use the sports facilities here. Please keep them ALL!

Greg Swift

London

I grew up watching athletics at Crystal Palace in the 70s and 80s and saw
some of the greatest names in the sport. I'd like my children, and other
children, to be able to do the same.

Liz Pepper

London

It's iconic and we should be creating more opportunities for people to
participate in sports not less. The olympic legacy was about getting more
people into sport...

Janet Kirby

London

I live locally and feel that people need to have as many facilities as
possible to enable them to keep fit. In addition the pools and track at
Crystal Palace would encourage young people to take up competitive
sport.

chris axon

London

Local stakeholders should have a say in how our park in run, that’s just
common sense...

Julie Letts

London

Having started running in my forties I use the park on a regular basis. I
am a member of Crystal Palace Run Runner and use the track for speed
training. I also run every Saturday morning at the Crystal Palace Parkrun.
I you be devastated if either of these facilities were to go.

Tuija VainioDoiseul

London

I believe that there is need for athletics track in this area. There would be
more use for this facility if it would be in better condition.

Claire Heafford

London

I've used the track and raced at the track, I love the track! CP wouldn't be
CP without the track! It's not the way the magnificent 60's utopian
concrete monolith was imagined. The track must stay! Plus it's one of the
only indoor athletics facilities in London or the UK for that matter. How is
loosing an indoor facility good for UK Athletics?

Jane Freshwater

London

I am local and have used the facilities and it's a well-located and useful
athletics and sporting venue.

Andre livingston

Wallington

I love athletics, the experiences and memories this track has given me will
stick with me for life. With myself and many other keen athletes, this track
is an iconic place. Just the experience of running on this track was a bit
experience.
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Alfie Bright

London

I am an athlete and have been a user of the outdoor track at Crystal
Palace since 2004, training there with South London Harriers, Athletics
Club and running in events there for competitions with my local School Alleyn's. Demolition of the track and other sporting facilities would be
devastating for sport in the local community.

Coral Howard

London

My two sons took part in Triathlons from this centre and I also entered
races with my local club, Dulwich Park Runners. It has been a source of
pleasure and healthy exercise over many years and deserves to be
maintained and upgraded.

Dennis Mugford

Hockley

We need to retain all existing sports facilities and build new ones

Peter Maddison

Lewes

We need more athletics stadiums in the UK

Matthew robbins

Pirton

Used the centre and went to many enjoyable events there whilst living
round the corner for for 11 years

Paul Browning

London

it is crucial for athletics to have a national event level stadium with an
indoor facility in S London, otherwise potential international athletes will be
lost

Monica Fisk

London

Crystal palace sorts stadium as been an iconic and inspirational venue for
many years, and has helped to encourage children at a local and national
level into track and field sports. I can't believe that only 2 years after the
Olympics and it's so called legacy there is talk about loosing this truly
valued facility.

Tara king

London

my little son has been diving for 2 years along with 500 other kids and this
is disgusting that they will have no dry gym and no platform diving
boards.Mr Seb Coe trained here as a young boy broke records here and
now he no longer runs he wants to take the chances away for everyone
else

Shaffeena Ali

London

Save this land mark. My local sports centre great place for the future
generations off spot

Connie Ward

London

I'm an athlete and I would hate it if my athletics track was being
threatened to be destroyed so I don't think any other athlete deserves it.

susan meredith

London

The Crystal palace complex is an excellent and unique resource with an
amazing history and hopefully a future for South east London.

Jessica Lyness

London

the swimming pool must not go!! a road through the park?? preposterous!

Robert Lyness

London

The sports facilities are important to other local schools and demolishing
them to create another school is preposterous!! (also quite ironic)

Sebastian
Hepher

Herne Hill

Are we really thinking about te next generation and where they can
participate in sport

Helen Blunt

Biggin hill

Both of my children are divers who use the diving facility five days a week.
They compete at a national level and are both accomplishing much. If the
diving facility was to be taken away they would no longer be able to
pursue their dreams of one day becoming Olympic divers.

Jade Lucas-Read

Abu Dhabi

I am an ex-GB athlete- Crystal Palace was my training ground for years. It
has a history & has grown many international athletes. To knock down
such a prestigious place is criminal.

Rachel Payne

Croydon

My son dives at crystal palace and is on the England Talent Team. If
diving ceases at crystal palace it will have a huge impact on his ability to
continue in his sport.

Jakki Bardsley

London

I believe the community surrounding Crystal Palace Park benefits greatly
from the sports track and centre. Removing it would be detrimental to the
local and wider community.

kelly brooker

Orpington

Every child should have the chance to follow there dreams
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Sarah Scott

Biggin hill

I have family who use the centre for diving and they have worked very
hard to get where they are.. Closing Will mean they have to stop!

lorraine gilbert

croydon
london

You should always improve to help make a better future for sport stars,
but never rip it apart without the promise of keeping the same feel about
the place and sports available to all those that use Crystal Palace.

Sheilagh Merrett

Croydon

I don't want it to close. Our Olympuc hopefuls need somewhere to train.

Maya CatlinMillar

Wallington

Because I love my gymnastics club and all my friends there. Gym is my
passion. Please let us keep the club.

John Galvin

London

The plans to further carve up the park are terrible and will result in
significantly less open space for the enjoyment of the local community

Paul Mann

London

Crystal Palace park, its sports centre and stadium provides a vital asset to
athletics and sport in general. The needs and views of existing users need
to be fully considered - for the benefit of all in the future in terms of fitness,
health and sporting legacy.

Richard Mortby

Croydon

I don't want the diving facilities down graded to a non competing level!
Especially following such a successful Olympic Games when all politicians
are pushing for a nation of great athletes.

Sharon De Torres

Brentwood,
Essex

I used to live in Sydenham and ran everywhere locally including the
CPNSC track. Its a fantastic track which always inspired me. The local
community benefits from it. It would be awful to see it go

Dean Duroe

Beckenham

My daughter dives at crystal palace along with hundreds of others, and we
don't want this club to be effected!

Jonathan Grey

London

Save the superb diving centre for our future Olympians. The plans want to
restrict the facility and stop the full use of the pool. This cannot happen.

Jeni Johnson

London

Gymnastics and swimming for all my children

Andrea Derungs

London

Various friends live in the area, which is why I know about it. We have to
do as much as we can to encourage people, especially young people, to
exercise and compete in sorts - it's crucial.

chris balmer

London

It is vital that a road is not put through the park. It would prevent Parkrun
from taking place. Parkrun is the best organisation promoting fitness in
this country and so must be encouraged and not prevented. The only
people who should have a say in the future of this park are those who use
it - not the rich and famous who have no connection with Crystal Palace.

Rachel O'Riordan

Staines-uponThames

The Sports Centre is at the heart of a thriving local community. It is a
major positive influence for the local youth and families. If you remove it,
you will see the immediate catastrophic chain reaction and undoing of its
community and particularly the crime levels will go up. There is no wisdom
or logic to Boris' idea.

James Adams

west wickham

Nearly all the greatest athletes of the last 40 years have competed at
Crystal Palace at one time or another, and it has the strongest athletics
tradition of anywhere in the UK. Indeed, few tracks in the world can match
its stadium records. In addition, it is used as much for training as any track
anywhere, and is a vital local resource for an area that boasts a huge
amount of potential athletics talent. It would be an appalling tragedy if the
track were bulldozed as a result of what appears to be an ill-informed
decision. As for the track's condition, it is in as good if not better condition
than any other track I have been to over the last couple of years, and was
clearly good enough to hold a Diamond League meeting just two years
ago.
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James Blunt

Biggin hill

We have invested a lot of money into our children in their diving. Having
this facility taken away will force us to move closer to another facility or
have them quit diving. Crystal Palace Diving club have been nothing but
amazingly supportive my childrens pursuits and it would be an enormous
loss to future hopes of our olympic success in diving

Benjamin Ferriby

Chelmsford

Saw my first athletics meet there

David Cook

Croydon

A brilliant venue that should be advertised more to the local community.

Barbara McPhee

London

This facility is used by a number of schools (including my daughters') as
well as a number of clubs

Angela
Ostacchini

Bromley

My two children are part of the Crystal Palace Diving team & teIn at the
centre for 17 hrs a week. It is the only centre with diving boards that we
could get to after school.

Esin Isiltay

Gönyeli

Destek

Nicola Cornish

Lingfield

I have fond memories of training on the track as a child & now my
daughter is doing the same. There are regular open meetings during
summer which are well attended as well as having hosted the SEAA
champs in the summer. It would be such a shame to lose this fantastic
facility as there are not many places left that allow future athletes to train
in this environment. Please don't get rid of athletics facilities at Crystal
Palace as we need it for our youth especially.

Gladys San Juan

London

Because it brings together fantastic events. Sports Programs for kids and
teens too

Rachel Gierula

London

What happened to the 2012 legacy? This stadium is of national historical
importance. It's disgraceful that you are even considering knocking it
down. It's a valuable asset in the SE London area which has been
allowed to fall into disrepair. It should be renovated and used. The reson
it's not fully utilised at the moment is because it's fallen into disrepair.
Nationally you have no support for this, locally even less.

Daniel Joyce

London

I'm signing because I use the Athletics track at least once a week &
advertised and used properly could encourage more sport participation in
a relatively poor area.

Terri Dean

London

I cant bear to see the destruction of the stadium, its used more than the
white elephant used for the Olympics. Pull that down instead.

Jonathan Eaves

Nantwich

I have a personal stake as my father worked at Crystal Palace but also
because the facilities should remain as part of the legacy of 2012

Gerry O'Doherty

Wickford

MY SON AND GRANDSON LIVE IN CP - I HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN
ATHLETICS ALL MY LIVE WITH GREAT MEMORIES OF GREAT
NIGHTS AT CP - WAS TRACKSIDE WHEN DAVE BEDFORD BROKE
10K WORLD RECORD - DONT DEPRIVE FUTURE GENERATIONS OF
THE CHANCE TO ACHIEVE THEIR DREAMS AT CP - KEEP THE
TRACK

Frances Hewitt

London

It's a national treasure and still very much used and needed.

Antony Wells

Luton

Not enough for junior athletics in south east

Steve Attwood

London

Too much of our heritage is being sold off by heartless, unscrupulous
politicians. I grew up in the area and have used the CPNPC all my life.

Chloe Travers

London

I'm signing because we have what can still be a well-used facility for use
by professionals, amateurs, schools and other bodies across south
London.
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Mark Stimson

London

It doesn't matter who you speak to locally, general concesus is to retain
the sports facilities, admittedly it requires updating, and an assessment to
have it as the palace ground is not a bad idea. More importantly it's great
for the aspirations of younger people, has a long heritage, since I can
remember watching athletics at this stadium with my athletics mad mum
since I was a kid. I'm not opposed to change but green space is vital for
well being, and used right, this is essential for the area, there's really
nothing else I'm aware of this close South of the river, and I'm nog sure
why Lord Coe would want to remove it, perhaps he can explain his
feelings on the subject, it seems to be a commercial venture more than
one with the heart - if the aim is to turn London into a faceless city, then
removing this would be one more step toward this. By all means bring
back the Crystal Palace, even the turntable and tunnels with steam trains
to boot! Or trams I you need a greener option perhaps...

Amba Shirfield

London

I am a local resident who uses these facilities, they need upgrading and
investment as a National Sports Centre not destroying

Jonathan Grant

London

Some of my best competition memories are there. It's a big stepping stone
for young athletes to compete there. There are not many other big
athletics tracks like that in south London. It will damage athletics moral of
young athletes in and around that area if it is destroyed.

Suzanne
Southward

London

All three of my children regularly use all the facilities under discussion to
remove. How awful! Years and years these facilities have been helping
inspire future generations. Why remove them? What about the
consequences to SE London?

Jane Crawford

Sudbury

Although not local to us I can see it would of great use to local athletes for
training and competitions . There are too few good indoor/outdoor
athletics tracks. For my son to compete at national competitions there is
something very special . If the facilities were improved I am sure it would
be well used locally and I fabulous venue for national use

Jaime Baker

London

Crystal Palace has a long tradition of sports. Before Athletics it was motor
racing. I've been to athletics there for 25 years and seen the impact
watching amazing athletes has on kids. This is the only stadium in South
London. For years it was only place to watch world class athletics and
losing it will have a terrible effect. So much for the Olympic legacy.

Amara Harker

London

because i want to do gymnastics at the sports centre

Andrew Feeley

West
Norwood

Crystal Palace is synonymous with athletics in south London, London, UK,
Europe, Planet Earth. What is the point in removing yet another outlet for
people to give expression to their talent and inspire others?

Caitlin Clasper

London

My children use these facilities.

ruth carpentee

London

Cp is worth saving. So many people use it. It is a green space left in
london

Mark Silverstein

London

There is a history of sport at Crystal Palace and south London needs this
facility

Michael
Woodward

Croydon

The running track and park is used by several running clubs and groups.
The loss of the track and part of the park would be and would have a
significant effect on these groups.

Sam Murphy

Rye

It's an important part of London's running history. As a coach I have used
this wonderful facility to run workshops - it gives people a real thrill to run
on that same track where Ovett, Cram and Coe ran. It should be restored,
not demolished.

Belinda Coster

Minehead

My grandsons live in Crystal Palace and use these facilities. This sports
facility is needed.

Lou Garrett

London

I ran there and its important to preserve

Name
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Steve Fury

Yalding

The historical and spiritual home of athletics that is still used by thousands
of people and is still the dream of kids countrywide to run in this amazing
stadium. Why do we always have to knock things down? What legacy
from the London Olympics!!

Kim Chapman

Dulwich

Our children use the club both with Alleyns School and for South London
Harriers. Please do not close this valuable asset to the community

Caroline Powell

South
Croydon

Need a South London indoor training venue for athletes and a meeting
venue for local clubs and schools etc.

Clive Broughton

London

This is a very popular sports centre to me and many many friends, its
history is one of the best for a facility than any other in the city

sharon smalls

kings lynn

We should be proud of this place, it gives our country a vision and
provides our youngsters and future athletes a fantastic opportunity. Please
keep it.

Louise Rice

King's Lynn,
Norfolk

Our family are passionate about promoting health and exercise. We are
active members of our local athletics club. We need to keep our sporting
venues. It's a legacy to pass to future generations.

Andrea Pryde

London

Diving facilities at crystal palace is one of the few in South london.

Michele Sefton

Orpington

i do not agree to the changes being planned to the diving club at crystal
palace. The new plans do not include the diving and therefore 500
children will lose their club and the chance to continue with their sport.
Both of my children dive and have done for 5 years, at national level,
without the club and theFacilities they will not be able to continue

Nicolette Clunie

London

My daughter dives at Crystal Palace Diving and the new plans adversely
affect the club. My children are also keen on athletics and I think an
athletics facility in South London needs to be retained.

john jefford

Bromley

We need the athletics and diving facilities for athletes of the future. Crystal
Palace is one of the most successful diving club in the country and needs
to be improved and not made worse

Margherita
Douglas

London

I am a local resident and my children use the diving facilities

Bernadette
Hackett

London

My children use then facilities regularly, and when they close there is no
viable alternative venue for diving in the area

Sue Farmer

west wickham

My children dive at the pool and the proposed changes will prevent this
hobby - not a good message for children!

Ronke Olusanya

London

I grew up in Crystal Palace and have seen so many events held on the
track. My daughter is now member of an athletics club that uses the track,

Terry Holland

London

As a local family, we are regular users of the sports facilities at Crystal
Palace. We participate and spectate. It would be a great loss to the area
and andple of the area for generations to come. I can't see how losing this
facility can be considered a 2012 Olympic legacy.

Bernard Glazier

London

The sport at Crystal Palace is an integral corner-stone of my community.

Kim Hedley

kent

Please keep the 10M and Dry gym diving training facilities

Alison Wright

London

historic reasons, my children also use the site for its multi purposes, some
of which would go under these proposals

Emma Thomas

Beckenham

The changes to the diving pool and loss of dry gym would mean a loss of
facilities to the diving squads, which my Daughter is a member of there
are no other local alternatives for her

Peter Blair

London

I've regularly taken part in running races at Crystal Palace that use the
stadium.
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Neil Smith

Bromley

My daughters [3] belong to the very successful Diving Club that would be
closed down due to the changes that are being mentioned. They are at a
great standard and this would really harm their chances of progressing to
an International standard. All 3 girls have committed their lives to this and
I think it would do more harm to them in closing the Diving Club down.

Liz Burr

Saint Austell

We eed all the sports facilities we can muster, with playing areas
deminishing day by day we need places for the children to exercise and
play. This facility is functional and gives many the opportunity to gain
accreditation in their fields that otherwise would be taken away from them.
Save CP

Nick McNamara

London

south London needs a facility like this

Hilary Barnard

Eye

Until recently I lived with my family in Sydenham. Our ten year old
daughter used the swimming facilities, receiving swim lessons at Crystal
Palace from the age of three until nine). She learned to swim there. It is an
extremely important facility for families in the area and should not be
limited to less than current provision. This is an inner city area
demographically, and it is essential that much-needed sporting and leisure
pursuits remain available and encourage our young people growing up in
the city.

Stephen Palmer

London

i believe the plans for the Athletics stadium (and indeed the top site in
crystal palace park) are based on commercial factors and not about
improving the park for local people and other users of the park. If these
plans go ahead they will be to the detriment of the park.

Fiona Crean

Thornton
Heath

Never known a consultation process to go so quickly and begs the
question if it was done fairly and taking views of people into consideration

Diane Thurlow

Beckenham

It will impact on the yearly run Crystal palace triathlon

Tia Monk

Greater
London

The new proposal will not enable me to train in the Diving pool and no
where to train in the dry gym. 1) YES to improve the dive pool with water
harnesses and synchro boards2) YES to improve the dive gym with more
dry boards and harnesses3) NO to a movable floor in the dive pool (it
makes it too shallow for diving)4 ) NO to the closure of the dive gym
(unless it can be relocated as better and bigger dive gym)

Peter Beevers

Sidcup

Athletics needs Crystal Palace. To bulldoze the home of British Athletics
for so long would be sacriledge.

Mark Morris

London

I've lived in the area most of my life.

TRACEY
GOODWIN

(blank)

My family use it and important for the future youth. Promote sport dont
take it away

Jennifer steel

London

i think this is a really good opportunity for uk to continue promoting sport
to young and old

Paul Johnson

London

I support diving, my children are members of Crystal Palace Diving Club.
We say:-YES to improve the dive pool with water harnesses and synchro
boards2) YES to improve the dive gym with more dry boards and
harnesses3) NO to a movable floor in the dive pool (it makes it too
shallow for diving)4 ) NO to the closure of the dive gym (unless it can be
relocated as better and bigger dive gym)

Shirley
Homewood

London

The Crystal Palace provides the only facility for sports training and events
in this area of London. To loose it would severely deprive all sports men,
women and children of a unique local facility.

Alex Tidey

Brixton

My children use these facilities several times a week and we have no
alternative options to participate in the several sports that they do here in
Crystal Palace. The sports centre, in general, needs sound work done to it
but NONE of the current facilities should disappear .
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Reynaldo
Guevara

Bromley

Iconic Stadium. I regularly train here as there are not many indoor track
facilities in the area.

Jo Webb

Great
Bookham

I believe we need sports facilities to inspire our children and give our
athletes of now and the future somewhere to train

Piers Brown

London

I am a diver at Crystal Palace Diving team and hope to compete in the
England and GB team in the Commenwelth and Olympic Games. These
plans to add a moveable floor would mean our diving would not be
possible! This would destroy dreams, hard work and years of commitment!
For many of us at Crystal Palace Diving, divin is our life and passion and if
it was taken away from us we would have nothing in our lives... We do like
the idea of improving the pool and dry gym by adding more boards, and
harnesses but not the moveable floor!!

Maura McIntosh

London

To ensure continued use of diving facilities in particular. I have taken the
GLA's survey and it does not give sufficient scope to express views.

Carole Taylor

South
Croydon

My grandchildren have trained here for many years with the renowned
Crystal Palace Diving Club. One of the best in the country. Facilities are
few and far between in London. Please do not bulldoze this important
sports centre.

Colin Sturrock

London

My daughter trains with Crystal Palace diving club & loves it! The club
allows many youngsters to keep fit and complete on behalf of the club. It's
also very convenient for people and travelling any further to another
facility would inhibit participation.

Lucy Smith

London

Without this incredible facility on my doorstep I would not have competed
in two triathlons this year.

Linda skinner

London

this is needed in our community for the young and families

Abby Glynn

Greater
London

I Compete at a national level for Crystal Palace diving. This is an
exceptional club with some of the best coaches producing the best divers
in the country. Current plans to reduce depth of pool would make use of
high diving platforms on 10m and 7.5 unusable, The closure of the dry
diving gym (50% of our training) would make the club unworkable.

Phillip Henwood

London

I use this facility and it is a fantastic asset but badly run

Christopher
O'Shaughnessy

Penge

The youth of the area needs excellent nearby sports facilities to inspire
their interest in sport.

Ruby Curran
Jones

London

I have grown up at Crystal Palace I learnt to swim aged 3 months in the
training pool and have continued to use all its facilities. I trained and
competed in the racing pool from the aged of 8 until 18 as well as taking
my coaching qualifications at the leisure college. My primary school made
use of both the pool and athletics track for our sports days and swimming
lessons. Crystal Palace needs more investment to improve the current
facilities not pull them down! 2012 was meant to produce a sports legacy
for London and the UK!!

Marianna Ali

London

SAVE THE DIVING!

Paul Goodwin

London

The facilities at Crystal Palace allowed me to become the active sports
man I am and have been.

Gareth Sefton

kent

I have 2 daughters that dive at the centre, one of which is on the British
Diving Pathway.

Samantha
Blackwood

Beckenham

This is the best facility in the whole of London and gives inner city kids
from all backgrounds the chance to stay fit, join a club and perhaps be a
future olympic star - stop damaging our kids futures now!

Julia Christie

London

My son trains here 5 times a week

Andy Glyn

London

South London needs these facilities

Name
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Mary Mangan

London

I am a PE teacher who has worked very hard with Chris Snode to talent
test every child in Croydon (approx 10,000) to secure future diving
champions for Great Britain and also to expose children to an "alternative
sport" Crystal Palace is in a unique position with regards to London
boroughs (5 merge at this point). The London Youth Games is held at
CPNSC every year - what will happen to that? I have been to many an
athletic event at Crystal Palace, it is local and easily accessible with
children.

Linda Triggs

Kenley

The diving club (of which my daughter is a part) have got hundreds of kids
involved in this sport through their Talent Identification programme. This
should be celebrated and their facilities enhanced, not reduced or
removed. Did the 2012 London Olympics inspire a generation? YES, so
don't now two years later, take away their facilities and make it harder for
them to take part in their chosen sports.

Madeleine St
Clair

Sw49DG

Please do not change the diving pool or dry gym at Crystal palace

Lynda Poyroo

Beckenham

it is an iconic venue, south of the river for use by clubs and organisations
in the area and south London, north Kent and Surrey.

Catherine
Alexander

Tonbridge

Diving Club

Maurice Takoor

Croydon

The closest & best sports arena to me & a significant piece of sporting
history that should not be destroyed for the sakle of yet another highdensity eyesore!

Paul Eaglestone

London

don't want to lose track or diving facilities

michael blake

London

Need to maintain good sporting facility in south london

Lindsey Hoare

Lowestoft

Sport is important for health & fitness as well as bringing people together.
As a swimming teacher, I know that sport is NOT always available to
everyone. It should be. The obesity crisis will only get worse if you remove
these facilities!

scott pattenden

Beckenham

The propsed changes would destroy the Diving pool and Dry diving
training gym, despite Crystal palace being one of the top diving clubs in
the country regularly providing national champions!

Bronagh Heaney

London

Because this is my community, not Boris and Seb's money spinner.

Anita-Clare Field

London

I learned to swim there, improve my tennis serve and I learned to play
badminton. WE NEED ACCESS TO THESE FACILITIES !!!!

Peter Ostacchini

Bromley

The proposed development takes yet another venue away from South
London. Too many affordable sports halls, gyms, and school facilities
have been lost to privately funded commercial enterprises. The thought of
losing Crystal Palace further undermines the Olympic Legacy designed to
promote sport and incentivise our young sports people.

Alex Dixie

London

I lived in the area and have used the facilities.

Richard Clayton

Bromley

My son is a member of the Diving Squad and the risk of losing the diving
facilities would be a massive blow not only to him but the broader sporting
community. The training staff are incredible working across a spectrum of
ages and with limited diving facilities around the country feel that any
decision to remove them at Crystal Palace will be regretted.

Richard
Mathewson

London

I believe sport is essential to the development of people, communities and
prevents a number of social issues.

Rose Giles

London

This site is vital to many people particularly important for the younger
generation.

Will Howlett

Anerley

The current sports facilities are a vital focal point for the local community
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Hywel Morgan

London

This consultation is a sham. Many of the key decision makers stand to
profit from the scheme and the views of the local community are being
ridden over roughshod in order to hastily stitch together a deal that will
denude us of the main reason for living in the area.

Michaela
Seaborn

London

My son is a pupil at Alleyn's School and they use this track for sports
activities

barry smith

Orpington

too many public facilities are being underfunded or are closing

Maureen
Champion

horsham

My great- nephew and rest of the team NEED these facilities to train.

sharon
grunberger

London

We use the facilities at the sports centre weekly plus friends do diving
there, my kids have their yearly Harris Sports day there with all the
schools attending as it is large enough to accommodate everyone

Jase O'Connor

London

The CPSC is a great facility, especially for nurturing grass roots athletes.
Why cause the disruption and antagonise many young aspiring athletes?

Claire Moor

London

I live here. The athletics stadium needs investment not bulldozing. It's a
valuable resource for the community, London and wider. We don't need a
school in the middle of the park. Please do your consultation properly.

stephanie newellprice

London

my children have used it and the centre and all its facilities are a vital
resource in the community

Niko lutener

London

the sports centre is very important for and well used by local community.
The pool building is a piece of architectural heritage, examples of which
the UK has but a few.

Tom Mercer

Beckenham

I've enjoyed using the facilities at CP, as have my family and strongly
believe the current plans don't match the needs of the community

Katie Bradley

west wickham

The diving pool and dive gym need to stay and be developed, along with
all the other sports currently at Crystal Palace. CPDiving Club is one of
the top clubs in the country which has divers at all levels from Novice to
Elites, with 15 divers on various England and GB squads. We MUST stop
the current proposals and campaign to develop Crystal Palace so that it
benefits everyone without losing quality sport facilities and athletes.

Milly Jackson

London

I go to Crystal Palace to dive but I don't want them to close the athletics
centre because my school have used it for 50 yrs.

Evren Turan

London

We need athletics facilities in London. There's so much athletic talent in
London, especially in South London. Where would this talent go?
Especially on a cold, wet December night? There's not many indoor
facilities in London and closing the home of the Diamond League pre 2012
is ludicrous. Crystal Palace has the potential to be an excellent facility but
it has not had investment in infrastructure for a number of years. With
investment this could be the hub of athletics in London!

Peter Taylor

Croydon

The park is run down, the area is run down, but investment shouldn't kill
25 years of history.Shame on you Boris, shame on you "Lord" Coe, save
athletics at Crystal Palace.

Timothy Jefferson

Maidstone

Great facility in the South East - not just London

Tom Brevitt

London

Being an ex athlete in my teens and competed at the stadium in the past
it's important to me. I use the track on a daily basis either in a group or on
my own and having moved from South Yorkshire two years ago and
seeing Don Valley Stadium close, it's stopping future athletes from
achieving! Where is the Olympic Legacy?!?

Kevin Burgess

Banstead

There must be a sporting legacy in Crystal Palace Park.

Emily Dew

London

I want to keep sports facilities at crystal palace park and stadium
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Kirsten Zaraah
Firmin

Crawcrook

I used to live near the sports ground. It offered a range of sports to young
people and gave them a purpose. I also swam for a good few years at
crystal palace. Any money that would be used for anything else should be
used to re-vamp the sports centre.

Natalie Fokias

Beckenham

It's great history and offers great opportunities for local people.

Fiona Fraser

London

I want to keep the athletic sports at crystal palace

Noella Mingo

London

This iconic stadium is much loved and well used by the people of SE
London. Removing or even downgrading it will have a hugely nagative
effect on local people; especially the many children who attend courses
and classes here. I thought the focus was to encourage more children to
do sport, not cut the already meagre facilities.

Sonia
Ramgoolam

Croydon

There are no other facilities locally and it is affordable for all and supports
the local youth community

Piotr Spas

London

The project is ridiculous!And this petition makes sense.

Allan Stanton

Beckenham

children regulary use the CP sports centre and it provides fantastic
amenity to local scholls and families. My daughter is an active member of
the CP Diving Club and if this facility is lost, it wil lmena that she has
nowhere within easy reach to train and progress in this sport. I agree that
the centre needs to be updated as it is looking old and tired but the
governing body needs to consider the existing clubs and needs that have
kept this facility open over the years.

John Getgood

London

The track and training facilities are an essential part of the sport and
leisure offer in this part of Sth London. Lord Coe should be ashamed to
have his name connected to these proposals.

Sarah Northey

London

My children use this facility. We need to maintain sports facilities
particularly in the more deprived areas of London such as this.

Nat Frisken

London

Because the proposal will shatter a young boys dreams!!!

Robert Tydeman

London

A school built in a park is totally unacceptable. A park is for recreation not
building developement

Russell Moseley

Leamington
Spa

Vital not to lose multi-purpose community assets like this. Once they are
gone they are lost for ever.

Bob Hawkins

Denham

It's part of our history and an important facility for sports

Eileen Kiernan

London

The very important and successful London Youth Games are held there
every year and my two boys have been inspired by their experiences.
They've also been high diving at the facility and this is not on the new
proposal. It seems like all the Olympic Legacy investment is going to East
London. What about South London?!

Janet Hoggarth

London

Because my kids are massively into sport and we live locally. they use the
facilities through their school.

Frances Button

London

My son goes to an athletics club here, which he really enjoys. Nothing like
that is offered in his primary school. Athletics is a great sport and great
exercise. Children and adults of all abilities should have the opportunity to
participate locally.

John Gearing

Aylesbury

This is an important centre South of the Thames for young people to take
part in Swimming, Gymnastics and other sports. Is Boris against sports for
the future of our youth ?

Simon Cheng

London

Keep and improve our diving facilities at Crystal palace.Crystal Palace
Diving Club has produced diving champions and will carry on producing
champions, as long as our facilities are saved

Nicky Clarke

Purley

For the development of our young Athletes who have limited training
facilities
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Kate Swinburn

London

Athletics talent cannot survive without dedicated training and competition
facilities. Where is the 2012 Olypic legancy if we lose such space as
Crystal Palace?

Lee Burke

west wickham

My family regularly use the facilities at crystsl palace and the proposed
plans do not include the facilities we currently use.

MICHAEL
DUFFIN

PADDOCK
WOOD

It is the only "international size track south of the River Thames. Lee
Valley is difficult to get to from Kent. Why destry something that is good
for many sports, not just athletics. All it needs is refurbishing and some
rebuilding with dedicated facilities for athletics in particular.

Tom Ketley

Epsom

I'm signing because CP NSS has been a huge part of not only my growing
up since 1995 but also my families since 1985. It's a great facility for
families, athletes and professional sports people around London and
Sourh East. Personally I would be deviststed if this iconic venue was
demolished or scaled back. I don't believe they are enough facilities like
this and It should be preserved!!

Lisa Tatham

London

the Crystal Palace Diving Club and Crystal Palace Gymnastics Club have
changed the lives of youn people that I know in the Penge area. Protect
the access to sports for young people and meke these activities more
affortable not less.

Graham Brown

Welwyn
Garden City

We need to keep Crystal Palace for athletics as it is the home for athletics
in the South of England although it does need upgrading

Eleanor Colussi

London

The Athletics track is essential. The pool is beautiful. The plans will rob
the park of open space.

Liem Bui-Le

London

Where I train on a regular basis

Margaret
Gearong

Aylesbury

This i

Rebecca Ingram

London

The facilities at CP are essential for supporting a new generation of
sportspeople. I am concerned about the impact of the removal of the track
on people from lower income groups who might not be able to afford to
travel to other facilities.

alan Henderson

Biggin hill

The youth of London deserve a sporting venue more than politicians
deserve back handers! Especially those who claim to uphold the Olympic
Legacy

Phillip Arnold

London

I use the football pitch every week and would hate to lose the opportunity
for community football on the stadium pitch.

Karen Welman

London

my son trains there and learnt to dive there, as did I only last summer

Mala Wilson

London

My husband uses this stadium all the time

Shirley Laycock

Guiseley

Diving facilities need to remain as many young people are becoming very
accomplished divers my twin grand daughters included

Max Watson

London

I learnt to swim and dive in that pool. Stuff Boris and his Chinese
millionaire mates, this is our park not theirs!

Nicola Moore

London

My daughter has recently taken up athletics and the facilities are so poor
and yet it's such a positive activity for her to be taking part in. If this
country wants future sports people then it needs to support them from the
bottom to the top.

Derek Collison

Croydon

I used to frequent the CPNSC when I lived there from 68 & 72 and after, it
would be a great loss and needs uplifting NOT DEMOLISHING!! Hands off
Boris!!!

John McGovern

Croydon

I love Crystal Palace park! So many childhood memories of playing sport
there and just going there in general, it's a great place, I don't want it to go
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Orla McCann

Middlesbroug
h

I am signing because i currently use the centre for weightlifting and though
the center definately needs refurbishing this is not the answer. By ripping
out the track you will be denying yourself a significant amount of revenue
produced by international competitions as well as advertisement. Also, the
government wants to encourage youth activity and sport, this makes it
harder for people from all backgrounds to not only continue their sport but
also joining. Thus contradicts other government policies. It also wastes
money that could be used to promote lesser known sports that are
increasing in popularity such as weightlifting.

James Giddy

Caterham

I love this park, used to train there and spent a lot of quality time there
when I was younger, would be devastated to see it destroyed.

Marguerite
Sweeney

London

I'm a local resident, currently living in Penge. I moved to Sydenham as a
child in 1980 and we were members of the centre with my dad and used it
regularly for swimming. As an adult I've used it for improver lessons in
swimming and was a member of the gym for about 7 years.

robbie tobin

London

It's our local sports site for our future

Joanne Hayes

(blank)

I grew up in crystal palace and had my sports days at the sports track as
well as i used to train on yhe track with my running club, that still trains
there. Its an amazing place for the community, i been there for a number
of events and it would be a huge lost to the community and area

Ashley Martin

Bromley

Home to Crystal Palace Football Club 1905-1914

Warren Clarke

London

i use the facilities and I believe it is a valuable resource to the area and
part of our sporting heritage.

kirsty mayhew

Croydon

I'm signing because its wrong to take it away it is apart of the area and
has memorys there it is apart of us...Boris can do one

Mark Hanley

London

Because to destroy will be in contradiction to the Olympic Sports Legacy
and helping Boris' chums who will give him a backhander!

Colin
Hollingsworth

Thelveton

I'm signing because the athletic stadium is a wonderful facility for all
budding athletes not just locally but internationally and if anything it should
be holding more meetings and all other events closing it would be a
traversty.

faye gardner

South
Croydon

It's part of the areas history, I was selected to represent my school there
as children do every year.

ceri david

Llanelli

This is a piece of iconice sporting history and is a great asset for the Local
area.

Steve daire

Beckenham

all my family use this facility

Darren Holloway

Smallfield

Crystal Palace NSC is a very special and historic place. All efforts should
be made to keep and improve this complex.

Richard
Twycross-Lewis

London

I'm signing because i'm an athlete who trains at Crystal Palace and have
done since 1998. We dont have anywhere else like it in London. To ged
rid of it would be to make an absolute mockery of the Olympic legacy

David Hardy

London

The NSC is an invaluable resource for athletics in London, with a rich
heritage of competition and accessible facilities for elite and recreational
trainees based in and around the South of the Capital. To demolish it
would be a betrayal of the Olympic Legacy.

Annette KachelMalpass

Penge

I live in the area and I have frequently used the pool at the NSC and it is
by far the most superior pool in the area for those of us who want to swim
long distances. The sports centre is an integral part of the area and any
change to the facilities there would be an immense loss.

Sinead Taylor

London

local sports facilities that could do with more TLC not bulldozing.
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Paul tate

New
Addington

i use this place 2/3 times per week and it's always busy

forrester osei

London

Im signing because I use and train at this facility 5 to 6 times a week.
Please don't take the facility apart.

Peter King

London

Sport for All, very important local and national facility

Andy seaber

Girton

I have competed in weightlifting there and they have an excellent club.

Anders bengtson

bedford

Myself and friends work hard and play hard here. Sport is essential for the
community and draws in outsiders like myself. Physical activity is essential
for an ever growing obese society

Lisa Buchanan

Bromley

This is a National sports centre and has facilities that make a big
difference to the local sports clubs and schools. To get rid of it would be a
disgrace, and completely fly in the face of the Olympic legacy.

Tim Gluckman

London

The site is one of historic value & needs a proper business plan & some
investment t make it function on an economic basis. & not just end up as
property development site for yuppy flats

Jessica Cargill
Thompson

London

This is an amazing resource of South London. Local children and
teenagers (in particular, but not exclusively) need more access to such
facilities, not less. If the stadium isn't being used enough, then invite
people to come and use it. There is no sports provision at primary level,
which is shocking. Invite primary schools to come up for proper sports
sessions. Give young athletes the chance to discover their talent. Give
kids with nothing else to do in their lives a focus and an outlet for their
energy. Stage some inter-school or inter-borough tournaments. Use the
space for things other than athletics if necessary - arts, music,
performance, bands, markets… It is so shortsighted and completely
lacking in imagination to just demolish this amazing historic stadium. And
whatever happened to the 2012 sports legacy?

jackie elliott

Beckenham

regular user for 40 years as a competitive swimmer and have daughters
still using the facilities now for competitive sport.

Tim Abrahams

London

Are we seriously considering trashing one of the main athletics venues in
the country? In many ways this suggestion is so ludicrous that its very
difficult to know where to begin. I like the idea of a school on site, but why
not have a school with a large athletic stadium next to it?

fraser MacDonald

London

Crystal Palace Sports Centre is important to the surrounding community.
In a time when we are concerned about child obesity and crime we should
be encouraging sport not destroying it.

Froukje Zijlstra

Drachten

It is horrifying to see this center of sports destroyed. London and Crystal
Palace belongs together, even more is Crystal Palace a place for the local
community and sports generally.

Laura Good

London

I don't agree with the back handed and sneaky way that the GLA have
dealt with everything in the park. And I want sporting heritage and the
Olympic legacy to stay in Crystal Palace.

Paul Xiberras

Weybridge

I am signing the petition because the facility provides outstanding diving
coaching and transformed my sons focus and determination

Jessica Layton

London

Crystal palace is an important sporting facility in south London. It is where
my enthusiasm for athletics was founded through inspiring school sports
days and watching prof athletics there. It would be a huge shame to lose
this facility!!!

Mary Kistnen

Romford

Britain should not be getting rid of a sporting arena like this, or any
sporting facility. It is a disgrace.

David Lewis

Orpington

My Dad used to compete here and I and my children have often used the
sports centre and swimming pool

Name

Location

Comment

valerie hoy

worstershire

Well i was born a bred there and it was a great plase to go and watch

Steve Norris

Bushey

Maintaining athletics is of National importance.

Connie Main

London

My school used this arena every year for sports day and I think it's very
important for the local physical education and for bringing a community
together. It's also a part of crystal palace that is so important to the park.

Kim Nicolls

Caterham

so that young people in the South east area have an opportunity to
continue to reach their sporting potential

Jackie Paterson

London

This is our children's future - if this goes where will or kids and athletes
train

Ekpah Cessay

London

Ekpah Cessat

roger gagen

Gravesend

It's important we keep this asset in south London , before the area
becomes isolated in even more ways from the rest of the capital,

Luke Samuels

London

I am 23 years old , live in Penge , I have been going here for best part of
20 years of my life for swimming , I even worked here for 3 years , and
spent most of it at the crystal palace wieghtlifiting and poweiftibg club that
has seen so many great athletes and great ordinary people also , my dad
has been going here since 1980 there is so much history and character at
this place if it was to go it would be like a part of my life gone for ever

Linda Hedges

Redhill

We need to keep our young sports people well trained and give them the
best fasilities

Christine James

London

The stadium was of real importance during the Olympics and is an icon for
Crystal Palace. Should we not be encouraging people to be proud of
Palace instead of bulldozing its iconic stadium?

Joe reeves

Beckenham

i spend a lot of time using the facilities

Esther Block

London

I learnt to swim at crystal palace and it is an important place to south
Lonodn

brian moody

herne bay

born and bred near the crystal palace

Lisa prior

London

I'm local the sport centre Is literally on my doorstep. A iconic place in
crystal palace

Joel Levitt

Clapham
Common

as a local community service this athletics track should be saved as it will
surely affect many lives that depend on it all year round.

Michael Dowds

Beckenham

I regularly use the facilities at the NSC and do not want to see it removed
or down scaled unnecessarily.

Terrilee smith

London

i want the athlestics and history of crystal palace to stay the same being a
resident my entire life.

SYo is crowe

Stoke
Newington

N16 9 et

kimberley roberts

London

Save athletics an sports at crystal palace!!!!!

Patrick connell

Beckenham

its a large part of my childhood

Sally Kidson

Londo

The facilities at the CPNSC make ongoing health and fitness possible and
inspires generation after generation to take part.

matthias hoegg

London

I have recently moved within 5 mins of this great facility and the sports
centre was one of the major draws for us to move to the area

raymond
cavanagh

Glasgow

We need facilities

Name

Location

Comment

louisa hammond

London

It's a bloody disgusting idea - we are under resourced in south london with
sport facilities as it is and you want to rip it down so you make everyone
go to the Olympic park instead. I went through Stratford Olympic park area
2 weeks ago and it was deserted - lord Coe just doesn't want egg on his
face for over spending

Kevin Knox

London

i want sports facilities not shops and car parks.

Jamie Clutson

London

It's a great facility tht shouldn't be removed unless you want youth crime to
increase and community moral to dissappear

danae dade

London

They should be spending the money that would be used for construction
to actually promote and host more athletic events at this venue. Make it
more accessible to local residents, I would love to run on a track like that!

Leeann Lok

Kenley

Talented athletes I know train there. There career's will be destroyed as
there will be no where close enough for them to train.

sam harrison

London

been training here 20 years , there are a lot of disabled users , why coles
it so a man from china can play good , he doesn't care about anything
other than his ego . its just a play thing for him, stop all the back handers
and look arfter us who have been the all our lives ,

Helen Hayward

London

It is not good enough to assume a facility in East London will support a
community in South London. it just won't happen. Don't lose this resource

Sheila Horsman

London

I use the centre nearly every week of the year and feel the proposed plans
are not going to enable me to continue to do so. Our club also holds a
fantastic triathlon event here yearly for over 1250 competitors which will
not be possible under the current plans!

Graham Day

Sutton

For many years I have used this sports centre as a member of the local
community.

richard gravett

London

Provision for a broad range of quality sports facilities is , as was conceived
when NSC was created , an in valuable resource for recreation ,
encouragement and training as well as being a great venue for world class
events

Mohamed Ismail

London

As use the facilities there

Matt Davis

Milwaukee

as a child I used these important facilities. I watched fantastic events and
was a regular in the park. My family still uses both park and its sports
facilities. In a world where we can't get children off the computers and TV I
can't believe the government want to take this away.

Damien Conrad

Upper
Norwood

The sports centre is integral to the park and should be developed as part
of intergrated sports and leisure facilities especially in these times of
obesity and inactivity

Rachel ORiordan

London

Because there is hardly any sport for my children

Charlotte Hobbs

cobham

I spent many years training at this facility! Its one of the only 50m
swimming pools in South!

Kirsty Giles

Crystal
Palace

I beleive that the national sports centre provides an invaluable facility for
our community and should not be down graded through the loss of current
facilities. Upgraded and renovated faciies would be great but not a loss of
the indoor track!

Maureen Walsh

Croydon

It's important to athletics and it's south Londonderry legacy

Madeleine
Perridge

London

I grew up using these facilities and they have made a crucial difference to
athletes in the area. We must support fitness and sporting achievement as
well as community facilities.

Name

Location

Comment

Abdul Malik

London

Growing up in an Area with lots of troubled kids where it was hard to get
inspiration, training at Crystal palace NSC at the age of 14 showed me
that great achievements can be made through hard work. These skills that
I learnt through training in Olympic weightlifting and winning medals at
several completions I soon applied to the my every day life resulted in
good grades in school and college and eventually gaining certifications in
computer science where I am now a qualified networking admin. Crystal
palace opened my eyes to the opportunity's the world can offer which I
think is very important to the future generations. It is an amazing venue for
youngsters to get inspired after school and stay out of trouble, and a good
chance of becoming future medallists. With 2016 games around the
corner it be heart breaking to see such an iconic and inspirational sports
centre to get demolished.

Leslie Hardy

Nottingham

All sports facilities should be cherished

Yvonne Jones

St George's
Hill,
Perranporth

It's great facility for the area, which would be much missed.

Kathryn hogan

Purley

i use to swim at crystal palace

Richard Williams

London

Continue with the Olympic legacy for the youngsters of South London and
beyond.

Susan Chalcroft

London

We want to keep it.

Alison Rich

London

The national sports centre IS what Crystal Palace is all about!

tina murray

Croydon

We need to keep kids into sport and not on the street. This is a great club
which will be dearly missed by local families.

Marc Lawrence

London

I'm signing because as an ex resident in the area it simply beggars belief
that there is not enough money to preserve sites like this that should
continue to benefit the community. First gigantic cinemas, now this...

Oliver Hayward

London

My home stadium, grown up going there, amazing times having sports
day there. Wonderful place

Ronald Neave

Croydon

The athletics facilities are a historic part of recent S E London culture

Louise Prenton

Beckenham

This is an ill founded decision. The athletics stadium should be preserved
for the use and enjoyment of both locals, nationals and internationals.

Louise Allwood

London

I live locally and Crystal Palace Sports Centre has played a big part in my
life. It is a good place that brings people together and promotes
achievement.

Sian Tanner

London

It's just so iconic and still regularly used - please don't take it away.

Stephen Govier

East Dulwich

More value for money than any Lib. in the EU plus UK

Simone Belcher

London

I love crystal palace

Andrew Macnair

London

I am local resident and feel that it should stay as a local sports resource

Anne Cornish

Beckenham

We live close to the Sports Ground and appreciate the sports facilities at
NSC. I thought that sport is supported by Mr Johnson and the
Government, especially after the London Olympics, and that we promote
sport and healthy living to all children and young adults. To demolish such
a fantastic sports ground and its facilities would be a missed opportunity
for all who use it!

vernon thatcher

Norfolk

my Home Town .

Name

Location

Comment

Katy Grainger

Beckenham

The Crystal Palace sports centre is an athletics icon and also used by so
many of my friends and family in the community. It should be invested in
and improved as an integral part of London's sports facilities NOT
bulldozed. With planned transport and development plans this could
become a fantastic destination to complement Wembley and the Olympic
Park bringing more sports and entertainment to our fantastic capital.

Andrew Firman

London

The athletics track as well as being iconic represents a facility which no
other site south of the river comes close to. Many benefit from its
presence whether local schools or the athletics classes run from the track.
It has ongoing potential to be a great community facility and the very worst
thing would be for it to be raised to the ground

Sally Stapleford
O.B.E

Upper
Norwood

As a former Olympian I know how much competitive sport from a very
early age shaped my personality enabling me to face defeat and success
and deal with the consequences plus instilled in me a sense of
purpose/determination/discipline and many other virtues that helped me
throughout my life and to reduce the chances of young persons to
participate in competitive sport is a disgrace.

Roger Triggs

Orpington

Because I have used the facilities during my sporting life and want them to
be there for my son.

Emma Timmins

London

How is this NOT important? It is so incredibly important to maintain sports
facilities across different areas. It is especially important in an area of
London that doesn't have much in the way of facilities, money recognition,
etc. It is needed for young people, families, communities, future sport's
stars. The athletic's is amazing to watch, especially the opportunity to
watch well known faces and aspiring athletes. My husband ran one his
first 10km round Crystal Palace Park and the track and my son ran his first
race here when he was 3. It can't go.

Clive Riley

Beckenham

Athletics is important to the local community in crystal palace

Elizabeth Treece

London

Enjoyed so many summer/half terms camps here as a child, local children
need a sports facility.

stephen
tabberner

London

The park is an iconic representation of Crystal Palace and the surrounding
area and the National Sports Centre is exactly that! The whole unique
concept of the park has heritage and legacy and any plans to change this
deserve adequate public consultation to reach the correct decision if any.

Aimee Dunne

Bromley

My daughter regularly dives at Crystal Palace and some of the new
proposals and changes mean the pool would be too shallow and dive gym
be closed. This would be awful to her and other children, she is just 8
years old and gets so much from her diving both physically and for her
confidence. It is so wonderful to have such amazing facilities so close to
us and so encouraging to my daughter and other children and would
simply be disastrous to lose these.

Sara Lloyd

London

I'm signing because I care about a sports legacy for my children

Catherine Shaw

London

I want the track and indoor facilities to stay as they are a much loved and
needed community asset. Please let's keep them intact.

bev pattison

Stockport

is a vital community resource

Katie Allen

Pontypool

I've seen world class athletics and swimming at Crystal Palace, but that's
almost beside the point. We shouldn't be CLOSING DOWN sports
facilities, we should be improving them and adding more!

Aimee Gasston

London

Local resident, cares about the park, adequate consultation not occurring.

Caroline Day

London

Prove the Olympic promises weren't lies and keep this community sports
facility open!

Name

Location

Comment

Thomas Redfern

London

it is a facility that is essential for developing athletes in south london and a
shame to lose

Steve Myall

London

I believe sport should be encouraged through competition and top class
facilities.

Lesley Friedman

Epping

We have so few sporting venues - and such enthusiasm for sport since
the Olympics that it seems crazy to threaten this one! STOP THIS CRAZY
PLAN!

Mary GordonSmith

Sydenham

As a Sunday walker in the park I have seen over the last ten years how
important the stadium is to the local community. It is used constantly.

Lucy Slayford

Croydon

Sport is so important and keeping/getting children involved in athletics to
keep them off the streets. Get them fit and give the children opportunities
to compete locally is do important. equipment, facilities and coaching for
athletics particularly events such as pole vault and high jump are hard to
find and we should be making the most of the facilities we have not
closing them down.

Pedro Nelson

London

I am very fond of this stadium and the sports centre and it is a source of
inspiration to my children who use every weekend and for their school's
summer sports days. I would like to see the consultation period extended
and I am concerned that the consultation by the GLA for repurposing the
current National Sports Centre is way too short and has failed to identify
and consider the needs and views of existing users.

C Zacharides

New Barnet

Because in the South of England, Crystal Palace is where athletes hope
to be crowned the Southern Champion, and National Champion. The
Olympic Stadium is too big. In North London Copthall is now a rugby
stadium, and New River Stadium has been neglected to ruin.

Dan olney

London

Leave our track alone!!

Jake Weatherill

London

Because of it's ties to my family and a lot of good memories

Palma Measho

London

Keep athletics alive within the area and making it accessible for
schools,youth clubs and potential athletes and most of all get people
active and cut down obesity!

jane royce

London

I'm signing because I want to retain a proper SPORTS centre, not turn it
into a leisure centre.. there are a l ready plenty of those around. We need
proper SPORTS facilities for young people to be able to develop their
skills

Sharon O'Connor

London

Crystal Palace Stadium is a place of dreams.

Giles Taylor

Swansea

This is important for the youth of tomorrow.

Mark Mclennon

Helston

Used place a lot in the 80s

clare Richards

London

We care about our stadium, and the facilities it offers. It's about sport for
now and the future. Stop putting retail and money before history, health
and the wellbeing of our community.

Alan Jerram

Botley

I have so many happy memories as a child running round the track.
Weekends and evenings spent both indoors and out, with my name in
lights on the scoreboard. We need good facilities to maintain the 2012
legacy.

Andrew
Tomlinson

London

Its a regional importance, used by many school children from London
schools, and by many adult groups.

andy rushbrook

London

We have a lack of top class stadiums in this country and can't afford to
loose another one.South London needs to keep this complex.

dean park

(blank)

Crystal Palace is an iconic venue that athletes still are honoured to race
and train at

Name

Location

Comment

Michelle senecal

London

to keep the sports facililties to expire generations of athletes to come.

Joseph Short

Beckenham

Wish it to have an international stadium

Nicola Sanderson

London

this is a key comprehensive sporting facility serving south London - the
diving course has a waiting list, major events take place here. Without
Crystal Palace, would we have had London 2012?

Eamonn
Prendergast

Bromley

Stop the closure

Peter Swallow

Brentwood

Part of our history - national and personal. To maintain our ability to
compete on the world stage we need to match their facilities.

Janet Bartlett

London

I use the facility and think it's hugely important for south London and
particularly young people. It's very shortsighted to remove it! Don't do it!

Hannah Cannell

London

I have used crystal palace sports facilities for 20 years and I would hate to
see any of it go

Fiona bettles

London

We need that facility! !!

Mark Buttimer

London

Mark Buttimer

Paul Barrett

Ilkley

We should be increasing sporting facilities not decreasing - the Olympic
Legacy must live on, we must fight obesity.

Chris Panayiotou

London

I'm signing because I have previously raced in the pool, at the cycle track
and within the grounds at the London Yoith Games.Don't take away yet
another sporting facility in the already-starved London!

Angela CoeSinha

London

As parent to two up and coming athletes who already have international
vests, to loose this fantastic venue would be a travesty. Following the
2012 Olympics, these proposed plans ignore everything that the Olympic
legacy promised.

Rosie Guy

London

I grew up running on the track. Today I use the pool and the track to help
me stay fit and healthy. It's an inspiring venue for kids and adults alike.

Kevin Park

London

Crystal Palace,is the major Athletics Centre in South London,its the place
where champions are made

Kenrick bush

London

i am signing because I believe crystal palace athletic track should be kept
as a legacy and to offer alternative usage for sport, other than football etc

Carol Pacifico

London

The sports staium and pool have been used by my family since I was a
child. Please don't lose it.

Tim George

London

It is a brilliant place for people to get and stay fit and healthy

Janice Swanson

Oakham

It's my family's local sports amenity, I'd like it to remain for the sake of my
grandchildren!

Claire ward

St Ippolyts

its a beautiful stadium and I'd love to compete and film there again

Terry Phillips

Littlehampton

Sites like this should be kept for all to use, especially in this time of obesity
in children.

Steve Irvine

London

There is still a case for a Regional Sports Centre (as envisaged in the
original Masterplan) in the Park and that the Olympic facilities in East
London are not seen by many athletes from the South of England, as
being an accessible alternative.

Mark Steinle

Tunbridge
wells

Athletics is a healthy lifestyle and showcase for the country at elite and
international level. By destroying facilities like Crystal Palace you are
denying the next generation the opportunity to shine- some much for
Olympic Legacy!!

anna taylor

new malden

where is the spirit of Olympic legacy gone.This must be retained for all
users.

Name

Location

Comment

Martin Horsfield

Beckenham

This makes me weep. Forty world records have been broken on that track,
the first Olympics (the National Olympian Games) were held on the site,
along with 20 FA Cup finals. Countless local kids have used its training
facilities and become world beating athletes. Where will they go now? An
athletics facility in Tooting is also to close. And who is earning set to earn
out of "consultations" to develop the site? Lord Coe. All the plans as they
stand involve knocking down the stadium. When it's replaced by a school
and the Crystal Palace is rebuilt as a shopping centre, we will have lost a
third of our local park to private land. It's a simple case of Bromley Tories
looking after themselves, Seb Coe and Boris Johnson's interests at the
expense of local residents.

Justin Baker

London

I'm signing because spoets and easy access to local sports facilities need
to be encouraged and improved, not torn down. Is this idea really an
Olympic legacy?

Stephen Glynn

west wickham

My daughter dives for Crystal Palace. It is an internationally well regarded
club producing very successful internationally competitive divers for
national squads. It would be criminal to effectively shut down this club.We
don't need another profitable leisure centre.The skill and ability of these
divers is amazing and some of the best in the world.1) YES to improve
the dive pool with water harnesses and synchro boards2) YES to improve
the dive gym with more dry boards and harnesses3) NO to a movable
floor in the dive pool (it makes it too shallow for diving)4 ) NO to the
closure of the dive gym (unless it can be relocated as better and bigger
dive gym)

Sarah Goldsmith

London

Kids need sports facilities.....rather than being glued to a TV screen lets
keep kids active!

chris Hilton

Swindon

We need to have these facilities for future generations to use and
recognise the potential. What happened to the Olympic legacy! !!

Edward quiney

Croydon

im signing because crystal palace was where I first did athletics as a kid.
I'm now 23, have won national titles and competed overseas in pole vault
and it's still the best place I've ever jumped at.

Ben Hallifax

London

The future of athletics in Britain must be expanded upon, not a cutting
exercise because a new facility becomes available!

jamie hamblett

London

I grew up in the area and tgr national sports centre has always been a big
part of my life. It has fantastic facilities that have kept many kids of the
streets and produced countless top athletes. Its a national treasure.

Bronwin carter

Waterlooville

i was part of a wonderful era of very special athletes wh trained and
competed here in athletics and weightlifting

DIANE BYRNE

Gillingham

BECAUSE MY FAMILY USE THIS FACILITY

Richard Gibbons

Orpington

From running on the tartan track as a schoolboy athlete to watching and
cheering our rising starts at London Grand Prix events I believe that
preserving and improving this iconic athletics venue is vital for inspiring
and developing a culture of sport for all.

Peggy Etiebet

London

I trained there. Without it I would not have represented GB. Now I coach
there. Without it there will be no more girls or boys from London and the
South East who will represent GB at water polo in the future.

Claudia Eaves

Olney

We need to encourage sport in this country not demolish it.

Rachael Moore

Rainham

I am one of the many polo players/swimmers that regularly use the pool

viviana castagna

atlanta

I am an athlete training at Crystal Palace

Jack Bizzell

London

I LIVE NEXT TO THE PARK AND LOVE IT. THE SPORTS STADIUM
BRINGS IN ALOT OF PEOPLE AND BUSINESS TO THE AREA WHEN
EVENTS ARE ON

Name

Location

Comment

Daryl Nurthen

Wallington

My daughter trains here 5 days a week. As a GB athlete it is essential that
the pool facilities remain available to develop future Olympians

theo bartley

London

When politicians and corporists die and there no more sports and
creativity because they burnt it whilst they were alive what kind of world
will it be? One without happiness

Daniel Hall

London

I've trained and used this track over the years. If this goes where will
athletes in south london go? Seb Coe spoke at great length about legacy
and ensuring youngsters have something in the future. It turns out he's
part of the consortium that what's this happen! It's an absolute disgrace!

Lex Higlett

London

I train & use the swimming pool facilities 3-4 times a week with my club.
Without these facilities Otter waterpolo club - currently the top ladies club
in the UK & the only club in the top division from London, would not be
able to compete at the top level in Britain let alone on the international
stage.

john farrell

Surrey

my children use crystal palace pool and diving facility extensively

Tracey Allen

London

Crystal Palace pool is an essential facility for our London Otter Water Polo
Club. It is our training base and we news it for continued success, to
remain British Champions as in 2014.

Rachel Chance

London

We need a regional sports facility and to keep the park for public access
and leisure.

Roxanne
Hargreaves

London

I swim and play water polo here twice a week and have been using CP for
15 years for various sports factilities,

Sarah Jones

London

This an important local and regional facility.Sport needs to be delivered in
the heart of a community. Children will not develop into elite atheletes
unless the facilities and coaches are on their door step.

Yasmin Milner

London

I care about the future of Crystal Palace as a resident and I feel the
decision is being rushed through for the benefit of the Zhong group.
Public land being sold to a private company!

Nikki Tarr

Hildenboroug
h

It is the nearest diving facility which enables many to learn this sport

Philip Hogston

Wye

It should stay because it's more than just a running track

Holly Campbell

Hythe

I am a member of London otter water polo club and we use crystal palace
sports center as one of out main training facilities

Neil Armstrong

London

Growing up in the Peak District, watching Cram, Coe and Ovett battle it
out for dominance, dreaming of competing in stadia like Crystal Palace
encouraged me to take the bus and go to training in Sheffield and went on
to win a university blue for athletics. Now I live in South London. I've finally
competed there and run around that track, but without local tracks to
dream of and train on, young Britons - our greatest Olympic legacy will be
lost. For many south Londoners, heading north of the river to a super
centre will be tougher than my journey across the Pennines.It's a fabulous
facility, with the potential to do more and our legacy plan is to bulldoze it?

natasha pagebrown

London

I believe in saving the future of sports for our children ensuring their health
and well being will remain top

Giulia Collivadino

Segrate

I play myself waterpolo here and I believe that this centre is fundamental
for all the athletes who use the centre.

Laura Fidler

London

we use the track on a monthly basis. It's an amazing facility that should
not be taken away!

Jon wild

Cheadle
Hulme

athletics needs more investment as a key Olympic sport not to backwards
by getting rid of venues like this!

Name
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Helen Lomas

London

It's an amazing institution and we need good sports centres to keep kids
out of trouble and fit and healthy!

Fabienne Jung

Norbury

South London deserves a sporting/athletics venue of international
standard.

Pam phillips

London

There has not been enough public consultation. Cp sports is the heart of
the community.

Rona Smith

Spearwood

The sports centre is a brilliant resource which is used by many individuals
and community sports clubs in the crystal palace area. It would be a great
shame to lose it.

Sia Sayers

London

I can't believe that councils think it's ok to sell off outdoor sports facilities;
it's NOT OK.

Robert Parry

London

I'm an amateur athlete who needs these facilities. We should be
increasing and improving sporting facilities in south london, not destroying
them, especially one of such historical significance as this one

David Poole

London

He crystal palace Olympic sports centre is an amazing resource and
should be invested in not bulldozed for the use of a limited number of
school children.

Reef Boericke

London

I train there regularly

ANDRE WHYTE

Stevenage

I am part of the Crystal Palace Triathletes and keen athletics participant

Tony WrightJones

Bromley

The future of Athletics in the area

Ed Messer

London

Olympic legacy and historical stadium

Raymond
Fielding

London

I'm signing this because i am an athlete at crystal palace and currently
have no other place or choice to train with such excellent training.

dede singh

ilford essex.

this is a superb sporting facility that has been used over decades and
should continue as a major uk venue for local sports, I can ever remember
competing in the GLC London Youth Games in the 80's.

dennis
woodhouse

south
norwood

I rely on this facility for myself my family and children and grandchildren

Joe Clayden

London

Used the facilities since I was 6, would be devastated to see it
demolished.

Rob Hoyles

Reigate

Crystal Palace encourages health and fitness throughout the community
and gives young people the opportunity to enioy an affordable, healthy
pastime.

Dan Johnson

London

I am local and use the track and adjoining sports injury clinic on a regular
basis. This should be part of the olympic legacy for South London - I want
my children to be able to do athletics locally.

Diana Chklar

(blank)

UK national who has run at National competitions in the stadium and
watched many meetings. We must preserve the centre for future
generations of athletes.

Rebecca Oatham

Manchester

Piece of british athletic history

Jonathan Rendell

Berkhamsted

crystal palace is an iconic stadium in the uk for athletics

Douglas
McKenzie

Billericay

I have raced, trained and watched athletics at this venue over 15yrs. I
have also taken school aged children here for the London Youth Games
as a sporting village venue of excellence.

Gina Hobson

Haywards
heath

I'm a competitive masters swimmer and make regular use of the 50m pool
at Crystal Palace.

Name

Location

Comment

Trevor Pannell

Southall

I am signing this petition as this will be a complete and utter hypocritical
action against the legacy of 2012. Yes, I accept that after a long period
financial investment needs to happen at CP and the sustainable route is
not destroy everything.

Tony Walsh

Limerick

It provides the young of South London an opportunity to perform in an
International standard stadium.

Angus Holford

London

As a lower-level competition, and training venue for which the olympic
stadium is not a substitute at all.

Alona Sheridan

London

I live locally and the sports facilities at the Palace are important to the
locality

carol rates

London

We use the athletics track - my children train there every week, they are
there friends and cousins do triathlons such as the crystal palace triathon.
It is a great and much loved facility. There is great running talent in south
london - I hear that Tooting bec track is now at risk also - WHERE are
these children going to train - (stratford is not near to us) - you have future
young athletes in the making here in south london, please dont let them
down, as well as the social and community and health benefits that having
the track brings to all our children whatever their objectives.

MARIA BATTLE

Manchester

Would be an awful shame to see it gone, have grown up with it and don't
see the reason to remove it when so many people get something out of it.

David Eagling

West
Wickham,
Kent

Local availability of sports facilities

paul Christian

Croydon

It is important to conserve.

joan tafazolli

Sutton

I train and complete regularly at crystal palace and play for GB water
polo and otter. If it closed down there would be no other venue for us
to train for water polo .

Felicity Hannon

London

I train in the 50m pool please don't destroy - love it!!

Bernie Murray

Bromley

I feel that this is being rushed through & that profit is being put before local
people's needs.

W J Haddock

London

Local resident wants park to be maintained or sport and leisure not
developed.

Annette Thurlow

London

I love athletics and I want my kids to enjoy what I did when I was young.
Please keep the legacy of this place alive. Thank you.

Jenni wallington

London

i grew up at the sport centre my aunt worked in the swim changing rooms
and my mum was a cleaner and toilet attendant when there was athletic s
in the stadium,loved watching the games and the highland fling and
seeing all the athletes.such a shame it's gone to waste.i spent most of my
childhood in them pools and at the stadium

Edward DawsonTaylor

London

This is a part of history and also well used and loved right now. A school
will close out half of a wonderful park to public use

Stephen patchett

horsham

We don't need another leisure park. We need proper sports facilities.

Jack Crosby

Middlesbroug
h

I'm signing this because I'm an athlete based in the uk and it's terrible to
see much loved training facilities being closed by the governmentWhat
about the #legacy?

Maureen Donald

London

Inspire a nation in 2012 Olympics. What about young athletes in S London
where do they go. Don't we pay taxes for this?Bull dozing a profesional
atheletics track obscene!

Name

Location

Comment

Andy Peskett

London

Crystal Palace has always been associated with Athletics. Even as a
child, long before I lived here, I can remember 'Athletic from Crystal
Palace'. This tradition has to stay. And on a practical level, there are so
many facilities here that should not be lost to those that wish to use them.

alex milway

London

It's an amazing facility that's needed in the local area.

Joe Kelly

London

Its a world class venue that is accessible to the general public - an
invaluable asset to grassroots sports participation in South London

teresa williams

London

i am a novice triathlete and the stadium is a great place for these events.
Also it won awards for the best triathlon In the UK. It specialises in a
triathlon for people with disabilities and I don think there are many places
for beginners and able bodied to compete together.

Ed de Sa

London

I love the Sports Centre

amanda bryan

London

My children use the facilily on a weekly basis, and there is no other indoor
tracks avaliable for public use.

Claire O'Brennan

Croydon

I don't want my kids to lose such a fantastic facility on out doorstep!
Where else will all the you v people of today, older people of tomorrow go
to stay healthy and positive, ultimately costing the NHS less if it had to be
about money!!

Jade Walles

London

We have been using the centre for years. Refurbish it don't destroy it!

Claire G

London

The stadium is too important to the community to destroy

Hazel Lee

London

It needs to stay a public space for public sport & leisure facilities. From
such acorns do great oaks grow.

george rates

London

because people like running on it, training on it, and doing triathlons on it,
and it is the only one near to us, and we cant get in a car to drive for miles
to another one. it is also part of the heritage and history of south london.
dont loose these lovely things just for money. they are irreplaceable.

Maureen Oswald

London

Sport is so important and every facility is vital to build sport from grass
roots upwards.

Mark Dunford

London

I'm signing because this is an important local resource and Lonodon has
far too many useless derelict spaces that ulitimatly contribute to nothing
other than decay or greed..

Leah West

Bristol

I used to have school sports days there and think it is a fantastic facility. I
was a member of CPT so used to train In it every week and still use the 50
m pool when I come back to London to visit. It is the only indoor 50m pool
and comprehensive sports centre in the area is would be a tragedy to
loose it, especially given the looming obesity crisis!

Charlotte Benson

London

Athletics needs a home in our capital. We have some of the best and most
inspiring athletes in the world in our national team. What will this loss say
about our love for their sport?

Hayley Williams

South
Croydon

It jus needs doing up..we need a training track etc.. For the people in the
area.

Lucy Renton

London

I love the park and we don't need more theft of public land by foreign
profiteers

Daniel Walton

London

I participate in sport at CP, this would effect me

Alice Wales

Dulwich

It is absurd to say that the athletics facilities at Crystal Palace are no
longer needed, because of the new facilities at the Olympic Park - it can
take a good hour to travel to Stratford from this part of London! I am
concerned about the way in which the current plans relate to the overall
development of the park - to which I am strongly opposed. Is this a covert
"stage 1"?

Name

Location

Comment

Robin Campbell

London

I believe the current proposals for the crystal palace sports centre do not
reflect the needs of the wider community and do not support the Olympic
legacy. They seemed designed to pander to the needs of the developer of
the new crystal palace (Zhong Rong). The designs include a road going
through the park this destroying a park cherished by so many. An access
road of this kind serving the new crystal palace that is being proposed by
ZRG will undoubtedly be too busy. Both ZRG and the designs for the
Sports centre are not in keeping with the local community environment.

Sam West

Bristol

My wife's family and friends live near by and use the facility on a regular
basis. I also thought we are supposed to be promoting sport through
facilities not reducing them.

Selena Lynch

London

Sport and physical fitness saves lives and in proves the quality of lives,
especially mental health.

David Ogle

London

Crystal Palace is a cradle of British athletics. Stratford is a long old jog
from south London. Anyone remember the idea of an Olympic legacy?

Umisha Patel

Croydon

Want it to stay open

Emma Pearce

Croydon

Its something we NEED to keep! Improvements essential. It has been a
valued part of the area for many years

mARK Russell

London

History what about an olympic legacy, nothing else local in the area.
Amazing venue just needs some money spent on it. What about
developing the facilities

Anthony SoallaBell

London

Because I trained there for almost 20 years, and I love the place!

Andrew Shelley

London

We should be improving community sports facilities for young people (and
adults) not downgrading!!!

Jennifer Lane

Newbury

i a local resident and quite frankly want to keep the community facilities
together. You are treating local residents like twits with no rights. HANDS
OFF OUR FACILITIES. Just because SE London is a forgotten corner of
London, we happen to love our park and do not want the removal of the
local facilities and the disruption.

Mark Lowther

Croydon

It must not be allowed to disappear...

Emma Cowell

Twickenham

we need more modern and up to date facilities in the country! Too many
athletics facilities are being shut down and not really enforcing the
Olympic legacy we were promised..

Ruth Moss

London

i live here and my children and friends have used it and my friends and
their children and grandchildren use it. My cheerleading squads go to
competitions there. If is the best thing about the Park!! It is complimentary
to all that goes on there. It is an fabulous sporting resource for South
London ! Why would you try to get rid of it. Unbelievable stupidity !

Pip Bennett

London

I am a very competitive Masters Swimmer.

Shamit Gaiger

London

I disagree with many elements if the proposal and the lack of transparency
evident by the mayor.

Angelo Ridolfo

London

The stadium is a social and economic resource for the local community

Vivienne Bihet

Croydon

The facilities are needed to support young sports star of the futur for
training.

Derek Bowley

Reading

This is a valuable asset for the local and wider sports community

Zoe Negus

York

I'm signing this because it is important to me that the sports facilities
remain. My family actively uses them, myself to play hockey and my son
for gymnastics. It is important to the health of all generations and the
nation as a whole that accessible sports facilities remain available to all

Name

Location

Comment

Louise Fuller

London

I live nearby and use the facility

Lee Clarke

bedford

I am signing this as this track club as some top young up and coming
athletes

Michael Coates

London

I am a local resident and I use the facilities to train for competitive sport.

Dawn Harrison

Newcastle
under Lyme

I grew up watching athletics at crystal palace, had school sports day their
every year, done British heart foundation sponsored swim every year. ...a
real community sports centre for local people and schools

Ayesha Campbell

London

I don't want anyone to ruin our services!

Omardo anson

London

I support trackspeed1 and I support athletics

Mary-Ann
Ramsey

Dagenham

Athletes need the inspiration to continue to participate and the athletes
that represent their boroughs at crystal palace in their chosen sports in
london youth games would be devasted if this was taken away

Susan Burns

London

I couldn't think of a reason not to sign this. For all those local to, and those
who know the area, please sign and share.

Keauna PhillipsDarko

Wallington

I'm signing because this is where athletics all began for me. Seeing this
place getting closed down would devastate me.

Jeanne Smales

(blank)

Landmarks, variety of sporting venues are 2 attractive aspects of visiting
London

Philip Bartlett

London

This is a fantastic sports facility, totally unique in the area, and should be
protected for users in the locality and across London.

krystal mcdonald

London

I was born and raised 10 minutes from the sport center and have
participated in a number of activities there aswell as watching many too.
Many teams crowds and professionals gather from all over. However I feel
that more needs to be done as it's such a great venue.

Robert Newman

London

Grew up competing there and thoroughly enjoyed doing so

steve garrett

Beckenham

I took part in many races on the Crystal Palace track when I was younger
and wouldn't want others to miss out from competing at such an iconic
location

Peter Boyce

London

I support the availability of top class sports facilities for all members of
society and recognise what a valuable resource the sports centre is in it's
current form.

Annabella Dyer

London

I live near here - it's our leisure space and park . Enough demolition of
communities.

Vanessa Kearney

London

I am a local resident of Crystal Palace & think the stadium should be used
for the community & schools that use it

jonathan bishop

loughton

Need facility for quality of life and health benefits not more houses

Caroline Gurney

Gillingham

I did a lot of sports there when at school and after leaving school. It is a
lifeline to the area and south London area.

Lucinda Hickey

Middlesex

Sport has been one of the greatest positive influences in my life. It helpe
me through the death of my father when I was sixteen and through sport I
have travelled and met so many people. It's so important and we all need
access to it.

Jim Bischoff

Bourton

I loved competing in athletics when I was younger and I enjoy watching it.

Mandi Kegg

Alfriston

This is an icon I grew up there you can get rid of it

Jeffrey Boateng

London

Leave the facilities as they are please! The stadium and surroundings is
iconic.

Oliver Williams

London

Because I use the centre and value it's future

Name

Location

Comment

Charlotte Potter

Wallington

i'm signing because I support Crystal Palace Gymnastics club, who not
only have some very talented gymnasts but are a great group of people as
well.

Joseph Smith

London

In signing because I believe this is a valuable resource which should be
preserved for our future generations.

Victoria Morris

London

my daughter has discovered running on this track.

avril challoner

Co.kildare

I use the track frequently and don't want to see this valuable resource
removed

tracey laws

Ashford

I spent many of my younger years competeing at the stadium doing track
and field. Crystal palace bought a happy buzz to so many people and held
alot of international meetings like the yearly athletics grand prixs. We need
this to stay as it is. Its so important for our upcoming generation

andy millbank

teddington

I have competed there. I have watched international athletics there. I have
trained there. I want the same for other young athletes.

Allan Leiper

Fleet

Crystal Palace is the home of UK Athletics!....

Luke Foy

London

I disagree with the demolition of NSC's athletic's facilities, and do not want
to see a school sited in the park as this would have a detrimental affect on
existing park users and the atmosphere of the park itself.

Lorraine Williams

Maidstone

Athletics is a great sport and so under rated and under funded in the UK.
It is outrageous that so much money is spent on football to the neglect of
other great sports.

James Miller

London

The athletics track and sports stadium not only provide leading facilities
for the local population but also an important centre for the development
of youth and senior national sports teams.

Peter Trott

Bricket Wood

I live nearby and used the track and facilities when I was a young athlete.
It is particularly vital to the youngers in the area

caroline fuggle

Brighton

I agree TOTALLY with the official SEAA response:SEAA Response to
Crystal Palace Development ProposalsThe South of England Athletic
Association (SEAA) represents and provides competition for all the
athletes and athletic clubs within the whole of the area. We have
considered the outline proposals and condemn any plan that removes the
athletic facilities. We accept that the Olympic Stadium provides a fitting
setting for televised major meetings but it is inappropriate for the many
lower level meetings and is certainly not available as a training venue.
Track and field athletics is a summer sport with all year round training
needs so an indoor track is essential in winter. Crystal Palace fulfils the
requirements for track and field athletes from both clubs and schools. As
a facility that has been regularly used for training, local club and school
meetings and SEAA Championships over many years any redevelopment
should take account of these needs. As a major competition provider we
believe that complete re

Jane Stout

Bexley

It's an iconic stadium and we need sports facilities in South East London

Gavin Gates

Bridgend

Important historic venue

Jason Moses

London

I lived in the area as a child and believe that the centre and park is an
important infrastructure for South London. It would be crazy to see it go.

Gidon Cohen

London

We should be creating more sporting facilities not less.

Sue Williams

London

My daughter trains in water polo 3 times a week at the pool and
represents GB

Carolyn
Campbell-cole

Croydon

My child uses the athletics field, it is a part of my community, it keeps
young people off the street

Name

Location

Comment

Linda Scott

London

I'm very worried about the reduced lack of resourses planned for the
Crystal Palace Diving Team that is such an important part of the sports
centre.

Michael Staples

kent

We need to keep this stadium

Ceri Thomas

London

The history of the stadium alone should be enough to save it, but it's not
just about the past. The stadium has a vibrant present and should have an
equally exciting future as a community sports venue. Please save it.

sue farnham

London

I am a frequent user of the centre, I enjoy using the facilities and I enjoy
watching all the many and various people enjoying an equally varied
number of sports

richard morris

South
Croydon

I train at the track and love it

Tom Morley

Isleworth

It's a democracy and I want to live in a more intelligent City

Rod Dumbrill

London

We need more sporting facilities, not less.

Tanisha
Anderson

London

I use the facilty and I think it is great!It is well used and could be used
more. The Harris foundation had their sports day there last year which
was great because for the first time I was able to see my child participate
in the school's sports day.

David Horner

Wadhurst

I totally agree with the SEAA response

Sarina Oliver

London

Once it's gone it's gone. We need to save this for future generations.

Ebun Culwin

London

big mistake re country area and individuals health

Fiona Scott

Bristol

I'm signing because my nephew and niece live there and have used the
facility as have many of thousand children, and it would be criminal to take
this away from them and future generations

Amanda Gale

Oxted

It's vital to have these facilities available for young people.

Stewart Leather

London

I've been a regular user of the 50m pool and five-a-side football for over
10 years. The cost is the best in London and the history of the athletics
track is second to none. Who could forget applauding Mo Farah around
the track as he broke free from the pack on the penultimate lap of the
5000m the year before the London Olympics! I still have goose pimples
just thinking about it! Save Crystal Palace.

Graham Pritchard

London

My children run and dive at Crystal Palace NSC. And we had hoped that
there would be development and improvement of this fantastic site - not
removal. There is so much potential and this contradicts the Olympic
legacy promise.

Stuart Redfern

London

We must retain the Athletics Track. The School is a wonderful idea especially adjacent to the track. The Divimg Pool musy be retained. It is
the only high board for many miles and used by a thriving diving club that
produces champion divers.

jackie hurman

Folkestone

I've witnessed world class athletes competing here and my children's
school have hosted their sports day here: What a way to inspire the young
to get involved in a sport, whether to compete or as a healthy and
enjoyable hobby for life. We cannot loose this facility.

Alix Hayward

Welwyn

1) YES to improve the dive pool with water harnesses and synchro
boards2) YES to improve the dive gym with more dry boards and
harnesses3) NO to a movable floor in the dive pool (it makes it too
shallow for diving)4 ) NO to the closure of the dive gym (unless it can be
relocated as better and bigger dive gym)

Alice Heath

Hawkhurst

My cousin is an aspiring athlete and needs these grounds to train, and
fufill his dreams.

Name

Location

Comment

marion edmonds

hyde

my daughter,her husband and my grandchildren use the facilities at
crystal palace .TOO VALUABLE TO LOSE

rosie boon

London

Its a vital commodity for the area and surrounding areas.

Alice Simon

London

We use this centre all the time for gymnastics, swimming +++, the new
plans significantly reduce what will be available. The existing building is
beautiful.

John McCraw

London

I've used the centre all my life.

Esther Eley

Upper
Norwood

It should be a heritage site with the legacy that it carries and be
maintained and updated by Bromley Council with pride, rather than
neglected. It still has an exciting role to play in the athletics calendar and
in the training of athletes of all levels.

Catherine
Nicholson

London

Young people especially have sports squeezed out of everyday life in
overcrowded schools - don't take this resource away too

lynn bird

London

The benefit of the sports facilities at Crystal Palace are immeasurable.
The centre should be a cherished piece of public infrastructure it is a
scandal that it has been neglected for so many years with the aim to
privately redevelop the site.

Lucy Akrill

London

This is a wonderful sporting facility which we must preserve

Nicky Barber

Bognor Regis

My cousins and I used this as children before we left the area, and it is
known around the world. Update and improve, please don't destroy there
are so few of these facilities.

James Williams

London

CP is one of the very few sports facilities of note in London. There is
already a huge shortage. Please maintain this one.

Georgina selway

Bromley

The track is an asset for the whole community. It has been a venue of
world class sport and community athletics. I ran my first memorable race
there in 2006. It would be a tragedy for it to close.

Cara Manning

Snodland

I learnt to swim there and it's a piece of history, mine and for so many
othere people. Why get rid of it? What will replace it?

Sheena Scott

Caerphilly

my grandchildren live by and use this amenity and I'd be very upset and
disappointed for them if it was taken away from them and everyone else in
the locality

Jim Scott

Cardiff

My family use this facility and it is ridiculous that South London should
lose such a valuable asset. It's loss would also appear to fly in the face of
government attempts to encourage exercise and reduce the obesity
epidemic the country is experiencing!

Jim Roebuck

London

As Head of School at nearby Cypress Primary School we are working
hard to inspire our pupils to take up and enjoy sports outside of school as
well as in school. The CP stadium is a great help in inspiring children with
its rich history of Great athletes having competed there, and it would be a
great pity to lose this resource.

Norman Fellows

Paris

C'est important!

Alice Kerr

Rochestet

For the sake of sport.

Michelle Debono

London

This facility should be protected. It is utilised by people from far afield as
well as the local community

John Mills

Wallington

I trained for the 72 and 76 Olympics at crystal palace and it played a major
role in my preparation for both games.

Thomas Wilson

Beckenham

The running track is a fantastic resource on the door step of thousands of
Londoners, a resource that I use myself. I believe the proposal to build a
school on the site will increase congestion around the area, causing chaos
for commuters in the area.

Name

Location

Comment

shaun mills

London

we often underestimate the value of sports I think!

Maria Schlegel

London

This is an iconic and vital part of the crystal palace landscape and facilities
for sporting events and training for today and future generations

Eleanor Purvis

Sturry

this is a centre that has been promised so much and never got what is
should have Swimming and athletics need this there are still not enough
facilities like this

Anna Sayburn

London

It's the only facility like it in south London.

Joanne ConduitSmith

London

Because it would be a tragedy to lose such a historic sporting arena in an
in a inner city area blighted by obesity and deprivation.

Sharon Ware

Chatham

The Olympics was supposed to give us an athletics legacy. Bull dozing
Crystal Palace & Tooting Bec tracks does not do this!

John Heavens

London

This is an issue close to my heart.

Theresa Browne

Chislehurst

This is a great facility for south east London and would be a huge loss for
the community and for sport in London as a whole

Jonny Glynn

Weybridge

YES to improve the dive pool with water harnesses and synchro boards2)
YES to improve the dive gym with more dry boards and harnesses3) NO
to a movable floor in the dive pool (it makes it too shallow for diving)4 )
NO to the closure of the dive gym (unless it can be relocated as better and
bigger dive gym)

Wayne North

Beckenham

It will be well missed at Crystal Palace, as its one of the most challenging
Park runs out there for a 5k route.

Rob M

London

It is important to keep a broad range of activities, including a track, at
Crystal Palace

Una Laqeretabua

Marden

I'm an athlete from a local(ish) club,been to crystal palace a couple of
times

Mike Johnstone

London

The stadium is a great resource for South London and its future deserves
more than a brief and restricted consultation.

Fiona Proctor

Croydon

Where I saw my first Olympians run after Moscow Olympics,local to my
schoolHave taken classes to the Youth Games there for the last two years

Charlie Bird
Tunney

London

Participated in sport within the stadium, as a functional stadium and
college (capel manor) - more funding and support is needed - this could
give it the attention this historical site deserves

anthony glynn

Beaconsfield

we need the diving facilities to be retained.

Andy Chapman

London

This is for everyone to use- when you lose it - no replacing it

Phil De
Montmorency

London

Because why should S.London lose out on Olympics legacy & lose much
loved and needed facility

Lesley Ellery

South
Croydon

It's local and reasonable!

Amy Curtis

London

I live by the park and use it most days, I am a keen runner and don't wish
the track to go or the park routes to be cut up.

Matt Mirfield

West
Bromwich

Loss of indoor training and diving seems strange. it's not like we are
awash with similar facilities within the local area

paula conrad

London

I have lived at Crystal Palace all my 78 years. We are proud of this
athletic stadium and indoor track. It is accessible to central London and
has brilliant transport links and is too iconic to destroy

Saskia HucHepher

London

I do not want the diving facilities to go.

Name

Location
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RICKY FOX

Bexleyheath

Retaining athletics and sports at Crystal Palace is essential for both my
use of the centre and also future generations. It provides a crucial facility
for South London Area, already lacking many of the facilities enjoyed by
other parts of London. The legacy of the London Olympics was to help
support and develop facilities such as Crystal Palace, not to knock them
down!

Darius Knetsch

Beckenham

Let's keep some history in Crystal Palace

Hugh Scott

London

The sporting community in South London should not be deprived of a
multipurpose facility that is well used.

Liz Rhodes

Broadclyst

Venues like this are so important, particularly when you think how much it
would cost to build one from scratch. If we value our athletes and want
them to have chances in international competition, it is vital that we should
build more of these centres, not knock them down.

Garry Nicholass

South
Ockendon

A great part of my life was spent there

Mark Smith

London

I regularly use the facilities at Crystal Palace, as do my children through
school. This facility should be supported not bulldozed!

Barry Gardener

Beckenham

I was a very active athlete when i was younger and attended many
meetings at the Palace Running track. I also used to train there. Even as a
41 year old now i use the facilities as i play football every Thursday night
on the flood lit Stadium pitch. All the facilities are needed at Crystal Palace
to ensure that everyone has the chance to stay active and fit whilst
enjoying themselves.

Jack Green

Folkestone

I'm signing because this could be a fantastic facility and will help track and
field grow and excel in the UK.

Jason Williams

London

It's the original and iconic sports stadium for London, it must be kept as it
is because of its wondrous legacy and amazing facilities for the general
public.

Susan Pavey

Pevensey
Bay

It is a wonderful facility - a huge asset to the South of England.

adam smith

London

I train at the CPNSC at least 4 times per week on my own and with the
crystal palace triathletes.

John Williamson

Bicester

I'm sign the petition because crystal palace is the home of UK athletic and
sport to important to lose facility and history like this

Brigit Brown

London

This is an essential centre for sport. The loss of the track and other
facilities would be disastrous.

David Powell

Sanderstead

Crystal Palace is an important venue for South London. My son trained
there and it helps support the local community.

Jenny Hassall

Wadhurst

We should be increasing opportunities for young people to participate in
sport not reducing them

Laura Pirie

London

I believe that keeping the stadium and the existing amount of pools is
important in order to provide for the community.

joanne coc-kroft

North Shore

Athletics in the UK would suffer a great loss of they lost Crstal Palace. It
was incredibly short sighted to let it get so run down that it is being
planned to dispose of it.

Stephanie Chang

London

This is an amazing facility and resource for keeping people fit and
healthy!

Karen Bryant

London

I want to save the Crystal Palace National Sports Centre for the local and
wider community

mercy gutteridge

Hornchurch

I have competed there and it is a beautiful place

Name
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Kate Thompson

Ipswich

My son is an up and coming Athlete and is moving nearby. 2012 legacy
needs to be sustained, London needs Crystal Palace!

Jane Poulter

Purley

So important to me growing up and invaluable to the local community

Cheri Hisgrove

Horsford

my 12 yr old daughter is an athlete and if it wasn't for this type of facility
being available she would not be able to reach her potential.

fran brackley

London

take an existing infrastructure, and destroy it?

John Triggs

Bromley

south London must have a facility

Justin Cairns

London

South London needs and deserves a fantastic recreational, sports and
athletics facility for current and future athletes and children. The history of
sport in the park is huge - that has to stay.

Josie Kavanagh

Croydon

Have run at the athletics track many times and absolutely love it thereyou get such a buzz from running at an old international athletics track
with all the seats and everything! Would hate to see it bulldozed and know
I am not alone.

The Wook

London

I live locally and we need to keep the Athletics stadium!

Lewis Williams

London

For 101 reasons, most of which have already been stated and are very
worthwhile and valid reasons/points. I would like to see more engagement
with local communities etc to try and bring in revenue, hold events and
generally, be more pro-active in bringing the glory days back to NSC
rather than just dismiss it because of Stratford! London's big enough for
2/3 'elite' tracks. There is ways around it... Give me a team of 6 and until
the start of the 2015 outdoor season and I'll show you a few!! Absolute
joke if the bulldozing goes ahead and a blatant disregard for the local
communities!!

Luke Spencer

Chesham

I'm signing because this site holds many memories for me. Its a great
venue for the largest BJJ competition in the south of England, and I want it
bettered, not bulldozed :-)

Rosie Hunter

London

Sending committed athletes from Kent to Stratford every night to train is
ludicrous.

Kate Dutton

London

My daughters learnt to swim at CP. The school uses it for lessons. We
use it weekly as members. Iconic building and space. Save this area.
What about a legacy for sport. Crazy decision. I am a school governor in
the area and we need to save CP.

Jack Roberts

London

I used to train there

Donna Fraser

London

Crystal Palace is the South East hub for our futrue sporting champions!

Tim odell

Southampton

its the best athletic stadium in the uk

cecelia hawley

Newmarket

don't let the athletics die- invest!

Mike Bull

(blank)

I used this stadium for over 20 years and this would be disastrous for the
young athletes in the area, how are they supposed to train and compete in
future Olympics!

jane cavalla

Bromley

Over many years I have used and attend the centre...and will continue..its
brings many national and international events to local community and
gives local jobs and revenue to South of London.

Mark Hawley

Newmarket

Grew. Up using the national sports centre and have ran on that track and
watched events there

Jo Ross

South
Croydon

I have used crystal palace for years.there are no other facilities like it in
South london

Annette williams

New Ash
Green

my friends daughter is passionate about athletics. I think it's a great sport
for children to develop and have facilities to help them

Name

Location

Comment

Stephen BRATT

London

My swimming club Otter use this facility and it is the only 50m pool we can
use because we can't get training time in any other r 50m pool in London.
It is ludicrous that Boris is considering this plan! Please consult properly

Bryony proctor

Bromley

I am a runner and have raced on the track on many occasions. It is also
only one of few tracks in area and it is historical.

Peter Dodds

London

We need to protect local sporting facilities for future generations

Cecil jackson

Crewkerne

Crystal palace has always been and always should be on of the hot spots
of London!!!

Linda slaney

Tonbridge

To pull down Crystal Palace is criminal. It is an athletic heritage to be
preserved for all our future athletes. This is our Olympic legacy. It's part of
our history which makes us proud of our country. Do not destroy this
landmark in south London it can never be replaced.

Michelle SteenPlomer

Thornton
Heath

This is the place my love of sport really began. Summer holiday 'come
and try it ' sessions in numerous sports led to many happy years training
and competing in athletics. They Olympics was an amazing success in
2012....why are they closing facilities instead of improving and utilising the
ones we have. If Crystal Palace goes where do the next generation of
Olympics athletes train?

Michael Lake

Waltham
cross

I grew up watching my dad race at Crystal Palace, then when I got
involved in athletics I also competed there.

Yvette Dore

London

I use the track regularly for training. It is always busy with local athletic
talent from the community. It is a unique and much-loved facility. It is also
iconic and part of our national heritage.

Coulthard Sally

Newcastle

The promise was continued support for sport in the UK-dont break
promises particularly with the health issues emerging in the UK, obesity
etc. we NEED these facilities

Mr Andrew
Kennedy

South
Croydon

I trained there as a teenager, became southern counties champion in my
event. Met David Hemery there. It was a significant influence for good,
raising my competitive spirit and confidence in myself and helped me
greatly in life.

Gillian Wheeldon

London

i love sport and Crystal Palace. Life is short and sport delights. You should
not be reducing opportunities and facilities for short term contingency but
playing the long game, the good of generations to come.

Siobhann
Carolan

London

It is so important for all but most importantly for children and teenagers to
get involved with sport to keep them healthy and away from gangs.
Instilling team work and discipline. If there are no facilities that the
supposed Olympic legacy promised.

kate proudlove

London

I am a resident of Crystal Palace and this is a valuable asset both to the
local community and the nation as a whole.

Lisa Dudman

Mitcham

I live Crystal Palce sports arena and my kids are athlets

Yusuf Malik

London

These are fantastic facilities and should be invested in and maintained.

Simone Baxter

(blank)

great track to compete on - part of history

Phil Wareham

London

i'm a user of Crystal Palace NSC since 1990. South London hAs nothing
but this great space for local youngsters to become athletes etc. it is a well
established resource that needs more development and modernisation.
Don't let us down Boris!

Julie Benterman

Chelmsford

There's no way Palace can be demolished! Athletic icon!

Becky Stagg

Southampton

we need to keep our green spaces. You want kids to get outside? Then
stop tearing down outside spaces!

Cheryl Smith

Cheltenham

It's important to keep facilities like this alive for our young people.

Name

Location

Comment

Eric Hoy

London

I train there.

Kirsty Pirrie

London

I have lived in Crystal Palace for many years and do not believe that it's
regeneration should be at the expense of losing it's sports stadium. Such
a sad option...

Stephanie Friend

London

Provision must be made for existing athletes. It is ridiculous to expect
hundreds of people to travel to other venues to continue their sport.

Tammy Blaikie

London

Keep the sports centre must happen!!

Simon Aldous

London

It's a great facility and quite ridiculous in so many ways to get rid of it

Lesley Brennan

London

Crystal palace sports is part of our heritage. It needs to be saved for future
generations

Zoe Weber

Richmond

I'm signing because I spent my youth participating in athletics events the
biggest of which were always at Crystal Palace and it was a huge honour
to compete there. Athletics gave me a purpose as a young child then adult
and helped shape the person I am today. To lose this iconic arena would
be a travesty.

Claire Arnold

Farnham

Its one of the greatest stadiums which holds millions of memories for
athletes and spectators

Michael Higgs

WATERVAL
BOVEN

Fantastic setting over a long period and like the swimming pool should be
recognised as a National Centre

Kwesi AndohKorsah

Bromley

I'm signing because I have been well served by the physiotherapy unit
which has helped me get back on my feet after a double arthroscopy. The
swimming coaches there taught my daughter and myself to swim. People
in the region benefit hugely from the facities and the ancillary services
which ways get overlooked in the NHS etc. improving mobility and staying
fit are 2 important planks in lowering the NHS bill. Make sure locals have
the right stake holding in any redevelopment.

Helena Phillips

London

I have water polo training twice a week in the pool for 2hours and have
many friends using it nearly everyday of the week. Making it a leisure pool
will have a major impact on training of all of us using the pool.

quintin wright

London

I use the 50m pool at Crystal Palace to train every week from September
to May, and have done for the last 12 years. There aren't many 50m pools
left in the UK. They are vital training spaces. There is a mind of
mediocracy with no idea of what is necessary for sport, which is forcing
through leisure 8 lane 25m pools! Endurance strength cannot be grabbed,
it has to be built on small but frequent tough training blocks. This pool is
vital, please keep it.

Sam Wattles

London

I'm signing because Crystal palace in the national sports centre and Will
be awful without a track. I train there 12 hours a week- it is essential for
me. What happened to the Olympic legacy?

Rosie Slade

London

Crystal Palace Diving Club

Cormac oshea

London

I feel this is short sighted. I'm a runner and I love this track

Susan Corcoran

London

We need to increase sports facilities not reduce them, to encourage
children to get involved in sport and create athletes of the future.

katie dabin

London

The track is really important to our running club and my personal fitness
but also the history of the area - what makes us special.

Annette Prosser

Crystal
Palace

The CPNSC has not only played a glorious role in British sport over the
decades, its heritage now encourages the youth of the community (and
beyond) to try disciplines out and see what they too can achieve. An
important and loved feature of our South London landscape: Leave It
Alone.

Name

Location

Comment

Jonathan Moore

London

I think it is an outrageous loss of a valuable facility - for what? I
understand with the opening of Stratford it will be downgraded as a facility
but getting rid of? Come on - where is the vision and commitment to youth
and sport here

Sophia Cliffe

London

I have been to watch athletics there and the atmosphere is inspiring. Keep
it open!

Wendy Natale

London

It's really important to maintain access to sports facilities for local
communities. CP Park is plenty big enough for other developments to
leave space for the running track.

Francoise
Gaynair

London

I am signing because the sports centre has been a part of my whole life. I
learnt to swim play squash and basketball at crystal palace. I now take
my child there for swimming.

John Phillips

London

There is a shocking lack of top class provision for Watersports and
Athletics in the UK. My daughter as an elite U7 waterpolo player has
difficulty enough finding suitable training venues with out reducing yet
further the provision in the capital of the UK.

Chloë Chapman

Brighton

Because we need to give the general public access to cheap sports
facilities, its a matter of the public good.

Jenny Fraser

Croydon

I have been going to CP for decades as an avid athletic fan. I am
extremely disappointed at the proposals of destroying the only south
London sports heritage. Bromley council has allowed the stadium to
deteriorate and have failed to update and move with the times. I hope
Boris rethinks the plans for CP and spend money in restoring this
wonderful place back to its glory for the south Londoners to enjoy. Given
the success of 2012, CP should be invested in to encourage the talented
youngsters in south London, rather than discouraging them when they
would have to travel across the river to other facilities. Please Boris
Johnson save Crystal Palace sports stadium , and make it great again for
use for international events, bring money back to south London.

Michael Mullis

Mold

I believe this is an important sporting venue that we cannot afford to lose
when we want more young people involved in sport

Tom Chant

Hampton Hill

As the Chair of Triathlon London I am very concerned about the idea of
perimeter road being removed and removal of the athletics track. With all
the promise of the Olympic legacy and NHS spending billions on fighting
obesity surely a centre that promotes health and fitness should not be
under threat of closure. Each year 1000's of athletes use the CP centre
for triathlon and cycling races. It is a beacon of excellence in the south of
London

Lucinda Gregory

Beckenham

It's a vital site for the local community and for the future of athletics in the
UK.

Alex Hardy

Kingsnorth

Crystal palace stadium is a great venue and benefits and encourages
many young people such as myself to participate in sport.

Karen Clark

Orpington

Children who rely on this venue may have to give up sports they love if
their parents cannot travel to another venue.

Gail Williams

London

My grandchildren and I use it and value it in our community

Raxit Ramani

London

This is important

Diana Jenner

Okehampton

We should be increasing the facilities, not reduce them. My niece and
many others have invested so much time and money, diving at Crystal a
Palace. It would have been in vain, if facilities removed. We should be
enhancing the development of our future Olympians.

Name

Location

Comment

Cathy Pritchard

Worksop

It would be a real shame to see crystal palace go. I have been there many
times even thou fi live in Nottinghamshire. Too many sporting venues are
disappearing, reduced in size or are just training venues.

Kathy Rogers

New Milton

I train at Crystal Palace for water-polo. My training here is invaluable for
my progress as a GB water-polo player as I get to train with other national
athletes including Olympians. Please don't close this facility - it's used
regularly and a much needed facility for athletes.

Barbara Somers

Croydon

I feel this is a part of the heritage of an important part of our country, with
great stories and historical value to us all. To remove it for financial gain
to another weathy business man goes against the grain for most people
using this facility daily...

Nick MelmothCoombs

Beckenham

Where is the olympic legacy for south London?

Raymond Suttle

London

This is madness

Liz Charsley

London

Olympic legacy must be acknowledged in south London

David Stuckey

Bromley

Proud of the history of the stadium and the facilities is provides for up and
coming athletes and local people

Andrew Speed

Wallington

I care.

Peter Killip

London

olympic legacy? What Olympic Legacy. Local schools have been priced
out of being able to use the track, local clubs were not consulted or
considered when the new plan was developed. We need a multi purpose
sports centre that includes a track. The CPNSC serves the community in
Bromley, Croydon, Lewisham, Southwark and Lambeth. To loose it would
be a disaster for health, well being and sport across South London.

Greg Pearce

Leeds

From beckenham originally used to run here for schools championships
where else can children run on such big stage in south london north east
surrey and north west kent?

Sarah Ball

London

I care about the park and would like to outdoor track to remain there.

Sandra Carr

Chislehurst

It is a waste of a perfectly good facility which locals and sports people can
use and enjoy. Very sad

Ian Watkins

Anerley,
London

Concerned local resident whom regularly uses the NSC.

Sally st Louis

Croydon

i have enjoyed memorable sporting events here for years and now I am
enjoying watching my childrens sports day at the stadium! It's a huge thing
for them to be able to run where their Herod have run and be in a "real"
athletics stadium. Refurbish and use for the health of the generations to
come, not demolish!!Please please keep this iconic place

Kathryn
Longhurst

Southampton

National Sports Centre!

Adam mir

Dubai

I'm sigbing because it's a good sports centre for all ages to go and have
fun and stay healthy.

Tim Agar

Leeds

olympic legacy......!!!!!!!

Justine Crow

London

The venue is packed with users at the weekend & an integral part of the
park. Many users, both leisure and elite, do not want reduced facilities.
They want a running track & 50m pool. They don't want a free school.
They want a park that supports athletics & other outdoor activities. They
want investment not new buildings.

Steve keegan

London

i use this place a lot as well do a lot of the people around me.. It's
inspirational to children and grown ups alike

SARA CAIN

London

I live here and use the facilities

Name

Location

Comment

Ben Hieatt-Smith

Purley

I train there

Christopher bell

London

crystal palace stadium is a part of our heritage l

Adrian Escalera

London

schools should not be built in a public parkthe athletics track should be
retained for community useaso it is pointless consultation until we know
what zrg intentions and plans arealso they promised 100 million pounds to
help the crystal palace master plan vision.also as with the on off on off
crystal palace tram extension i have no confidence at all in this pointless
waste of money consultationthe mayor and the other bodies are
completely full of hot air

Stephen Sorrell

London

It is very important to keep this sports ground.

Neil McCowlen

Hastings

Crystal Palace has a huge impact on not just local people, but has a vast
history of world class sport and is an inspiration to local and national
sports lovers. It was set up as the National Sports Centre, but should not
be destroyed just because the Olympic Stadium was built. The Olympic
Stadium is going to be converted to a football ground and will compromise
it's effectiveness as part of the legacy of London 2012. Where will the
world class facilities be for athletes to train? The Velodrome, the Aquatic
Centre and the Copper Box are available for the public and elite
sportspeople in their chosen sports, but nothing for athletics and grass
sports. Spruce up Crystal Palace and there will still be World Class
facilities in the south of England and because of its heritage and
International reputation it can still attract top class competitions and pay
for itself.

Alex yee

London

i have trained there for 10years and i cant think of a better training venue

Sarah Devereux

London

We can't lose the facilities here which provide opportunities for young &
old and spectator opportunities for friends and families and is a part of
south east London heritage!

Leah peploe

Bolton

the track is vital for the people who live in the London area. Try to promote
sport, not take it away.

Kate Waugh

Gateshead

I've been training there for 10 years and it will ruin my career if it is shut
down. Memories will be destroyed and turned to dust.

Olivia Mathias

Nottingham

I've been training there for 10years and the memories will disappear. This
track has been fantastic for me.

Paul peploe

Bolton

ive trained there for 10 years, I feel like it's my second home. Don't take it
away!

Elisabeth hood

Bournemouth

ive raced there for 5 years and it is the best track

Ronald yee

London

my son has loved the track for his last 10yrs

Alex yee

London

i love it

Dan Harris

London

The community in south London need quality athletics facilities. Don't take
our track away!

Jillian Bell

London

I wish to see plans that retain the external sports track& associated
facilities. The current plans do not. They are cased on a concept that
excludes these facilities & make the current consultation no more than a
sham!

ted rogers

New Milton

ted rogers

Name

Location

Comment

Barry Willis

London

I am pleased the long-term presence of the CPNSC would be secured by
the implementation of these proposals.I am fully supportive of the
proposed use of the main sports center and the ongoing presence of a
50m swimming pool facility in SE London.I am very dissatisfied by the
threat to the public athletics track. With only one other public track
available in the five boroughs that surround the CPNSC this is a vital
facility for local running, triathlon and sports clubs along with the many
local schools that use it for their sports days and regular training. Its
disappearance would also severely undermine the scope of the London
Youth Games. Its loss as a facility would be devastating for many and I
strongly support the adoption of option 1 or 3 in the proposed stadium site
development.I am also concerned that the continuity of the perimeter road
should be maintained through this development and the proposed
relocation of the main access road to the car park is unacceptably
detrimental to the many and varied use

liza kirwan

Cranbrook

we need all the safe public space we can get, please ~

Nigel Heyward

Cranbrook

This stadium is part of South London history, I remember the glory days at
the Palace and even when they ran Formula 1 motor racing around the
stadium, leave it alone Boris you kiljoy.

Sara barman

London

i think government has a duty to protect our resources and facilities gif the
future. And indeed destroying facilities to address the burgeoning obesity
epidemic would be a very shortsighted policy...

Bill Savage

London

It needs to be saved and be made a listed building

caroline hibberd

London

I use the park every week.

Claire Hegarty

Edinburgh

It is venue repeatedly utilised by children's charities for sponsored events,
over the years having raised millions (saving the government millions in
funding)

Raymond Hill

Beckenham

The facility has provided sporting facilties to the youth of Soutl London for
decades, including me and my friends and now our children. Specifically
my daughter visits the centre 4 times a week and spends 16 hours
practicing in the diving pool and gym. Retention of the 7 and 10 metre
boards is also considered important

Kate Hills

London

This is a fantastic facility for the people of South london. I am extending
my support particularly to the Crystal Palace diving team, who are hugely
talented, and NEED this facility to remain for them.

Liz mccolgan

Panbride

i raced there and trained there great stadium with good running around
park outside inner city needs facilities why destroy their oportunity to
access athletics ?

Andy Moorhouse

Newbury

I am a local residents who doesn't want to see sports facilities get worse.

deirdre mahon

London

The process for 'consultation' is a sham and the constant moving of posts
around designation of land (industrial is a joke) is a cynical vehicle for
doing what the GLA wants - Chinese vanity projects, housing, free
schools... Its a public park - find appropriate land for these proposals parkland isn't 'appropriate'

peter lukes

South
Croydon

I use the sports centre extensively as do my children

barry stickings

London

sport is for life and will change a generation

Betty Carter

London

My Local Park,My Childhood Playground.

Catherine Walker

Stevenage

I'm an athletics coach. This is an athletics venue. Not enough credit is
given to our sport, we suffer at the hands of football and this is wrong.
Crystal Palace is an iconic venue, you knew you'd made it when you were
picked to compete here.

Name

Location

Comment

james gierula

London

Years upon years of sporting heritage atthis venue needs to be saved and
used, or the good of our past and future stars.

Adrian Mudd

London

My kids can cycle 5 miles to Crystal palace to train, they can't get to
Stratford East without expensive public transport even if they had time for
the additional journey.

Sally Mills

London

The facilities are an asset to the local, regional and national community,
providing opportunities across the ages to get involved with sport and a
huge diverse range of physical activities. Before any drastic changes are
undertaken a PROPER evaluation and assessment of current
stakeholders is necessary to understand the existing audience, and chiefly
realise exactly how many people would be displaced, and once in a life
time opportunities lost, due to facilities being completely wiped out. Yes,
investment is needed, but more thought and less speed!

David Bruney

Croydon

I am a regular user of the Crystal Palace Weightlifting Gym, the training
pool and the Indoor athletics track. There is no other alternative athletics
facilities like this in South London. It is used by elite, developing and
young athletes alike.

Tom Green

London

I think we desperately need sports facilities in London for people of all
ages

Nicola Dunlop

Stevenage

I'mm passionate about saving a brilliant athletics stadium in a south east
london location, taking away a great privilage to 1000's of underprivileged
children!

Scott overall

Sutton

I'm an athlete who has benefited from CP athletics track.

Deborah Hooper

London

It's an important resource in south London, used by athletes and local
school children.

Marion King

Memphis

My grandson dives 5 days a week at crystal palace please don't take his
dream away of making it to the 2020 Olympics

Tanya Searle

London

my sons school usesthis stadium

Reece Mander

Croydon

I used to use this track as a young man and it helped me develop my
athletic talents

Stuart Brown

Stourbridge

It is a fantastic facilty that supports and encourages sporting development
at all levels in South London and beyond.

Simone Van der
Vos

Bromley

These are major facilities for the area and the new proposals fall way too
short of the needs of athletes, divers and other sports stars of the future

Nicola Chisholm

Southampton

A lifelong athletics fan and often attend events at crystal palace.

Mary Routledge

Beckenham

As an ex athlete who not only raced at this iconic venue many times, I
ended up a coach there so would be sad to see it pulled down.

Hilary Young

Beckenham

Crystal Palace is a great resource for people in all London boroughs and
especially those in South London. We enjoy taking part and watching
athletics and diving here and would like to continue to do so.

Jen Jordan

Marylebone

My dyspraxic son is part of the Talented in Diving scheme and would
suffer immensely if the diving facilities were removed - dry gym and diving
pool

Duncan Metcalfe

London

Not entirely sure why the community should have to pay by losing most of
the park to private hands simply because Bromley council are incapable of
maintaining it within their allotted budget. Many other councils have parks
and all are able to do so.

emma ibell

London

I use the track and my children do.

Anthony
Fairclough

Gillingham

A full athletic facility is needed in South London

Name

Location

Comment

Brendan Smith

London

This is a travesty - part of the Olympic legacy will be lost if we let this
happen. Where will the future Olympians of South London train to realise
their dreams?!?

Joanna Martin

London

In use the track at least 3 times a month. It's a legacy. Leave it alone!

Eleanor Moore

Trull

My aunt became an athlete in SE London in the 1950s,using entirely
public facilities. Without them, sport becomes the preserve of the rich.
We can and should maintain public facilities.

Louise Whorms

London

We use our sports centre and love it and value it. We should be improving
local sports facilities, not getting rid of them.

Will Ellis

Beckenham

i want more clarity on the future plans for this valuable community and
national resource.

Yvette Croucher

London

yes the facilities are poor and are in desperate need of upgrading but not
at the cost of the track and the diving club

Helena Steel

London

Because we use the diving facilities and subscribe to courses at Crystal
Palance

Andy Mather

London

To carry the Olympic flame so that the younger generation of south
London aspire to greatness.

Giles Pritchard

London

My family have enjoyed using Crystal Palace Sports Centre in it present
form for over 30 years including as junior track athlete(1980s)Gand Prix
viewers(2000s)and now junior gymnastics!

Tim Maunder

Dubai

I learnt to swim at the Sports Centre, and did some junior athletics on the
track. The place is fabulous and should be used more.

Sarah-Jane Elwin

London

We need this in South London, Stratford is too far away for us to use. It's
a big part of the identity of the area and something we feel proud of. This
is not what an Olympic legacy should be, ripping the heart out of athletics
and diving in South London. The sports centre is perfect the way it is and
money would be better spent renovating what we currently have.

Sophie Scott

Beckenham

There are hardly any places in the uk for children to learn to dive. There
are many pools to learn swimming but none allow diving

Sue Keenan

Wigston

Crystal Palace is such an epic place, I stayed with my Aunty. And loved it
so much the park and sports centre there is the best. SAVE THE
SPORTS!!!

mike higgins

London

I agree that decommissioning a rare athletics facility such as this should
only be undertaken after long consultaton and with the agreement of as
many of the local population as possible. I, for one, believe it should
remain, if modified. I also believe there are plans to threaten the diving
platforms within the centre - which I very much disagree with if true. I was
always sceptical about the so-called legacy of the 2012 Olympics, and this
move merely confirms that.

Winston Hide

Sheffield

I have competed at Xal Palace, have a strong sense of the value it
provides to the community, and am incredulous that anyone would want to
close such an active and useful site

Fleur Read

London

It offers a fantastic facility to the local population, particularly children.
There will be no alternative option if this disappears and this space must
be protected.

heather Petty

London

This is a wonderful local and national resource and part of an iconic park.

Jill Brooke

Eastbourne

used it many times

Catherine Shaw

London

The sports centre is an important part in the identity of Crystal Palace. I
feel to demolish this site in favour of a school is disgraceful. There are
young budding athletes who need this site to stay open.
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Becky O'Brien

Bromley

It's such a great centre for the local community. It is also reasonably
priced compared to the other nearby centres.

Emma O'Sullivan

Croydon

I work at a school in the local area and used the facilities as a child. It
would be a read shame to lose it.

Samantha
Sapsford

Biggin hill

Being a teacher in the local area, it would be a great shame for all of the
local residents and children to loose such a great resource.

Kate Reynolds

Anerley

It is a National Sports centre and therefore a facility which children and
their families can use. In these present times of many young people being
overweight and inactive it is a crime to reduce sports facilities.

Edward Whiston

South
Croydon

The Athletic facility is a great assess to the youngsters of South London

Jeanette Craster

Douglas

I used to live in Norbury and regularly visited Crystal Palace. South
London needs the facilities.

Maria Lauretta

Southend-onSea

For god's sake, it's already a nightmare to find a 50m pool in this country
and you are planning to make it even worse? Shame on you.

Maxine Gregory

London

It has been around all my life and now plays a huge part in my daughters
life. And is the only running track near to us. We could not afford to travel
to East London every week.

Stgephen Herbert

Beckenham

As a former PE teacher I took many pupils to the venue for their afternoon
sport and fitness. The running track still makes a massive contribution to
developing athletics in the community. My spectating at International
Athletics goes back to 1976 during its heyday.

Jean Raybould

London

What about an Olympic legacy? Our local schools and community need
this facility. There's nothing else like it in SE London. Shame on Boris.

Barry Brown

London

We need spaces like this within the urban sprawl

Jane Copper

Croydon

In the early seventies I broke a few personal bests on that track and I
would love other local youngsters to experience that too.It feels good.

errol dunkley

London

This place is a long standing and recognisable beacon of british athletics
which is known around the track and field fraternity. It is also a brilliant
recreation centre placed in a easy to reach by train location. It would be
criminal to knock this down for the sake of greed!

Don Frood

New
Aberdour

Britain - and particularly large urban areas need facilities such as this, as
not only do they provide the means, they offer inspiration to our athletes of
tomorrow.

Janet Wilson

London

My children had their Sports Days there when they were growing up and
as a family we enjoyed going to sporting events there. It should be part of
the Olympic legacy to benefit Londoners, in particular the local community
in South London

Richard Garnett

London

This is central to the community and should be used to promote sport to
and for all

Tony Holding

London

Olympic Legacy!! Remember that?

Lizzie Thomas

Penge

I'm signing because it's an integral part of our local community and helps
support the young people in the local area. It would be detrimental if we
saw the closure of the sports centre.

Simon Gregory

London

My daughter regularly uses the facilities as a member of south london
harriers and crystal palace ladies Fc ,her school kingsdale slso use track
for sports days etc ,people complain kids are on streets causing trouble
,there's no wonder when everything is bring closed down ,not everyone
has access to the Olympic park ,spend money updating the facilities not
removing them

Name

Location

Comment

alex meehan

west wickham

It's an outrage, Tottenham Hotspur were going to give you money to
revamp the stadium and area and it was denied.

Brian Walsh

South Bank

This government are trying to close stadiums all over the
country.Disgraceful

phil forgham

(blank)

Because sport at Crystal Palace was a big part of my life in the past. And
it should be a big part of London life in the future.Once this historic venue
is gone, it is gone forever.

Marko
Mladenovic

Edinburgh

Save Athletics and Sports at Crystal Palace. Crystal Palace Diving Club!

Gary Yates

London

We cannot allow one of our iconic venues to disappear

Rachael Blueman

Rawcliffe

The weightlifting made me an international lifter... I still hold all national
records thanks to Keith Morgans amazing and unconditional coaching

Breagha
Campbell

Marlborough

i am an athlete who uses the track regularly

David Douglas

London

I'm signing this petition because this sports ground is the lifeblood of
London Sports

Neil Aikman

Thornton
Heath

We need the track, its for everyone and athletics is the driving force for all
sports and the health of the nation.

Louise Dean

London

CP sports centre belongs to aspiring athletes and serves the local
community. Leave it alone Boris !

paul kennedy

London

I believe in sport for all

Carie-Ann
Jackson

St Leonards

I used to live in Sydenham and this is such a great facility for the local
areas. It would be disgraceful if this was lost!

Charlie Reynolds

Purley

Woefully inadequate consultation and transparency.

John Phillips

(blank)

I competed there many times.

Rebecca Phillips

Cardiff

I'm a fan of athletics and without stadia where are our future Olympic and
World champions supposed to come from?

tina turner

London

I live at crystal palace and the sports center is a big part of crystal palace
we have nothing in this part of south London

Abby McEvoy

Aldershot

We need to keep sporting facilities in the UK for the upcoming
generations, investment is needed to keep these in good working order
not demolishing. We need to keep Britain healthy which in turn will help
the obesity issues we currently face.

Warren Djemal

Cape Town

You should be adding sports facilities, not knocking down existing ones.

Ken Spencer

Bracknell

I am a Coach Crystal Palace it is part of the infrastructure of the South
East and an important Indoor and Outdoor arena, specially as the main
Olympic Stadium is not going to be available for Championships Regional
and Open Meetings.When I competed it was a central hub for training and
competition, and could be again!!Ken SpencerBracknell AC Sprints and
Hurdles Coach

SEAN POWER

Cardiff

As far as the main Olympic sport of Athletics is concerned, the demolition
of the still constantly used track at the iconic location of Crystal Palace in
London, would be a final and mocking nail in the coffin of the promised
Olympic Legacy for London 2012!

Rob Hewes

Langham

I want to see the promised 2012 Legacy fulfilled!

Kike Oniwinde

Dagenham

I am an athlete who does not want this track to be demolished.

Name

Location

Comment

Norman
Hemming

Wallington

Seen some great athletes and athletics on this track. A part of athletics
history and great facility for South London. Have even run on this track
myself.

Krystyna
Trojnacka

London

The sports centre is integral in my sport Olympic weightlifting

james daley

London

This is a shocking idea, there is a serious lack of facilities in london and a
lack of activities for youngster to engage with. Also there is an obesity
epidemic on the horizon!

Vic Pearson

Thatcham

We need to save it, just like Iffley Road Sub 4 tack Oxford.

will Ruiz

birmingham

raced here many times, where will athletes go if they cant train here?

Antonio Cisse

London

Every Olympian and track athlete has graced this staduim and facilitiy that
is on the door step of some of the most deprived areas in London. To be
able to walk, train and learn about athletics help me and friends learn new
habits, skill and the importance of creating a future just like those who
have completed. It made goals that seemed so distant a reality.

maureen jones

Worcester
Park

I have many happy hours of coaching and watching athletics and would
like to continue coaching if the pole vault facility could be reinstated in the
indoor centre

Francis Howard

Mariestad

I am from the area,and have trained at the center for many years.

Amy Johnson

birmingham

Because I am a runner who is passionate about the sport. I don't want
others to miss out the opportunity to participate, or be inspired to
participate in athletics

Robert Yeldham

Beckenham

My teenage daughter uses the athletics facilities at Crystal Palace

Kevin Sampson

Beckenham

I am signing because I think it outrageous that we should lose one of the
best sporting facilities in this area of South London.

Robert Godley

Biggin hill

My daughter is an international athlete and crystal palace figured greatly
in her training and sporting career. It should remain to do the same for
other aspiring youngsters in the future.

David Caddy

London

A great facility for the local community and elite - invest in it rather than
remove

George Wilson

London

G.Wilson

Ben Smith

London

As a runner and south-east London resident I feel this is a vital and
historic part of our area and it would be a huge waste to throw away its
potential to inspire future athletes.

Alan Young

Nottingham

Home of the first athletics meet I ever went to when I was just a lad many
many years ago.

Nick Topliss

Beckenham

Sports Facilities for the general public are in short supply

Sophie Smart

London

There are not enough great facilities like Crystal Palace in South London.

Barbara Arroyo

London

My children love athletics and crystal palace is the only tract near our
home

Una English

London

I am an ex international middle distance athlete and competed in the
Grand Prix events at CP from when I was a teenager through til 2008. It
is crucial that politicians support the presence of key facilities like this to
allow a local hub for athletic competition, a world class facility that attracts
excellence and supports grass roots athletic participation too. Please keep
the track and facilities for our kids and to nurture our sport.

Deborah Temple

London

We are a family with three sons who have been using CP Sports facilities
for years. The schools the children attend also rely on CP facilities as part
of their sports education.

Name

Location

Comment

Marie AtkinsonBrian

London

This is an iconic venue and a needed training facility.

Fergus Power

Dilbeek

Facilities like this are important to community and society as a whole:
there are not enough sports facilities in London as it is.

Jim Lee

London

I walk this park fairly regulary and was not aware of this, of course these
facilities are needed and should stay.

Edward Watson

London

This is just crazy. Its not just the stadium and the indoor training facitilites
but there are two football pitches being lost there as well

Carol WallaceVorberg

London

It is an essential sports area in South London!

isabel hankart

London

It's a great centre in South London - one of the few - and should remain
an Olympic legacy and encourage generations to come! It provides 'the'
local amenity to both young athletes and many families living in the
community, as well as keeping the spirit of Crystal Palace area alive.
Furthermore, with the Overground connection, there is easy access from
North London also.

Robin Savage

Nunhead

If our country is serious about supporting and developing grass roots
athletics and encouraging people to be more active, there is no
justification for demolishing one of the most historic sports facilities in the
country.

Alusine k

London

Im signing because in the south london area the are not a lot of QUALITY
sports arenas with indoor and outdoor facilities. If you take that away you
would tarnish our legacy for our future world beaters in many sports. Its
also a icon for the area, thats easy to get to from many areas. With out it
we are left with being over charged to use facilities such as the astro turf
in Burgess park. Local avoid using it unless its paid by clubs.

John Hadley

London

the most iconic athletics stadium in the UK and the only multi sport facility
in London

Theresa Hodges

Sydenham

I have been using the Sports Centre for over 20 years; it has provided a
wonderful opportunity for my children (now 14 and 16) to try a wide range
of sports. It is where they both learned to swim. My daughter now trains
with the Crystal Palace Gymnastics Club. If the club loses its home at the
Sports Centre, that is the end of the club - a club that provides wonderful
opportunities for gymnasts of all ages and all abilities. Members of the
club compete locally, nationally and internationally. Local schools (those
nasty state comprehensives that successive governments so hate) use
the sports track for their Sports Days. It is a disgrace that BJ is even
thinking of demolishing it. Hang your head in shame BJ, and keep your
mitts off our Sports Centre!

Carole Sheppard

London

My daughter is a junior GBR Weightlifter and has also learnt to dive at
Crystal PAlace where she also dived for GBR as a junior diver, she has
represented her country at two sports, closing the site would mean more
cost and longer travelling distances to keep up the level of training needed
to reach and keep at elite level. Money should be put into sports and not
taken away, where has the Olympic legacy GONE !

Judith Stanbridge

London

I believe it would be detrimental to the local community to get rid of these
facilities. There are not enough alternative facilities for young people to
use in this area. It does not make sense to get rid of it when the
Government is concerned about obesity and promoting healthy living. I
have been a regular user of the Sports Centre and a member of Crystal
Palace Fun Runners who use the track.

Name

Location

Comment

Laurence
Collings

Sutton

I play a lot of football at Crystal Palace – it keeps me fit and healthy. The
pitches are an invaluable resource – especially when it is so hard to find
free space on London's insufficient, always-booked-up other pitches. We
need MORE sporting facilities, not fewer.

Kveta P

London

No need to repurpose something that already has a good purpose!

Philip George

London

Its my local sports centre and I have seen many events here over the
years with my parents and I would now like to see more events there with
my children. I swim there weekly with my children and watch many
families from the area use the wide range of facilities. The children that I
teach in a school less than a mile away also use these facilities for their
sporting activities outside of school. To take this away from the community
would be a massive mistake. I also use the gym facilities as well as the
park on a weekly basis. Any other type of commercial or residential build
would not be beneficial to the park and surrounding area.

Vinay Sud

London

because I train there..

Peter Le
Rossignol

Kingsnorth

I set my 400m personal best at this track and won 2 Kent Championships
as a youngster

Andrew
Paternoster

Gravesend

Crystal Palace is a world class venue for a range of sports and should be
saved!

alan richards

Ewell

facilities such as are here are few and far between, I also have some very
fond memories, as a child going there with my family on a Sunday
afternoon.

Beckie Calame

London

It is a great sports centre which our school use for swimming,local & staff
are friendly

Kate Stephens

Lpndon

We need to save athletics grounds in South London

Alex Chalabi

Nottingham

The track and indoor facilities. should be kept used by the community
including local schools, the general public and athletic clubs.

Hilal Al-chalabi

London

Faculties should be kept for athletes, amateurs athletes teenagers and
children to train on and encourage sport. The schools around should use
the track more too.

Ade Adeniran

London

I am an high level athlete and this is the only facility i have to train in

Derek Cobb

Horley

Grass roots facilities, local and regional centres of excellence are critical
to ensuring local kids and older athletes can practice and
progress.Facilities such as Crystal Palace have an historic significance
that should nt be so lightly dismissed.The legacy of 2012 is undermined
by the possible closure of Crystal Palace.

chris lambert

Wallington

Crystal palace is such a great grass routes facility for locals and more.
Also it's history for so many years as the prime london athletics facility.

Richard snell

Beckenham

sports facilities and public green space should not be developed by
Chinese private Companies for profit

Haydn Whitmore

Orpington

This track has to be part of the Olympic Legacy so vocally supported by
just about very politician when it suited. Don't let this community suffer a
tragic loss.

Paul Taylor

London

I believe this is wrong

Ian Robinson

Wrexham

Removing existing facilities is a step backwards, when the country actually
needs more facilities like this. It is recognised that the youth of today don't
exercise enough. don't remove any more places where they can go. to
exercise in a meaningful way.

Loren Stanbridge

London

It is important for local people to have this facility which also has historical
significance

Name

Location

Comment

lorna Boothe

Mitcham

I trained and competed there as an international athlete now I coach
there and it is the only track to train in bad weather in South London so
as not to disrupt training too much. Athletes Have to prepare not
everyone is on lottery and can afford to go abroad to train in ideal
weather.

Joan CSmith

Newcastle
Upon Tyne

we need to keep athletics as a forerunner for sport in the U.K. This is a
very individual sport & our athletes are really dedicated to their individual
disicplines. They need international stadiums and high quality meetings in
great stadiums to compete with the world best. Do not let the U.K. be an
athletics minor nation, we need to be onwards and upwards in their
development and dedication.

Phil Hawkes

Burgh Heath,
Surrey

The palace sports facilities - including the park - have a great legacy and
must be preserved

grace Jackson

Washington

I had many successful opportunities competing there. it is an excellent
facility especially for developing athletes

Judy Vernon

Sutton

Crystal Palace is an important venue both for training and competition. It
is vital to the sport of athletics. We need Crystal Palace and the facilities it
offers to develop our future Olympic athletes. Without this venue we are
depriving local athletes of the opportunity to one day hopefully represent
their country. I trained extensively at Crystal Palace in the 70's and
achieved the honour of representing Great Britain and England. I know
that the indoor facility at Crystal Palace made a huge difference to my
success. Please retain Crystal Palace tracks (indoor and outdoor.

Barbara
Gallagher

Folkestone

I have memories as a child of watching my brother there

Wayne Abrehart

South
Croydon

Used to be a great facility that has been allowed to decline. So invest in in
this great facility and use it to continue to bring more success to British
sport

Alex Hewson

London

I'm a Crystal Palace resident and believe that the experience of Herne Hill
Velodrome has shown the immense benefits that modest improvements to
facilities can have in inspiring future generations to participate in sport,
both for recreation and competition.

Robert burke

Folkestone

crystal palace should never be got rid off

Janice Thompson

Manchester

I'm signing because I used to train at Crystal Palace on the GT karate
squad back in the 80's. It is an iconic facility and should continue to stay
that way!

Cameron Starr

carshalton

Crystal Palace is a Track & Field icon in the UK. It has in the past and now
continues to aid the development of some of our best athletes and has
hosted huge international competitions and will continue to in the future if
it remains.Save Athletics and Sports at Crystal Palace!

Javari Cameron

Croydon

Favourite competitions as an athlete are held here

Geoff Thompson

Urmston

I'm signing because my sporting career from development to winning gold
was realised at the one truly iconic stadium that also provides a unique
community engagement with world class performances and performers.

vanessa strutt

London

This facility is becoming more and more important as schools give up their
sports grounds to meet the needs of increasing numbers of school
children. Where are these children going to let off steam if not in outdoor
sports?

KT Coates

Ware

I have used this facility from the age of 8 years old. Now I will be running
our world championships here next summer. Crystal Palace National
Sports Centre has inspired me since youth to achieve great things in
sport. If it is reduced or taken away there will be nothing to inspire the next
generation.
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Francesca Light

Croydon

I train there and I see how many members of the public using all the
facilities

Dave Campbell

Windsor

I had many happy memories of this venue as a child. As an adult I have
enjoyed great international athletic meetings here and more recently all
three of my children have competed in the Southern Counties at this
location, two of whom have won gold at this event here. There is no
stadium of this quality within easy reach of the South or West side of of
London and Stratford is to far for a majority of athletes and supporters to
venture to. The historical value must also be considered when taking into
account its importance. My children felt so much pride competing at the
stadium and they have only a short term memory of its international
usage. I agree that it could possibly be scaled down but why go to that
expense? it must be cheaper to tidy it up and use it for what it was built
for. Stratford will only be at best a part time venue once West Ham Utd
move in, they will not want the field athletes marking their valuable pitch!
It's sad that people like Seb Coe doesn't support the preservation of such
a histori

Cassandra
Oswald

Bracknell

I like athletics and have been to watch many events at Crystal Palace

Matthew Lasis

Cardiff

Because the aport facility infastructure in England is a terrible especially
when compared to other nations of similar GDP. So hiw about investing in
the facility to bring it u0 to standard and build on the 2012 legacy which
seems to be going down the pan...

Alice Williams

Bracknell

I am a keen athlete and my dad used to train and compete here, I want
the stadium to be around long enough for me to be able to follow in his
footsteps

Ellie chandler

Ruislip

im signing as an athlete that has competed at crystal palace

Sharon Gradley

London

we need this

lee collins

London

athletics needs this track.

Daisy White

Loughboroug
h

Athlete

Luke King

Luton

Crystal palace is a great venue!!!

Winsome
Malcolm

London

I live close by and frequently see large and small groups of young people
on their way to the track. It's a these times I think how wonderful we have
facilities and opportunities for young people, and I feel proud of the
'Palace'. There are precious few things in life that could actually change
the course of a persons life, but it's not rocket science to know this is one
of them.

Toby Clarke

Witney

i used this facility for years and it was essential to the community and
South London as a whole. We need many more sports facilities not less.

Ashley bryant

Uxbridge

our sport needs saving, stadiums lost damage the sport

Meg Stone

Hampton

I competed there with many very good memories with help it can be great
again CP is a part of track and field history in the UK you cannot do away
with it beside the training facility it provides for youngsters coming into the
world of sports the place is inspirational

marian osman

London

For the people, of the people, by the people.

Jim Flounders

Crystal
Palace

GHRA would like to see the Olympic Legagcy for Soth London honoured
and the NSC retained as a key sporting hub.

Robert Sefton

London

A couple of years ago there was this big sporting event that politician's
banged on about leaving a sporting legacy......
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William Martin

London

I live near Crystal Palace Park and I believe that retaining the Athletics
track is important for local, regional and national competitions as well as
providing young people with a place to take part in sport. It would be sad
to see this asset lost. If funding can be found to improve the facilities here
then this would provide a lasting Olympic legacy for generations to come.

Robert O'Hara

Ulverston

I feel strongly that Crystal Palace, with it's location and history, should be
improved and not destroyed.

matt yates

Gerrards
Cross

because london needs this facility after the promised legacy of the olympic
staduim is now a football stadium for a private sport

Matthew Mullins

birmingham

I have been a runner since the age of 10 and i remember running here, it
was amazing and has encouraged me to keep running all these years we
need the youngsters coming through in the sport otherwise ahletics will
really suffer in the next decade

Dan Lockeretz

London

We love(d) having top level athletics in the local area. Let's see it
upgraded and have top competition return to CPNSC!

Sass Gee

Reading

I live in the area and one of the reasons I bought my flat was because of
the sports centre, it's facilities and its design. I love it, its part of the
community and I don't support the GLA's plans - plus the consultation has
been utterly rubbish.

Francesca Tyler

London

I love CPSP and use the centre almost daily

Richard Spokes

London

Signing as someone who has helped keep over 300 local girls and women
involved in football at the NSC, the spiritual home of Crystal Palace FC
and with a little consideration and planning, the long term future of the
nationally recognised Crystal Palace Ladies FC and other sports clubs,
which are apparently doing more for Olympic legacy than many of those
who promised so much at the time.

Rokeya Gladwin
Troy

London

My sister and I play on these pitches and it Will effect our football future

Paul Davis

Croydon

Keep the stadium, track and facilities at Crystal Palace. They are a major
asset for sport and health in south London, Greater London and the south
east.

Alberto Martellini

London

Please save the NSC because it represents for us and our families a
unique space of wellbeing and community identity. Thank you Mayor Boris
Johnson.

Peter mouncer

Bromley

It is an iconic site and should be kept that way many a fantastic night was
had there and the athletes loved it for the atmosphere.

Beckie Strutt

Cranbrook

It's a great sports facility to have

hingert lisa

Croydon

I went there as a child and now my daughter plays footie there!!

Beverley Jones

Queensferry

Encourage people to do sport.

niamh manning

London

i play football there

Melanie jarvis

Brackley

im signing because I used to do my sports days here and used the squash
courts too.it is so important for the local community to have sports facilities
as this

Patricia Monks

London

Is the heart of our community and the traditions and brilliant things that
happen there are important and should remain

Paul Fleming

west wickham

Because it provides training facilities fro Crystal Palace Ladies football
Club, one of the few ladies clubs in the area Without these facilities, the
club will be severely hampered

Mandy Reardon

Branscombe

I used to go here when I was young, happy memories, I also used to have
school sports days here

Name
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Danielle
O'Rourke

Orpington

its is vital to keep facilities that support all levels of sport.

bruno broniecki

Bromley

This is a sports facility with an enormous legacy that is home to numerous
teams/clubs and members representing a diverse range on interests.
These people must be considered.

sumbal shaheen

London

i use the facilities

Mandy Merrett

Sutton

My daughter trains there

Michael Brown

London

this is a facility needed by the community and the whole of London

Caro Harper

London

I train at CP, as a triathlete

Jonathan Limb

London

Although I fully support the Crystal Palace redevelopment I feel the
athletics ground is an essential facility for the local and regional areas.The
ground is used by students for sports days and gives them a truly
remarkable experience

Charlotte Dobson

Streatham

Please do not get rid of existing facilities of the Crystal Palace Sports
Centre without consulting existing users first- and how we use the tracks
and facilities- please do not close any of these facilities down to make way
for schools and businesses. We propose a mixed use but without getting
rid of existing facilities and green open spaces. The Olympic legacy may
be out in East London, but we need a legacy in South London too and
reforming and refashioning this into something so different and unhelpful
for future athletes would be damaging to our sporting legacy. We would
have nowhere else to train that is as successful and mixed with indoor and
outdoor use.

Elizabeth
Maidment

London

Support from Walthamstow, where we are facing the same battle (also
involving GLL) to preserve competitive sport at our well loved Pool and
Track facility. We too need proper consultation that has not happened at
all. Good Luck. Crystal Palace is an amazing place, my daughter has
competed for the Borough there at LYG.

tim browne

London

I don't want to lose this rare and valuable facility.

David Gleave

London

My children have used this facility for well over the past decade, and are
still using it today. I would hate to see future generations deprived of
access to these facilities, something that would have a detrimental effect
on general health and rob certain children of the opportunity of developing
their talent to its fullest extent.

Sharon Neish

London

My family have used the sports centre for the last 14 years and we would
be devastated if we no longer had access to the facilities offered.

Beccie Atkinson

London

The facility is used by my son in his school athletics events

Emily Montague

London

The sports track is a unique experience in South London and an
inspiration to Young sportsmen and women.

Mark Brooks

Gloucester

I am guardian of a boy at Dulwich College who is very keen on athletics
and this would be a great shame for him and many hundreds like him in
the area if these changes go ahead.

Iain Pearce

London

It is important to me that we preserve local sports facilities. Sport is a
critical contributor to our national well being.

Anke Kratz

London

Anke Kratz

Usha Desai

London

I am signing because my sons use the sports facities at Crystal Palace
regularly...AND I do not want to see these facilities disappear.

Bernadette Stott

London

My son is a very keen runner and goes to school in Dulwich. We live in
SW London and Crystal Palace is the only major athletics venue within
reach for many people in South London. We cannot afford to lose such
an important sports facility.
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Alison Marsh

Fulham

There are too few sports facilities for state schools and the public in
London

Greg Crow

London

Want to retain the best provision for sport and don't want our park used up
by a school

alyson
montgomery

London

Crystal Palaces athletics and sports is a great facility used by many young
people at a reasonable cost. My son has been going to triathlon training
there twice a week and each time we go all of the facilities are being used
by numerous clubs and individuals. Athletics training, football clubs,
swimming and diving clubs, tennis clubs and many more use the facilities
on a regular basis. It has also had a lot of money put into the facilities
recently and all this wonderful space would be wasted,

James Elton

London

London is already short of top class sporting facilities and in light of the
growing population there should be more and not less. Crystal Palace has
a great tradition and is a resource we all rely on.

Susan Powell

London

This would be a terrible loss to south London.

richard
henderson

London

I am opposed to the loss of this world class athletics venue. It should be
upgraded, not downgraded and once the site has been lost there will be
no possibility of getting it back; it will be lost forever to the next generation.
That is not the olympic legacy we signe up for.

Jane Fox

London

I want to save this great space as a use for sport for all

severa von
wentzel

London

I am supporting the petition because the sports centre as it is makes a
huge difference to the wider community. These are excellent and
affordable sports and community centres. Please save them.

Wasima Ghufoor

London

I believe this facility is vital part of the community

Khalid Ghufoor

London

This facility is important to not just the immediate local community but to
the schools of South London who have no access to international level
facilities such as these

Stanley Thomas

London

Sports is a key part of our countries development. Crystal Palace is an
historical land mark. My children do Football and Athletics at crystal
palace,

Catherine
Simpson

London

i have been going there for 40 years! Great facilities!

Maria fernanda
Parodi

London

My son plays football at crystal palace 4 times a week. I see the activity in
swimming, diving, gymnastics, tennis, athletics etc every time I go. Always
in full use. If anything, it should be supported more, revamped....

shiten patel

Beckenham

Ive used the centre myself and my children learned to swim there. The
site and facilities clearly can have a future to enrich the lives of
sportspeople, adults and children alike in south london. It is just wrong to
take it backwards rather than forwards.

allyson devenish

London

This is insane. This facility is USED - by schools, families, individuals,
sports clubs. Where are we supposed to go?

Marya Ireland

London

to support the stadium

David Parfitt

London

South London has limited sports facilities. The loss of any existing
capacity would be a disaster for sports and sports training in the area.

Ghazala Ramzan

London

To save the crystal palace athletic facilities. My children uses them.

luciann flynn

London

How can the UK build up athletes if these facilities are removed?

Pamela
Pollington

Croydon

This is a valuable facility not just for the general public but all the clubs,
sports me and women who train there.

Name

Location

Comment

Henrietta Barnes

Orpington

As a Crystal Palace Triathlete I have benefitted enormously from this
sporting facility, having trained in the swimming pool and ran the park and
running tracks regularly. This type of facility at grassroots level as well as
club and elite level, is so important to mass participation in sport which
was one of the 2012 olympic legacy aims. Participation in sport reduces
obesity, depression, high blood pressure, and numerous other problems
amounts those who participate which otherwise cost the government
immeasurable amounts in health care and lost earnings. This is such a
short sighted plan which might save a few pennies in the short run but
would ultimately have detrimental effect to the local and wider community
as participation in sport falls in popularity. Having an inspiring facility such
as is at Crystal Palace is part of the attraction in engaging in sport and
exercise and it's closure is totally the wrong thing for the south east
london community.

Katie Knowles

London

My son is in an athletics club in crystal palace and loves it. It's fantastic to
have these world-class facilities on our doorstep in south-east London!

maja hilton

London

I have used sports facilities at crystal palace sports centre for over 10
uears and would like my children to have the same opportunity.

JANE ASHER

London

I HAVE MADE USE OF THIS ICONIC POOL FOR ABOUT 20 YEARS.
WOULD HATE TO SEE IT LOST.

Sylvia Smith

London

This is a perfect venue for athletics. Good sized track, car parking,
beautiful setting, proximity to the action. Just needs TLC.

Granville Mervin

Sunderland

G Mervin

Rebecca Curry

London

If we are to continue to inspire a generation we need the facilities for
people to use.

Jo Wilkes

London

it is very important to people who live in SE London that they have access
to the range of facilities currently available at CP Sports and Leisure
Centre and that this is maintained and enhanced.

Stephen
Dugmore

London

These sporting facilities are important to local families.

David Smith

London

I had the thrill and honour of representing this country at the first meeting
in this stadium in 1964. I have coached young athletes there since.

Jamie Kirkwood

London

I support the building of a new school but somewhere else!

Jason Snowdon

London

We should not lose such an important local sporting facility and amenity.
Build somewhere else.

Joanne Billings

London

Crystal Palace sports centre plays a. Important role in the lives of both
families and athletes. It keeps property prices up as well.

Sophie Robinson

London

I use the track and think it's a great place that should be enhanced, not
pulled down.

Paul Formanko

Bromley

Crystal Palace is one of the biggest homes of grass-root athletics in
London. I've competed here for athletics, swimming, cycling and triathlons
- seeing it go would definitely be a sad sight.

Julie Gooderham

London

The current proposals fall well short of retaining an important unique
sports facility for our community in south london. Having hugely supported
the olympics as a wonderful event not developing crystal palaces existing
facilities is appalling and is a massive gap in the Olympics legacy. The
current plans fall well short of encouraging and supporting sport for all in
south london

Kieron Summers

Bristol

like many youngsters i was inspired by events i saw at this stadium and
the surrounding facilities

Name

Location

Comment

Greg Thornett

London

the National Sports Centre and its surroundings is an important part of
many local communities in South London.

gareth robson

Beckenham

I hope the athletics track, perimeter road for cycling, and sports centre
(including 50m pool) stay in community use for the foreseeable future.

Veronica
McGrath

London

The sports centre at Crystal Palace needs investment not destruction - for
the health and sporting success of all South London

Louise Stanley

London

Its legendary status in British athletics and Im desperate to get the chance
to see some live athletics there now I live in the area!

Emanuel
Orobator

London

I understand the power of sport.

Gemma Davis

London

CPNSC means a lot to me and my family. Not only did we all learn to
swim there, but I got my first job as a lifeguard and swimming teacher
there. Part if my role involved setting up for and attending the Athletics
Grand Prix. It was always amazing to see how many young South
Londoners attended and where inspired with the event. Many of these
young people went on to take up Athletics at clubs and summer schools
so they could enjoy sport in that very same stadium. Sure it needs
refurbishment, but the benefits will far outweigh the financial costs.

mary ferguson

Glasgow

I spent so many summers watching and enjoying the athletics so so much.
Met so many interesting people there too.

Jane Byford

Bracknell

I'm passionate about sport and crystal palace is part of our sports heritage
and should be our future.

ANNA
MOORHOUSE

London

This track serves the local and national community. Its part of the local
heritage. The Herne hill Velodrome was saved and is now flourishing, the
same will happen here.

Liz Maginn

Broadstairs

This track has been an important resource for the local and wider
community for decades. It is well used by local groups and the activities
encourage health and wellbeing not only for the community, but
importantly, individuals.

miriam weeks

London

Against loss of facility for learning sport, training, keeping fit, iconic
buildings , famous pool and diving boards, keeping youth on right track.
No sense in destroying it ! If it not broke dont fix it !

Jo Strutt

Ifield

I treat athletes who regularly attend events here.

Jenny Jackson

Beckenham

Crystal Palace is where so many world records have been set ..the greats
from all over the world loved competing at Crystal...the atmosphere was
always amazing. We do NOT have a world class stadium and indoor track
south of the river ..it is like athletes in the South do not exist..check your
records...how many years in a row did Blackheath Harriers win the
National Young athletes final ..yes its double figures, and yes many of
their athletes trained at Crystal Palace.

Felicia Higgins

Thornton
Heath

My son' old athletic team use that track regularly and As it seems to be
the best track available why get rid of it?! We don't need more high rise
flats thank you very much...more sports facilities are required NOT
LESS!!!

James fealey

Charlottesville

I trained at crystal palace when I was a kid, I pole vaulted for Blackheath
harriers.

Des Evans

London

Our children need to fight off obesity and it's a national treasure

Robert johnson

Edenbridge

I am signing because it's a facility I used a lot in my younger days and
believe that the facility should continue for generations to come.

Neo Toje

London

I love athletics and have enjoyed visiting the facility for the Meets and
games. It's also great for the community at large.

Name

Location

Comment

Ruth Larsen

Frei

Important to the Crystal Palace area, and sports on the UK in general.

Lee mcginley

Beckenham

my daughter trains there with Crystal Palace FC and it is a facility that
should be available for future generations in the South East.

Ty audrey abod

Croydon

This is what a community is all about

Agne Odhiambo

London

The sports centre at CP is great the way it is.

Sam Bennett

Brighton

I grey up watching athletics at the iconic Crystal Palace! We want to
encourage sports and activities - and for this, facilities are essential.

sheena rogers

stranraer

crystal palace needs a mixed use sports and leisure complex-a
sustainable facility that is shared by the local community, schools, clubs
and aspiring athletes at all levels. It should be a resource that caters for
the needs of recreational users as much as it provides for and supports
the development of the next generation of Olympic athletes

Joanna
Thornberry

London

Crystal Palace has been my home for years!!!

Vincent Norris

Offham

we need to retain competitive swimming in Kent's only 50m pool

Fiona Corby

Purley

If the facility reduces swimming hours in a 50m pool for competitive
swimmers it would be a disaster for all south London clubs - there is not
enough 'reasonable' pool time available as it is

Debbie Dunn

Taunton

Sports Facilities should be preserved for everyone to enjoy. We need to
look after what little open space is left for our children and our children's
children to enjoy.

Mike Wheeler

Thames
Ditton

the National Sports Centre is brilliant. There's nowhere else like it in the
locale and the chance to run on the same track that's been used by
legends is irreplaceable.

Diane Mullen

teddington

Sport is for all and we need to encourage as many people as possible to
participate.

Gary Schroeder

London

I have started using the centre recently after taking up Triathlon and
regularly use the pool and track. We need these faicilities!

Joseph Yee

London

I train there everyday and i'm part of Crystal palace triathletes and if the
track were to be removed, half of the training sessions will be relocated or
even cancelled.

Stuart Logan

London

I'm signing because for the fist time I visited Crystal Palace was
this year for their Triathlon weekend. To remove these facilities would
be detrimental to all those hundreds who took part from the very
young to the veteran.I just wish we had those facilities in the north of
England where I come from. The stadium is iconic butddoesn't need
pulling down just refurbished in areas

Sheila Edwards

Gillingham

Too important to children's life's and they moving forward with something
they have worked hard for

Martin Horsfield

Beckenham

Thus sham of a consultation is robbing south London of a precious
community asset and site of historical sporting significance. Shame on
Seb Coe for profiting from the demolition of athletics facilities. The
redevelopment of the whole site needs to be taken out of the hands of
Boris Johnson and his cash-hungry cronies from Bromley council.

James Davies

Walsall

This historic facility and home of British athletics must be saved for future
generations and from the foolishness of here today gone tomorrow
developers and politicians

Simon Corns

Sutton

I'm signing because I work at Crystal Palace so would like to see
improvements made but not at the expense of losing an iconic feature
such as the Track.

Name

Location

Comment

Barry Trimmer

Hatfield

It would be a dis-service to the people in the area to demolish this iconic
sports stadium

Lisa Kenny

Edgware

Too many any of our facilities are being demolished for what, more
houses?!!!

Jon Brown

Newport

Although the sports centre has invariably been used within reent years, it
is still a great facility when compared to other South London facilities and
has a history worth keeping for future generations.

Lesley McFadyen

London

Don't lose this South London sports venue!

Jeffrey Greaves

Thornton
Heath

I'm signing because of the lack of investment in athletics facilities in South
London.

Robert Short

London

Badly miss annual athletics events at Crystal Palace which was well
attended by families of three generations, and an encouragement to local
youth to exercise. Disgusted at the cynical Circus held at Horse Guards in
2014 - all hype and diminished content. That event should have been held
at Crystal Palace and would have filled the stadium. Crystal Palace had its
own legacy and support. The Olympic Stadium does not replace that. It
should be in addition to it.

Gavin Brockwell

London

I'm signing this petition becaurse it's a great facility and in fact should be
made more of instead of bulldozing. Iv had a few training sessions here
and as a facility for local activities it is large and unique and iconic enough
to inspire people to get fit. Invest in it don't trash it.

Murlo Dawson

London

Invest the cost of bulldozing in the sports complex and make more of this
wonderful facility. Please!

Ian Field

Purley

This facility is absolutely key to the community and to elite sports people.
Coached there for many years, mostly with kids who would otherwise
have slipped through the healthy lifestyle net due to affordability of
commercial sports facilities. It is almost literally, saving generations of kids
lives.

steve hargrave

Mansfield

always been the home of british athletics

Roy Peterson

El Segundo

This is my sports centre too

Colin Butchers

London

This is a vital space for our community. An evidence based approach to
governing would mean this stays a part of the lives of young people, to
ensure a healthy happy and intelligent populace.

Veronique
Watson

Croydon

I've lived in the area all my life. It's an amazing venue and I have attended
a multitude of events here. It's a multi faceted venue much needed and
used in the area. My child's school uses it for sporting events.

Jane Harnden

teddington

It's vital that this facility is kept for the local community to use and not
seen as a source of short-term profit, which is my suspicion.

mark Benjamin

London

I use crystal palace all the time to coach young athletes who's athletics
career depends on its survival as any venue will be too far away

Hannah Bond

London

I use Crystal Palace and recognise how important the facilities are. My
daughter plays for Crystal Palace Ladies and I know what a huge impact
this will have if they close or reduce the space that is available.

Anna Pinfold

Beckenham

Its my local sports ground and I have lots of friends who train there
professionally

Sherrie Hoare

Bromley

I have used the facilities myself and want them to remain accessible for
future generations

Zoe VazquezSanchez

Bromey

My generation were brought up there!!

stella collis

London

I believe young people need to have a Sports Centre locally

Name

Location

Comment

Hannah Gravett

London

I believe that the NSC is important to the continued success of British
Athletics.

natasha carsten

London

The is a well used facility that will be bulldozered for the likes of the
greedy fat cats if the hasbeen ex Olympian and mayor have anything to
do wth it!

Terry Holland

London

This site is a much loved and much used facility by adults and children
alike. This country was supposed to create a sporting legacy in the wake
of 2012 Olympics. I find it astonishing that, this great facility is under threat
instead of being in line for upgrade.

Maureen
Cunningham

London

I have lived opposite the sports centre most of my life. It is imperative
that, following the Olympics, there is legacy for South Londoners.

Katherine Bance

London

We need to retain this excellent facility

Jon Butt

London

Crystal palace has been a home of athletics for years. My son who is now
26 trained there and London needs to have a quality athletics facility if we
are to increase our influence in world athletics

Theresa
Sherborne

Walsall

A brilliant venue

mike crush

(blank)

I worked there when it was first built & it's a facility that south London can
ill afford to loose

Ean Resner

Penge

Because it is the best sports centre in south London

Kim Tomkins

London

Visit the centre on any given day of the week and you will find basketball,
netball, beach volleyball, swimming, diving, football, hockey, fitness
classes, gymnastics, tennis, trampolining, athletics and more - all going on
at the same time. The venue is packed each evening with children and
adults all enjoying some sporting activity. Given the concerns about
obesity in this country it seems extremely short-sighted to eliminate any
part of the centre.

Sam Utting

London

We need well maintained Sports Facilities in South London. CPNSC
needs significant investment, but it has the potential to be so much more
than it already is. Even though it could do with better management it is a
valuable local resource that is well loved.

Lisa Bauer

London

It is vital that young people see the value of sports/ exercise. Needs to be
flexible facilities - include indoor tennis!??

Roger Odili

London

For me, Crystal Palace and sport are synonymous. It would be an act of
brutal vandalism to allow the demise of this British icon.

Michelle Thomas

birmingham

I competed at Chrystal palace several times. It is a great facility and
home to Croydon AC. Please save this sporting facility

Finesse Bandz

Henrico

I support the palace

Roger Alsford

Exeter

This is essential to mental ands physical development. Don't dare close it!

Lauren Powell

Sheffield

In one breath people say they want to encourage activity in children and in
another they are knocking down facilities! Ridiculous.

Zaina Mistry

birmingham

There are a large amount of athletes in London and across the world that
come to use this facility as a club or international events and it needs to
stay to promote more people to get into sport whether its once a month or
every day of the week.

Linda Shepherd

Croydon

I'm am signing the petition because it is important not to lose such an
important centre.

Mark Griffiths

Birkenhead

Grass roots facilities need saving.

Name

Location

Comment

Andrew Yates

Walsall

This is the home of British Athletics and should remain so , bring it back to
standard and attract the crowds along with the worlds best athletes again

John Mather

Epsom

London needs a sensible alternative to the Olympic stadium

angela marshall

Billingshurst

I used to run there for my school many years ago. ..needs to be kept for
all to use.

Rick Curwen

Portland

I don't see the continued use of the Oltmpic stadium as viable. Too much
disruption to West Ham's fixtures.

Geoffrey Smith

Wareham

I have many memories there and it is the true home of British athletics.

Allen Whitworth

Wakefield

For the good of the sport.

Julie Lawlor

Saint Peter
Port

Sport is important to all people .

Shawn Whalen

Coventry

Athletics are so important to mankind !

dai rees

Stafford

Pretty fed up of football steamrollering athletics

Pavement
Pounders

Folkestone

i lived in the area when it was built we were assured that it was a good
use of public moey because it would be available indefinitely not just for
the, i think commonwealth games for which it was built.

Simon Prior

Burnham-onSea

We need to save our heritage and have iconic venues for younger
generation to compete in

Anthony Austin

Surrey

its so much part of our great sporting history, was there last week and was
so disappointed its been left to rot.

graeme hadlow

pevensey

We should encourage lifelong activity skills and competitive sport

Paul Crompton

London

Let West Ham have a full blown football stadium. It doesn’t work as a half
way House. Crystal Palace is the solution.

Stephen Morris

Rumney

This track need to be open for future Olympians and Paralympians for the
next generation to keep this legacy going.

Brian Sacks

London

It is an important part of our national sports heritage

Stephen Conrad

London

I am signing because I love athletics and I used to watch many athletes
there in the past. It is of great British heritage and I feel that we need it to
encourage more athletes .

Diana Shimell

Douglas

Been there several times and saw Dave Bedford break the World Record
there

Robert
Weightman

South Shields

All sporting venues should be absolutely funded by whatever government
is in power..the obesity problem is a disgrace to any society that doesn't
encourage health and fitness from the cradle to the grave.!

Margaret
Crompton

ThorntonCleveleys

These facilities. Youngsters, up and coming athletes have to have proper
training and competition facilities.

Lyn Orbell

birmingham

the amateur sports in this country are being railroaded out of existence

Jennifer Barrow

Gumley

My favourite athlete trains and races there. AND It is too important in the
UK athletes grass roots to lose.?

Paul Wibberley

Manchester

We need more athletics tracks not less

James Marshall

Bromsgrove

Sport is a vitally important cohesive vehicle for communities. Crystal
palace is an iconic athletics facility and losing would be disastrous. It
brings enjoyment and a purpose to so many. Think about the bigger
picture for once rather than simply the finance and numbers.

Penny Forse

Southampton

It's where I had some of the most important races of my life

Name

Location

Comment

Andrew Davis

Caterham

We need multiple athletics stadiums across the country to support a
burgeoning running / athletics scene that is keeping this country healthy
and with a strong competitive attitude, both of which it needs to face the
challenges ahead. Crystal Palace has delivered and remains well suited to
deliver that.

Tina Allen

Loughboroug
h

I am an athletics fan.

Amelia Quirk

Maidenhead

Loved the road relay here! Would have been even better if the facilities
were refurbished.

Tom Dukes

Shepton
Mallet

We need to invest more as a nation into young athletes so they can reach
their full potential or just to improve as athletes

michael mcnally

Hebburn

As a society we need to place a high value on the health and well being of
the population.

Trudi Body

London

Why wouldn’t you keep it we need more

tiffany moorcroft

Much Hoole

This track has hosted some great meetings over th years but even if it is
no longer used for international athletics - local/ regional and national
events are still very important....grass roots are needed to find the next
generation of olympians

Gary Myles

Wolverhampt
on

I signing because Crystal Palace was where my first of many AAA
champs took place and is there in my memories and was also the home of
British Athletics before other stadiums.

Margaret Filipidis

(blank)

Mr Khan, you cannot be serious!

Michelle Thomas

birmingham

Let's maintain the sporting legacy

Richard Bevan

Henley

I totally believe in sport as a way to help cure so many of society ills and
save government money long term.

Simon
Lansdowne

Swindon

This historic venue and site should be protected, because we need the
facilities and this venue has so much meaning to so many people.

Richard Carter

Purley

Not only important as a National Centre but the home of Track and Field
for South London Harriers.

Julie Begley

Penwortham

I believe we need to keep them

Alan Davison

Rochford

Unthinkable to even consider closing this stadium

david berrington

Kidderminster

coach and official

Mike Martineau

Biggin hill

A good facility at Crystal Palace is essential for the successful future of
Athletics in this Country.

Andrew Coltman

Reading

Athletics should be promoted. Remember Sport For All? Well reinforce the
message. Crystal Palace is a massive positive. Don't turn it into a
negative.

Nick Davis

Nottingham

Come on, this is madness!

Graham Fletcher

London

This local facility is precisely what the community need. Failure to
maintain & promote a unique resource is often used to bulldoze the
present for less of a future. Improve what you have is best...

Alan Brett

March

This historic venue and site should be protected, because we need the
facilities and this venue has so much meaning to so many people.
Thanks, Simon Lansdowne - your words, but my thoughts, too.

Mike Jeffery

Hadleigh

It is the spiritual home of athletics in the UK

alan crewe

Hildenboroug
h

I group using this facility and still take my sons there, it serves people from
all over the place.

Name

Location

Comment

Colin Stevens

Norwich

Got to save iconic Stadiums like this, for the local community in order to
produce good athletes.

miri luft

Oxford

This is one of the most iconic and important track, especially for Oxford
and Cambridge, two of the oldest Universities, who hold one of their
annual competitions (FEAR-Varsity Field Events and Relays)

Phil Oatham

(blank)

This is the place!!

Kelly Newsham

(blank)

As a young athlete training with Bromley Ladies this track was part of my
early years in athletics. I have very don memories of being at the same
track as Senior athletes who I aspired to one day be. The heritage and
importance of not losing such a marvellous facility make this the reason I
am happily signing the petition.

Gemma Stokes

Bolton

It is an iconic athletics arena and we need to develop the sport and activity
in general, facilities play a bigger role in inspiring people and providing
places to participate than policy makers realise!!

Julia Mountfield

Manchester

Don valley has gone, not another one. Many a great day had here at CP.
Save this venue we need to keep top class facilities

Glynne Lever

Thornton

Can’t let this track go

Sekinat Parry

Chelmsford

This would be a great loss.

Paul Rowe

Leeds

Crystal Palace is an iconic venue for my sport of athletics, but more than
that, and even more importantly than that, the loss of such facilities does
unseen and underestimated damage to local communities and community
cohesion. The social - and even economic - cost of such decisions is
considerable. Save the Palace!

Gillian Whittle

Bolton

We should be encouraging young people into athletics, they are our future
stars and sport is good for not only the body but the mind too. By
engaging positively in sport it help teenagers to keep on the right track
and not get mixed up with the wrong crowds.

John Wright

St Albans

We need these facilities for local and regional athletics

Steven Lewis

Chicago

Sports in South London is important

Denis Lawrie

west wickham

I believe that athletics is very important for the youth of today and the
future fitness of society in general.

Bridget Kaneen

Glen Vine

My other half raced here and thought it an excellent track and my mum
saw Gordon Pirie race there. Can’t believe they would want to pull it down.

Jan Mahoney

Marlow

I use to train on the track twice a week , back in the 60s.

Brian Moore

Norwich

Not enough athletics stadiums as it is. Olympic Legacy?

Alison HENRY

Morden

It's the only stadium like it in South London.

Ian Whatley

Greer

I ran my PB for 3000M SC on that track. It is an important part of the
community's sport resources.

Ian Munday

(blank)

As a former amateur boxer I support any amateur sport. Good luck in your
efforts.

Peter Vigar

Leatherhead

Athletics is the life blood for many youngsters, with so many school
playing fields having been sold off, we need this venue.

Graham
Patterson

Wirral

I used to live round the corner from the track so used it and witnessed
many top athletics competitions there, and its a lovely atmospheric venue
which shouldn't be lost to the people of south London or the country. I live
in Merseyside by the way but love the place and surrounding area.

Graham Young

d

I am signing because I raced here in the UISPPT Post Office European
Race Walking Championships (in national uniforms) in 1970.

Name

Location

Comment

Megan Hazell

Peterborough

Everyone should have access to a good sporting facility/pitch

Ruth Sadler

Edinburgh

Signing as we need to retain these facilities. Plus I am the Great Great
Great Grandaughter of Bob Sadler founder of the Copenhagen Running
Grounds In Summerstown, Wandsworth - we need to keep these tracks &
not build houses on them.

Dave Capelen

Glen Vine

It's an iconic, historic and excellent facility....you can feel the history when
you enter the stadium. The hairs stood up on the back of my neck when I
went there.

sue waterman

Hadlow

This stadium is iconic so many young people started there athletic career
there ,we need to keep and upgrade for the nations youth just ask the
likes of Steve Backley and many others don't let 2012 be a one of .

Karen Kipling

Totteridge

Have great memories from this facility (swimming pool, parkland and
indoor/outdoor track) both as a spectator and an athlete, from grassroots
to elite. It's a fab venue that has the potential to be great again.

Margaret Royce

Wigan

I love athletics ..and why get rid of this venue

Ken Nutt

Billericay

London needs this facility.

Christine Slack

Millstatt

Sport is an outlet on so many levels. You don't have to look at the
research, look at competitions like Invictus Games. It gives individuals a
purpose for living, a reason not to commit crime, a way forward, a way of
meeting likeminded people...

James Portwood

Sheffield

Signed. Good luck.

Robert Currey

Douglas

I trained on this great track 45 years ago. It was one of the first all-weather
tracks in the country. As far as I know it is the only top quality track in a
large catchment area.

Neil Metcalf

:iverpool

We need to preserve athletics facilities

Les Eldred

Ilford

We need more not less sporting facilities if we are to compete with other
nations in the world. Far to many sporting facilities are being closed
especially for building on.

Valdis Pauzers

London

The Olympic 'legacy' is being lost, (even if there were one in the first
place). Athletics in a City of 9 million people needs such venues.

Alex Marks

London

South London needs this track.

iris ritchie

London

This is a vital amenity that needs to be mantained gor the Whole of
London,and further agield.

Patsy Bearcroft

Oxted

Sport is a big part of society and teenagers life's, without it alot more
teens will be doing crappy stuff out on the streets

Ed Wilks

Watford

Sport is essential

Andrew Pettigrew

Carbondale

Crystal Palace is an iconic landmark in the world of athletics. It was my
Wembley growing up in England.

Melanie Ceman

Vojens

I trained at Crystal Palace for many years and the indoor & outdoor
facilities were crucial to my success! Especially being Crystal Palace was
the rare indoor track in my time to provide indoor training through bleak
winter months, also speed preparation for indoor track races! I hope that
many young talents can benefit the same facilities we once had! The
success of our athletics relies on these locations! Please don't knock them
down! Give our kids future and hope to follow their dreams!

Robin Sanderson

London

We need to retain facilities such as this to help to encourage sport and to
fight the obesity epidemic in the UK.

Name

Location

Comment

Les Newman

(blank)

Athletes need facilities, icons and role models to reach the highest levels
of performance - Crystal Palace means a lot in terms of its sporting history
to so many people. It deserves investment at a time when public health
trends need addressing.

Glen Parcell

Widford

Stop destroying our heritage

Ekaterina Parcell

Widford

For exciting and future athletics generation

Kerry Hayes

Two Mile Ash

I grew up with this venue! Crystal Palace to an Athlete is the same as
Wembley for a football player! I saw my heroes compete here numerous
occasions, and competed here myself, an ultimate experience!...

Angela Mitchell

Lightwater

We need sports facilities in London. We need to encourage and support
sport including track events.

Alan Woods

Catbrook

There are far too few facilities for athletics, and in particular for field
events. The London Olympics promise to retain Stratford for athletics only
wasn’t kept, and only today we have a suggestion that “pop-up” athletics
be tried and whole athletic events dropped. BBC coverage heavily favours
track events, so elimination of yet another facility should be resisted.

Daniel Fielding

Waltham
Abbey

My favourite competition has been held there I'd rather it didn't leave

david mcadam

Farnborough

I loved running their and unlike the Olympic stadium club runners got and
getti compete their.

Will Clowes

Upperthong

It's important to keep grassroots venues and training facilities open for the
benefit of the wider community!

Christina Gathern

Southwick

Save CP

Emma Satterly

Brighton

I have raced at Crystal Palace and watched many live Grand Prixs since I
was a child. The atmosphere is always incredible, it is an inspiring place
and it has created so many fantastic memories for me and so many
people. It is the home of athletics in Britain.

Michael Tait

Oxford

Critical that a fully accessible indoor area and an outdoor stadium is
available

Justin Reid

London

Crystal Palace is as much part of Britain as Buckingham Palace - it must
be preserved !

Martin Forder

herne bay

Crystal Palace has always been the true home of british athletics. Many
fantastic athletes have graced this stadium in years gone by. Remember
rushing home after a school football match to watch the much anticipated
Cram v Ovett showdown in 1983 those were the days!

Thomas
Robinson

Newcastle
Upon Tyne

Impt we have venues such as CP so that young people have something
positive to do with their lives. Meeting new friends and keeping healthy
and who knows perhaps one day representing your country with a
fantastic opportunity to travel.

Michael Wenn

Stevenage

Ive run tack and field since i was a kid and this country proved at the
London Olympics that with support we can be the best in the world!

Neil Tolfrey

(blank)

I’ve seen many of great events at this stadium and for it go would be such
a shame

Trevor Clark

Biggleswade

Athletics has become the national sport, protect & nurture it!

Charles Allen

Norwich

Why in this time we are trying to save our so called national identity we
decide to do something like this?

Bethany Hirst

AshtonUnder-Lyne

Athletics is important in inspiring young people and the less facilities we
have the less opportunities there will be

Name

Location

Comment

Hayley Simpson

Stalybridge

We are trying to promote children to get in to sport but now closing
facility's

Kevin Wallace

Windsor

It’s been a great place for the local community and Athletics ..... it can’t go!

Sigourney Fazliu

Derby

I think it should stay how it is why take that away from all the athletes and
people who train there leave it alone !!!!

Sigourney Fazliu

Derby

Why would they want to take that away from the athletes this has been
home to them for many years leave it alone!!!! Signed

Gerry Groarke

(blank)

Olympic legacy, look at the state of Australia athletics is in a shambles.
The uk following the same route as Australia did after 2000. Learn some
lessons.

Bridget Jones

Sevenoaks

Athletics need to be kept at Crystal Palace

Margaret
Beacham

Church
Crookham,
Fleet

Having run there so many times internationally and because of the
excellence of the venue, especially for local athletes, it is a disgrace that it
could ever be closed. Several world records have also been recorded
there.

Jacqueline Hood

(blank)

I remember running at Crystal Palace aged 14. I felt so honoured to be
treading in the footsteps of great athletes from around the world. Young
London athletes need this facility to remain if we are going to grow the
champions of the future.

Manfredi Ferretti

Wisbech

We need this venue to produce our future athletes

Alexander
O'Gorman

Stockport

The future

Peter Smith

Glenrothes

The stadium has a great history and should be saved and upgraded as a
Graded Listed facility.

Stephen Burgess

London

Sport should be free, open to all and in South London too

Peter Wakefield

Dover

We need this to b kept fuck the people in politics we pay there waged

keith slatter

Sidcup

Crystal Palace is an amazing place and needs to be firmly on the map
again.

Anna Garnier

London

Young people should be given the chance to run in this amazing place
with the history it has behind it. It is so important that we support them
because who knows, there may be many budding Olympians among them
and they need to be given every chance. Great and honest leadership is
needed to take Crystal Palace Stadium forward full circle to what it used to
stand for. Let's GO FOR IT.

Anna Garnier

London

I was thrilled to run at Crystal Palace the other day when the South of
England Road Relays were held there. What an incredible venue and
perfect transport links and a lovely village close by. The park is also
beautiful.We started in the arena then made a couple of laps of the park
including the lake and finished back in the arena trying to speed up on the
fantastic track which seemed to be in great condition (sadly not like the
rest of the arena)It's an amazing place so let's go for it and get some
honest, yes honest leadership to take it forward and inspire budding
young athletes of today before it's too late.

Sandra Rizan

North
Hykeham

For future athletes.

Lee Grantham

Manchester

Sport creates great futures.

Colin Smith

(blank)

Athletics is the only world wide sports

Charlotte Cooke

Peterborough

This is important to important citizens of this country.

Name

Location

Comment

trevor langford

houghton le
spring

Its essential the people of London have the opportunity to engage in track
and field events. The Olympic stadium is only accesible for athleitcs a few
weeks of the year and Crystal Palace a few miles away offers a year
round training venue.

Sarah Strutt

Stutton

Sport is vital for well being

Martin Dighton

Welling

This is an iconic stadium and needs to be kept.

Lloyd Beeston

London

GOOD LUCK.

Fiona Russell

Sutton
Mandeville

As an athlete who benefitted from this facility and also as a Physio who
worked on placement there when doing my Sports Medicine training

J Bond

Charlton

We need to preserve our athletic venues.

David Gregory

Bournemouth

Future generations urgently need this multifunctional facility: to deny them
would be no better than a criminal act.

eirwen coe

Ash

As a former athlete who competed many times at Crystal palace I believe
in keeping it alive for our future young athletes,Olympians, schools and
clubs to develop.

Annie Thomas

Hoddesdon

I'm signing because I ran on this track the day it opened in 1964 and was
brought up using so many of the facilities at Cystal Palace. the whole
place was my inspiration for a lifetime involved in sport as a participant,
PE teacher, volunteer, and supporter. I've seen many World Records in
the stadium and the pool, played indoor and outdoor hockey there,
participated in triathlons etc. etc. right up to the present day. Let's all do
our utmost to keep this facility alive and kicking for so many.

Liz Collins

Haverfordwes
t

Crystal Palace is part of British Athletics, please reconsider the holistic
affect this will have on all the young athletes who would love to continuing
using this great stadium.

Sandra Gibbons

Ashfield

Good luck with this.

Elaine Long

Bournemouth

I am a keen athletics spectator

michael Hunt

Hook

I used Crystal Palace athletic track many times when I was younger and
provides a great facility for the local community

Lisa Thomas

Morden

An athletics track is a safe place to train year round. Runners get killed on
the streets at night.

john godfrey

east preston
west sussex

Very few tracks south of the river,if we are to compete with other countries
we need these facilities.

Alex Ediker

(blank)

I like running

Dr John and Mrs
Sue Bullen

London

Because the site is iconic and we need sports facilities in London

bh

London

it's is criminal that this incredible asset to the community (local and
sporting) is being squandered (and could be lost forever!)

Lucy Clapp

London

Please save our running track

Michelle Joseph

Freiston

This has been a centre point for athletics for years... English heritage
should remain to encourage the youngsters of today. Many memories this
stadium holds and should not be demolished just to line pockets of
developers.

Jane Haile

Beckenham

A fantastic, historic community asset - please keep it and spend some
money restoring it back to its former glory

Fiona maunder

Pensilva

I used to Run and Swim here as a Child

Fiona maunder

Pensilva

Keep this place going &lt;3

Christine Powell

Sutton

I used to be an athlete. My career started because of that track!

Name

Location

Comment

Burkhard Gravis

London

Who did GLA consult with as i work in Sport and this is the first i have
heard of it ,this is a National Stadium that has been neglected for years
and as usual the answere us bulldoze it why do we in sport keep taking
these hits.

Stephen Youle

London

I've used this stadium for over 50 years for me and my children it's a must
for it to be kept and possibly expanded not shrunk.

Chris Allen

Banstead

We must keep the only decent athletics stadium in South London.

sophie favell

London

South London will be all the poorer without this wonderful sporting facility.
Where else can you play hockey and volleyball, go climbing, run an
olympic athletics track, swim, do gymnastics, play squash, the list goes
on. We go every week for junior athletics - chances are that will stop if it is
demolished and turned into 'luxury' flats. Please sign to save it.

Ann sugden

Keighley

I AGREE !!!!!>

Chukwudi Moses

Abuja

It's about time!

ron searle

Tonbridge

A multi-function Sports Centre is a must for South London.Ron Searle,
Founder/President, Dulwich Runners A.C.

Simon Lloyd

west wickham

I’m a local resident and it provides valuable facilities for the whole of the
area.

Nhamo Shire

London

Iconic venue! Should be upgraded not demolished :( More facilities and
greater access = increased participation. More players = more talent.
More talent = greater results on the world stage. More importantly,
greater participation = healthier nation. Not rocket science...

Shekhar Varma

Bristol

As a boy I ran and swam here a great facility that should be kept.

Lindsey
Anderson

London

It has amazing facilities, such a shame for the young

Gaynor
Symondson

Southampton

Sports facilities are important part of life and necessary for releasing
stress, keep fit and to help prevent obesity

Paul Koloi

London

My children have been there for athletics and they loved it. Many kids from
all backgrounds outside in the cold and loving it. Please don't take it away.

Richard Horsford

London

It’s a national institution and in a time where young people need facilities
like this we should be keeping them, to keep them occupied and nurture
talent.

Marina Harden

Holloway

Crystal Palace is a piece of UK athletics history that deserves to be
appropriately maintained and used. It's also the home of the London
Youth Games finals featuring many different sports and developing our
athletes from all sports for the future!

Neil McElduff

Clifton

This is an iconic venue. I trained there as a kid. Improve don't remove.

Des Farthing

London

We need to maintain and improve sports facilities not bulldoze them.

Cal (Ms) Jones

London

Crystal Palace stadium is an important training facility for south
Londoners. Yes we have the Olympic Park now, but for those in south
London, it's not that easy to get to. Removing this track will be of great
detriment to athletes in south London.

Leon Orr

London

I used to come over from Belfast to fence at Crystal Palace every year.

Belinda Davis

Glasgow

The future of young athletes will be at risk.

Roderick Hardy

Croydon

Athletes young and old train here and it is the only facility in south
England

Jeffrey Vagg

Beckenham

..the physiotherapy clinic at the bottom of the grandstand provides a good
service

Name

Location

Comment

Carole Sheppard

London

What a amazing place, so much for young people to do. Save Crystal
Palace

Barry Wilson

London

It needs to be saved

Barry Warwick

St Elizabeth

The Crystal Palace park is iconic with a fantastic sports legacy. I grew up
going the park, using the sports facilities and it should be retained as a
community resource, of which a high class sports element is essential.
Development of the who;e paerk should be predicated on providing a
useable centre for relaxation, fun and excellence for the people of South
London.

Michael d'Abreu

Redditch

This stadium is a focal point for the community, and with rising teenage
obesity it’s loss would be a major blow in that battle.

James Cope

Camberwell

Way back when Stratford was chosen for London 2012 I started worrying
about this. The neglected facilities at Crystal Palace are an important
asset locally and London-wide and the stadium itself is suited to many
events that couldn't/wouldn't be staged elsewhere.

Nicola Cornish

Lingfield

My memories as a primary school child was being taken for sports training
on the track and meeting Don Quarrie who if you didn’t know was an
Olympic Jamaican sprinter in the 1970’s. I didn’t actually know who he
was either but when you’re only 9 years old and he’s signing his
autograph for you I didn’t really care, I’m now in my 50’s and have a
daughter of 17 who has competed at club level since she was 8 and is so
inspired by the top athletes of today which is keeping her dream alive of
maybe one day competing for her country. She has competed quite often
at Crystal Palace and the turnout of all age groups this year for the SEAA
Relays was so great to see so many youngsters loving the sport. This
track is nostalgic and it would be criminal to bulldoze it. We should
encourage our kids to get off the sofas and go out and run. It’s a great
social life as well as being part of a team. It holds many memories for a lot
of people and has survived this long and it must be saved!

Lorraine Marke

Purley

I'm signing this as I use to participate in a number of sports events at
Crystal Palace as a child. Athletics, netball, swimming etc.My son's use to
have there school sports day there. I started attending international
athletics meeting there in the 1970's and continued to attend events there
until the meetings moved to the Olympic Stadium. Crystal Palace is an
amazing and much needed sporting facility which has the capacity to hold
large sporting events for people young and old in the South London area.

Kaarina Meyer

London

We need more, not less sports facilities, for more people to get active!

Paul Cattley

(blank)

Sport, including atheletics us key to improving the nations health. This
sports hub remains a beacon and essential part of the community.

Denise Bagley

South
Croydon

This is a fantastic local resource - plus a real legacy with a great history!!

Anne-Catherine
Ienne

(blank)

One of the place where I started my career in sport, where I saw so many
young people grow and become part of the U.K. Sport scene.

Chris Gilbert

Lewes

I'm lucky enough to live near an athletics track and see how it is a positive
focus for people of all ages and backgrounds.

Ian Feeley

Dronfield

I used Crystal Palace when I was young and want to see it remain for
many more youngsters to use

Donna Barry

London

Need to keep great local facilities!

Zoe Mallett

Harrow

c'mon, dont get rid of a British institution. Instead make it better!

Selina Westbury

Bracknell

I believe in the importance of Sport

Cassandra
Fairman

Crowthorne

I care

Name

Location

Comment

María Amor
Vieira Avarez

Pontevedra

We need healrhier children

Pauline Sailsman

London

It's crucial

Wayne Peacock

London

Athletics belongs at Crystal Palace. The current sharing situation of the
London Stadium suits neither sports. It's too expensive and too much
work to reconfigure the stadium every summer.

Emma Sharp

Wokingham

Crystal Palace is part of our sporting heritage and should be preserved for
the generations to come

Ade Mafe

Hounslow

Ran won smiled and cried here don’t want it gone important part of my
history

Sharon Stroude

London

My son competed here several times it would be a shame to see it
closed.A worthwhile venue for many sporting events.

Caroline
Winchester

London

I feel this is important for future generations of both amateur and
professional athletes. Don't penalise these dedicated people.

Primrose Tsiko

(blank)

I live. Nea r the. Centre I know how much it means to the community and
people who come to visit. It has inspired me personally to live a healthy
life

Julian goater

Farnham

Where's our Olympic legacy? It's been sold down the river to football!
Restore Crystal Palace urgently - we need to reverse the shameful and
wilful neglect of the home of British Athletics, this is our last chance to
salvage something from 2012.

Simon Axon

Aberdeen

It’s part of our athletics heritage. It should be listed.

Glen Grant

Swansea

It is simply the best place for athletics training and competition in UK. And
i best Lord Coe there too.

Alistair Hardaway

Rowledge

Because we need too..... !!!!

Pete Robins

Colan

Crissie is needed South of the River a key training & competition base

Christopher
Rosam

Epsom

This important facility needs to be retained if athletics is to prosper.

Christopher
Quine

Douglas

Crystal Palace is the spiritual home of athletics in the UK

Andy Townsend

Heath
Charnock

A key track that the sport requires.

Cecilia Morrison

East
Grinstead

It’s such an iconic sports centre, why let it go to rack and ruin. I love it and
used to bring my daughter here in the late 1970’s for National Swimming
Champs. I have watched many a good championship track event there
too.

Kevin Best

teddington

It's a great facility in an outstanding location for the development of
athletics on all levels.

John Knowles

Kingston St
Mary,
Taunton

Crystal Palace is an iconic stadium where many of us as youngsters
competed at higher level competition.

David Parsons

Abingdon

remember running there years ago + road relays,would hate to see it go

Annette Bell

Leeds

Athletics and sport enriches young lives giving lots of opportunities,
improves wellbeing and promotes community spirit

Kevin Carr

(blank)

We need to support our athletes and their training facilities

Andy Cuffe

Exeter

Because it's a not all about profit

Susan Graham

Twickenham

Indoor and outdoor facilities in this country are needed now more than
ever. The last thing we should be doing is tearing them down.

Name

Location

Comment

Ian Rossiter

Atlantis

I used to train there ...

john price

birmingham

I took part in the National Vault and Floor Comp there in 1968

James Hayden

Nottingham

James Hayden

Chris Hale

Kingsley

I agree with Tony and this kind of heritage is an investment for our future.

Sally Ann Hales

Chester

This stadium represents the pinnacle of many an athlete's career in the
past and is dedicated to athletics. I saw my first games there for athlete's
with learning disabilities.

Gerard Beeby

Stockport

I'm signing because athletics is a wonderful expression of people's range
of talents. development both intellectually and physically particularly the
young & future generations. Just over 5 years since the London Olympic
Games this iconic stadium belongs firmly in the community not the short
term sacrifice of political expediency. Or something like that.

Jane Wilding

Ryhall

I used to train here in the 70’s

Jens Ed White

Birkenhead

CP is a. example of what a National center should be.

Gill Suttle

Ross-on-Wye

Some of my most exciting moments have been at Crystal Palace - running
(WAAAs Ch'ships) and Modern Pentathlon (World Ch'ships). My mother
took me to peer over the fence in 1968 to where one of the country's first
tartan tracks was being laid. The idea of it going under the bulldozers
makes me want to weep. PLEASE sign and support its reprieve. Thank
you.

Bernard
Speakman

Redditch

I went to my first live Athletics Event (a Grand Prix International) at Crystal
Palace on my 60th Birthday - a present from my daughters - and saw
Yelena Isinbayeva pole-vault over 5 metres for the first 5 metre vault in
history.

Morgan Carnell

(blank)

I want the sports track to be saved

Gwyneth Hueter

Oxford

It is still very much needed

claire lacey

Oxford

I always loved competing when younger where my idols competed in
International Meetings. I officiated there last year and ok it needs serious
TLC...but then so do many athletics stadia and the capital city should have
somewhere we can regularly have major competitions
area/county/international other that the Olympic Stadium that we can only
use 2weeks a year when football dictates

Bill Courtney

Blyth

We nned this facility more than ever ,

Barrie Geater

South
Ockendon

Thurrock kids needs an outlet for exercise

Chris Franks

(blank)

I support all athletics and we need more facilities!

Simon Cook

Newbury

Would you get rid of twickenham, Wembley and Lord’s.? Save Crystal
Palace

debra donnelly

tyne and wear

I ran there in my youth it would be sad to see another landmark go

julie dapalmagomes

Gravesend

We love athletics!!

Sarah Dodds

Croydon

We're my love of sport started

Aisling Reilly

Berkshire

We need more sports facilities not less.

Stephen Smith

Chelmsford

I love his place

Sonia Nighuidhe

Dublin

Sports save people, they give a person a purpose who may not wish to
go down the route of Academia

Tracy Simpson

Lowther

Not enough athletics tracks

♀️
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jennifer jackson

Carterton

This venue is need as much today as ever

Emily Stewart

(blank)

I’m signing this because I’m helping my friend

Liz Connelly

Penruddock

We need more Athletics tracks

Kim Allen

London

We need places for our athletes and future olympian athletes to train x

Claire Whitbread

Grays

Many famous athletes have performed there, such a shame to see it in the
state it’s in, my young daughter completed there in the summer, always
been her dream, she wishes to complete there again, save Crystal place
and restore it to its former glory!

John Miller

Little
Broughton

Sports facilities all over the country are being closed down in a time of a
childhood obesity crisis. Without these facilities we can’t coach the next
generation of athletes

Stephen Male

Radley

I ran there as a kid and it’s still the home of British Athletics. It’s no good
claiming that The Olympic Park is still Athletics as we all know West Han
were basically given it

John Powell

Orpington

I've been coaching at Crystal Palace since I trained there as a teenager in
the seventies. It is a crime on how this iconic venue has been allowed to
decay over the years and the authorities and operators should be
ashamed of themselves. Take away the indoor track and you rip the heart
out of athletics there forever, and the stadium will become a likely white
elephant except for a few summer months when low level / school
competitions visit. It's now or never - sign here and get involved, or watch
the bulldozers move in!

Babafemi Fadoro

herne bay

Keep it for the Youth and the history.

John Driscoll

Kendal

I’m signing because of the future health and well-being of our nation.

Julie Pollendine

Carlisle

It is important to all our young upcoming athletes

Maura Davia

Cork

Maura Davis

Geraldine legon

Bexleyheath

We need it

Angus Mckenzie

Chipping
Ongar

I was an international GB athlete and jumped the first seven foot high
jump by a British athlete at Crystal palace. London needs a truly
dedicated athletics facility for large spectator events and CP has the
pedigree

Paul Pickard

Stevenage

It is vital we have a range of top class athletics facilities. Crystal palace
has such a great history and must be kept.

Ann George

Appley Bridge

Sport is so important to everyone especially children who learn so much
from it.

Nimo Saeed

Brentwood

UK sport cannot lose such an iconic stadium.

Paul Corrigan

Whitley bay

Great place to compete

Gregory Capper

London

Crystal Palace is iconic, very well built and has been left to decay for far
too long, with the right investment and care it can be restored to former
glory. The superstructure of the stadium and indoor arenas is 1st class,
the peripheral and fascias can be updated easily. The centre is in constant
use, very busy and is an integral part of the health of many south london
youngsters

Hilary Thompson

South
Shieldss

Sports facilities should be refurbished and used, not torn down.

Janet Clayton

Margate

Our athletics facilities in the south east are quite poor really. Everything
should be done to preserve sporting venues for local community use to
encourage active participation in exercise across all age groups.

Name

Location

Comment

jacqueline
Morgan

Bexleyheath

Another place to build I suspect flats. we need these places to keep
people active and fit thus less strain on our .NHS ..It's a social and
community place . Good luck

jane Allington

Bexleyheath

How Are we to have future Olympians with nowhere to train or motivate
the younger generation, it’s ridiculous.

Stuart Bennett

Romford

I loved this track and all it stood for.

Lynn Schofield

Hazel Grove

It’s so important for the future.

Chris
Simonovitch

Crawley

We need grass roots athletics stadia to bring forward the stars of the
future

Tim Dickson

Welling

It’s an awesome place for all the family, british althletics and sports. Why
would you even think a loud closing it down.

Bobby Lockwood

London

Ex athlete

Nadine Rhule

London

I was an athlete in my younger years and I enjoyed it. It is a great feeling
you get and it is like a medicne to the body. Xxx

Phillip Vance

Bexleyheath

All sports facilities should be protected

Andy Rutland

Newcastle
Upon Tyne

Loved competing here - athletics and weightlifting x

Leslley Oldaker

Romford

We need to keep our Sports faciliti s as we have so many up & coming
Young sports people.

chris lamport

Maidstone

I attend this site in my capacity as an athletics official

Brenda Taylor

Bexleyheath

It’s been there a very long time and a shame if it goes

Henri Stewart

St.
Petersburg

I grew up there training and used to go to all the big meetings therePlease
please keep it open

Jan Samson

Ashford

My daughter used to runthere

Emily Vaughan

Oswestry

What happened to the Olympic legacy? If we destroy the facilities how
will the next generation of Mo Farahs and Jess Ennis-Hills learn the
trade? More investment into grassroots and less into politicians pockets
might help!

Linzi Stock

Chatham

Too many good memories from CP. Don't you dare touch it!

Chantal Smith

kent

Stop!

Susie Potter

Canterbury

athletics should be accessible to all.

Alyson Ross

Hythe

Crystal Palace is a wonderful place to compete at

Ruth Hayden

Luton

The facilities have been neglected and are in a state of disrepair.

Darren Crew

Folkestone

Shocking...we should be promoting sports facilities, not culling them

Natalie Picton

Chafford
Hundred

Sports is definitely neccessary for all ages, it keep people fit, it character
building, helps confidence, allows people to stand out and be noticed if
they have a particular skill/ abilility, it's fun a good way to burn off energy!
Good luck! X

ann jeffery

Gillingham

It's important to keep such important facilities for future generations to
enjoy and encourage youngsters into sports in a world.of where obesity is
an issue

James Duffin

PADDOCK
WOOD

This iconic sports venue should be preserved for future generations

Ashley Paterson

Dunstable

My partner was an athletic enthuiast and i no how many people enjoy this
sport

Name

Location

Comment

warren matthews

basildon

Im signing this petition to help stop the closure of Crystal palace
stadium,we need to be insuring places like this are available for everyone
to use,and to continue producing brilliant athletes.Im appalled to even
hear that its being considered,please sign and support this petition to stop
the closure and support British Athletics.

Diana YEMM

Beachboroug
h

We need more facilities not less!!!

Thomas Boyle

Motherwell

I believe it is the right thing for future generations

Morna farquhar

Redditch

Despite being told that the olympics would be a great legacy for sport too
many athletics tracks are either being closed or badly maintained for want
of funding

Teri Stewart

Sheerness

Sport and the facilities connect people and join a community together. It is
a space where anyone can visit and be a part of something, no matter
what their background is.I remember fondly the Crystal Palace fun runs
which were fantastic events and they will be a massive part of my
childhood. It will be a shame to see sports facilities be reduced or
bulldozed. I’m not really sure that the development of the site to anything
but more sport facilities is progress for the community.

James Charles

Middleton
Cheney

This is the Heritage site for British Athletics, it has a history, and a
provenance, that no other venue can provide!

David Burrell

Luton

This was athletics version of footballs wembley,,, spend money and bring
it back to life:-))

Philip Vesty

Edmonton,
Alberta

As a previous user of the facility I have seen how the facility has helped
aspiring athletes reach their potential and how it brings people of many
different cultural and economic backgrounds together in a spirit of friendly
competition and mutual respect.

Janice Le Brun

Jersey, C.I.

Please do not bring an end to this great stadium, since a young girl I have
followed athletics here, I want that to continue,please help save it.

Brian Webster

Gravesend

Crystal Palace is a part of our sporting history

Claire Miller

horsham

This is a significant and historic sporting location that is recognised for its
contribution to athletics and other sport.

Lynne Mallows

Hemel
hempstead

I am signing because this is History! Many happy and fulfilling memories.
It will be devastating to see it go.

Sara Wright

Chelmsford

Communities need athletics facilities - to support the health & fitness of
generations

Sheila Wallden

Surrey

Crystal Palace is a very important athletics venue and I have enjoyed
many an event there. Access is good for thousands of people living
around London.

Louise Vallerius

London

CPSC has always been the heart of South London for sport. I attended in
junior school, secondary school, and as an adult scuba diver for my
qualification. Frequent user. Make it great keep it great.

Judy Stanyard

Ashtead

I have very happy memories of running on the Crystal Palace track and
swimming in the pool when the centre first opened - so exciting!
Subsequently I enjoyed many major events including Grand Prix athletics,
completely sold out and one with Concorde flying overhead whilst the
donkey brayed from the zoo fence! Please keep this wonderful venue
going so that others may enjoy it too!

chantal gasquet

(blank)

Mon amitié Judy

Kelly Maxted

Caloundra

We can't loose even more

Julie Williams

Croydon

It will be sad to see tradition go and for all the children that will miss the
opportunity to race there.

Name

Location

Comment

Martyn Rooney

Croydon

An historic venue that provides sports facilities from the very young to the
elderly, the very fit to the people striving to get there. South London needs
an Olympic legacy

Michael Stewart

Croydon

Sports and athletics are not only iconic in Crystal Palace, it’s vital for the
health and wellbeing of the local community. Where else will we go?

Amanda Stratford

West Drayton

I used to run here when I was younger. So many memories

Alan Solomons

Watford

I raced there a few times and won a few junior races

William Metcalfe

Langdon Hills

Crystal Palace is an iconic AND extremely useful facility. It must be
saved.

Roger Jones

(blank)

We cannot lose one the finest arenas in the country............

Melanie Bidwell

London

Get feature to the park itself but to have a running track too that's on
another level of greatness. How will people stay fit any healthy without the
facilities to do so... totally agree that the athletics and sports at crystal
palace should be saved.

Sally Rivers

New
Addington

No way???

Gavin Selway

Hastings

I used to get severe lactic on this track. Happy memories (I think). :)

Jason Hussain

London

After training here for over 11 years it has been a 2nd home to me. Crystal
Palace has been home to track and field in the U.K. with legends from
across the world competing here. South London, London as a whole and
the U.K. sports scene wouldn’t be the same without Crystal Palace!

Tracy Goddard

Woodbridge

Crystal Palace has been the Home of British athletics for many years
serving the nation and the local community. 2012 legacy needs to be
honoured and our athletes need accessibility to facilities

Thomas Powell

bedford

I would be ever so sad to see this go, my PB track and planning on
another PB this year to see it go would always have

Geoff Richardson

Tidworth

I ran some of my best races at CP. The floodlit evening events with an
enthusiastic crowd created an atmosphere that few stadiums can match.

Ketan Alder

Manchester

A fantastic resource which should be supported.

Barry Hainsworth

Bromley

South London needs the multi sport facility

Jenny Hendley

Wadhurst

I think we need more sports facilities in the UK not less

Debra O'Rourke

Chessington

We need facilities in. South London

Radhika
Selvarajah

Feltham

Save the South London Athletics track & sports centre.We need to train
aspiring athletes and Olympic champions of our futures!

Julie Fivash

(blank)

I'm signing because it's important to keep sports facilities open for our
future generations to keep them active and healthy

Lesley Grigg

Biggin hill

It is an iconic stadium used by so many can remember going and
competing in school sports and seeing some of our great athletes

Chris Abley

Leicester
Forest East

Because of the respect I have for all for their work and legacy and the
important part athletics has played in Palace over the years .. It has to
stay

Adam Minchin

Bracknell

I have run at this track on several occasions and it was the highlight of my
athletic career. It deserves better than this

Wendy Dix

Ipswich

We need to keep this stadium for the local sports people but also to
promote nationally. Athletics needs to be recognised by all councils.

Claire Bratcher

South Devon

Iconic stadium needed for the community

Milton Hussey

Bermondsey

I think Crystal Palace should be protected from land grabbers

Name

Location

Comment

Pawel Bachorski

Royal
Tunbridge
Wells

There is not enough athletic tracks available for the true potential of many
kids to be discovered. We need more not less.

Karin Gray

Winchester

Potentially Salisbury, now Crystal Palace. The London 2012 Olympic
legacy surely didn’t intend this route to be taken.

Sandra Hogben

London

The continuing existence and development of the NSC and iconic athletics
stadium is vital to the health and well-being of both leisure and potential
international athletes and other sportspeople. It must continue. It

Steve Small

Dartford

I competed here, watched here and now want my son to do the same at
the local facility

Sandra Bright

south east
London

Having lived in the area all my life - Crystal Palace and athletics is like
fish and chips it’s a given!

Ron Evans

Larkfield

It's a great facility for elite and developing athletes. Spent many hours in
the pool and on the track. We need more not less top class facilities.

Chris Phelan

carshalton

I hope that the petition can result in further dialogue to maintain the
facility. We need to be mindful about the operational costs. If it is correct
that there is a £20m pa deficit that is not sustainable and needs a solution.
The Mayor has so many conflicting demands on the resources available,
so I'm sure that the campaign leaders are pulling together alternatives to
make this facility viable whilst minimising the impact on the public purse.
Fingers crossed as losing this facility would be a tragedy.

Sue caller

cullompton

Great facility, spent many great times there watching the elite!

elaine johnston

Ruislip

More bloody flats? Leave this historic sports venue alone please. So
many terrific sportsmen and women came through this place. One day we
will all be doing water sports because we will all be living in the sea when
this country sinks!

CAROLINE
MARLER

Otley

I loved training and competing there in the 60s and 70s and think there
must be thousands of other young and old people who want to train there
now.

Barry Watson

Bradford

We are becoming a third world country regarding sports facilities or should
I say we already are.

barbara wilson

hitchin

We need to keep these places for people to train and compete to end this
obese nation!

Dave Norburn

Newquay

Athletics is important and Crystall Palace should be treasured

Wendy Dunsford

Grays

Loved training and competing there

Andrew Mander

Morden

Used and watched athletics here, real shame to lose this iconic place

Sharon Dooley

Brentford

We need to protect and promote our sports facilities across the country.
Helping folk of all ages to have local access to training facilities.

Dena Walsh

Northfleet

It's too important a venue to let it be destroyed. I watched the 4 x 800
metres world record broken there back in the 80s. A wonderful place to
watch athletics.

Marie Rooney

Surrey

Marie Rooney

Sheilagh Merrett

Windlesham

Our young hopefuls for the Olympics, schoolchildren & all ages need
these facilities.

marion fitness

Gravesend

We need more of the facilities,not less. Leave it alone!

elizabeth hale

Thurnby

Athletics are an important part of growing up for everyone

Michael EllisMartin

Brighton

Crystal Palace is an iconic stadium and we cannot let our sports
infrastructure be eroded like this

Name

Location

Comment

Trevor
Challenger

Brighton

I love athletics

Elaine Arnold

Broxbourne

Crystal palace holds a lot of history .

Carol webb

Brighton

I have fond memories of crystal palace watching my children compete
there years after I did at their age. Not enough stadiums around

Janet Wheeler

Foxglove way

These facilities are needed..

Kathy Ward

Hayes

Young people need these facilities or they will all become couch potatoes.

Amy Bevin

London

It’s wrong

Catharine Russell

Desford

My children take part in athletics and train on our local track.

Ian Titchner

Liskeard

What is this craziness!? It's The National Sports Centre!

James Lavin

Langold

We should be creating more athletics tracks,not closing/bulldozing ones!

Janet Morton

cobham

Crystal Palace Athletics and Sport facility is used a lot and is Wyeth
saving.

jim woodman

Brighton

We need to keep this facility open

Nigel Chappell

London

Should not be closed not enough places for kids to train in .

NA

Zaragoza

Growing up in the area and having used the facilities as a kid both on a
competitive level and for pleasure, this is an essential asset for the local
people. I have very fond memories of learning to swim there as an
asthmatic 7 year old, of going during the summer holidays to try many
different sports and on to competing for my School in the athletics
stadium. A place very dear to my heart that should be protected and
invested in.

Rachel Mann

Bordon

The future of sport depends on facilities like these

Hayley Hayden

west wickham

I’ve run and trained here many times!

Kim Lidlow

Stapleford
Abbotts

It's ludicrous that in this time of increasing childhood obesity, we take
away a facility used by the local community and schools. Such a large
complex should be being promoted rather than reduced, and the
surrounding parkland encourages families to use for leisure. I have spent
many hours over the years, watching and taking part in sports here.
Please stop the demolition, and upgrade this facility instead.

Alexis Beattie

Warrington

What a shame - fantastic venue and kept me out of trouble by playing
netball indoors and out!

Mary Fraser

Walsall

I think it’s needed great location

Andy Angel

Epsom

Not only is this an iconic location but it is also essential to maintain the
track and encourage sport in South London.

Ayman GrantSalih

Croydon

Its a symbol for Harris federation sports day.

Howard Simmons

London

It’s an important sports facility that South london needs.

Paul Shannon

Huwei,
Taiwan

I'm signing this because it's important that facilities enjoyed now remain in
place rather than be surrendered to the ravenous rich who seek wealth at
any expense to the weak and poor, the voiceless numbed by the cupidity
of the one-percenters.

Name

Location

Comment

David Bruney

Croydon

Crystal Palace Athletics is the only fully integrated sports facility in South
London with outdoor and indoor athletics track, facilities for Pole Vault and
High Jump, weight training facilities, stadium stairs, Olympic size
swimming pool and a training pool for rehabilitation. Athletlcs Diamond
League and GrandPrix events in Crystal Palace were always sold out.
Some of the best athletes in the UK have trained and competed at Crystal
Palace and some of our brightest new talent are dependent on Crystal
Palace. Please save this facility and invest in its future.

Lisette Halliday

Lugo

Please listen to us!

Krishawn Aiken

Glasgow

I care about and also use this track

Jess Harding

Billinge

Run on this track as a child on a lot of occasions.

Theodore
Robson

Croydon

This is a worthy cause. People should have places where they can foster
their potential

Stewart Laing

Nottingham

I used to use CP. And it's got so much rich sporting history

Dave Owen

(blank)

DAVID Owen

Brenda Laing

Milton Keynes

I think that we should keep all our sporting venues for future athletes and
the community.

Andrew Edmonds

(blank)

It’s important to keep the legacy of 2012 going and we need to make sure
we keep tracks like Crystal Palace open as they are steeped in history it’s
about time the government and local authority did the place up not close it

Michael Gordon

London

I grew up in the area and that was the original home of British sport for
decades long may it continue

Clive Lindo

London

Grew up using this venue , I spent most of My time here using the
facilities.

Philip Terry

Billericay

Its important that South London has access to an athletic track

Tim campbellSmith

Haywards
heath

Sporting facilities particularly in this area are essential.

Pamela Storey

Copthorne

The history associated with Crystal Palace is special. Many world records
set there.. It is used for training on a regular basis.

Graham Hart

Wembley

As someone who used to live in South London and sometimes train at the
Crystal Palace track, I know how important this track is for Athletics and
athletes. The CP sports centre needs to remain and have the track at its
centre.

Judith Behrens

carshalton

Sport and Fitness facilities are of fundamental importance to the health of
our community.

Nicholas
Senechal

hitchin

It was the scene of my greatest athletic triumphs in the South East London
School Spots championships!

john newing

Surrey

Its a fantastic iconic venue

Barbara Reardon

London

We need this facility in London. Many sportsmen/women started here x

Israel Ospina

Purley

This cant happen! Athletics is a big part in young men and woman lives

Teresa Barrett

Abingdon

I am passionate about sport and the history behind it. I threw the javelin
her and have gone memories of competing in such a stadium.

Julie Spooner

Beckenham

The Crystal Palace sports centre needs to remain in SE London and have
the track at its centre. Many sportsmen/women started there athletics
careers here and we could see many more stars of the future emerging
from this iconic training facility. I have great memories of competing at this
stadium in the schools championships and of attending many important
athletics events over the years.

Name

Location

Comment

David Ansa

Croydon

The venue is fantastic, and is essential for grass roots sports. It's iconic.
Please don't bulldoze it.

jackie wallis

Dagenham

Lots of memories there we need this stadium to create more

Nancy Allen

Letchworth
Garden City

There are so few athletics facilities that this should be kept and invested
in.

Steven Hutton

Tadworth

I am signing this petition because it is essential for athletes covering many
sports to have a sustainable place to train for the next 20+ years. The
location of the track is ideal for athletes in the south east with excellent
transport links for athletes to use. It is a well known fact that the
Government wants to improve the health of children by encouraging them
to be more active. The closure of the Crystal Palace complex and in
particular the running track would send out completely the wring signal.
Whilst I accept athletic events once staged will not return now we have the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Stadium a new smaller stands should replace
the existing ones to enable area and regional events to take place for
school, university and club events.We cannot allow the athletic facilities to
be lost after all "Athletics" is the NO.1 OLYMPIC SPORT and is front page
news when we excel. We will not continue to excel if we continue to lose
athletics tracks (like Don Valley Sheffield being the greatest loss) thro

Adrian Vaughan

Brockham

the home of athletics in this country, lets not loose it

Andy Knight

Lewes

It’s a great venue for Athletics and should continue

James Ripley

carshalton

As a member of Crystal Palace Triathletes my Son, Daughter and I all
trained and raced at this iconic venue and I volunteer to Marshall our
Triathlon here every year helping to keep 1000 Triathletes to safely enjoy
our sprint event.

Margaret Melrose

Chobham

I used to take my daughter there when she wassmal and she loved it.

Geoff Smith

Merstham

We need facilities like this not more houses.

Graham Tucker

Redhill

I've run at Crystal Palace and we can't afford to lose venues like this.

Mark Cage

Seaford

It's part of our sporting heritage.

Gerard Virolle

London

It is important track in south london

Seandelle Haley

Balham

I'm signing because i think it is important our community to have such an
iconic place to train and to expand our athletic community

Kay Thoburn

London

This is an important training and competitive facility that has good close
transport links that opens this facility up more easily to users who do not
have access to cars. Let’s keep athletics open to all and not the few.

Martin Duckett

Ashford

Retaining facilities for the use of the immediate and wider community is
increasingly important

Fiona Topacho

London

We need to keep sports alive for people, young & old!

Peter Bullen

Los Angeles

Great lover of athletics & CP is in bbq its own rights an institution.

O'neil Bartley

Newbury

Coaching for my Athletic club at this venue for approximately thirty years,
we need this arena for the future of UK athletic..

Stephen
Ecclestone

Auckland

It was built as a fantastic facility for ordinary people to enjoy and to also
watch those atheletes at the top of their game

Sarah Mitchell

Briston

Sarah Mitchell

Louisa Ellis

London

It is important to have good facilities unavailable for our athletes without
them having to travel miles.

Name

Location

Comment

Trudy Kuhn

carshalton

There are so few athletics stadiums of this standard. So what if it needs a
facelift, surely this could be done for a fraction of the cost needed to keep
moving the seats at the Olympic stadium. Athletics tracks are few and far
between, we need these facilities.

Charles Thoburn

London

We use the facilities and it is a very important venue

Jennifer
Campbell

Bromley

Got to have something for the youngsters to do. If it has to close provide
an alternative a solution. what happens to be inspired get active Close
this what is next on the agenda. The local community needs the facilities
and somewhere to go. Think again.

Tonia Scott

Croydon

I believe that the stadium should be saved. There are many up and
coming track and field stars who use the facilities. We shouldn't ignore the
heritage of the site, just because stratford has been built. Invest money in
restoring, not bulldozing.

Gary Aldridge

London

There needs to be facilities for the young & gifted athletes to train.

Shirley Fantie

London

I'm signing because this is an important resource for the community and
for this country in terms of supporting future athletics.

Jack Webb

London

Crystal Palace sports centre is used by many schools for athletics lessons
and sports days. It also has a great history and legacy in the UK. Where
else in South London is their a stadium that caters for athletics ? We need
to utilise the talent that many inner city children have.

Harrison Curling

(blank)

I used to do athletics, and I know how important these facilities are for
young, aspiring athletes

MotherShip Mark

(blank)

A king establish stadium like this which has so much history is so needed
for our sports development. Please don’t shut it

Michael Martin

Thornton
Heath

We need to keep CP opened as it benefits the whole area and is an
historical stadium

Abigail Skelton

(blank)

My brother and his team mates sometimes train there

Taja WatkinsScott

Croydon

I have grown up in the area and it has always been a massive part of the
community. Sports areas are meant to be saved especially after London
2012

Andy Talbot

Newton
Aycliffe

I believe in keeping and maintaining all athletics tracks if Crystal Palace
goes what happens next ?

mary-jo sutton

London

This is an amazing facility and well used and loved

Michael
Fitzpatrick

Cork

I am from West Norwood and spent my youth in and out of this place

Eadaoin boyle

Orpington

I have looked going to track meetings here. It's a brilliant track and can be
utilised now for up and coming talent and the joy of the public. There is no
point in crying about lack of activity in the population when you destroy all
the facilities.

Philip Hart

Hyderabad

Friend said I should

Daniel Norris

Manchester

The dinosaur park

Emma McLennan

London

Because it has been our national sports centre for years and just needs a
face lift. I have competed in national hockey, swimming and triathlon
events here and have hugely fond memories xx

Tracy-Ann
Crawshaw

Warwick

Athletics is important

olive Cousins

Banbury

There are not enough stadiums at the moment, and as for indoor ones
they are very few and far between.

Name

Location

Comment

Ana María Saurín

San Carlos de
Bariloche

Because it's a great idea!

Kevin Napier

Belfast

We need more not less sports facilities

renee jackson

London

this is home and the young people love it there, it serves the community
well

Deborah Wise

Walmer

I love athletics and have been to Olympics and World champs - we do not
need to lose facilities

Trevor
Meadowcroft

Old Coulsdon

We need to increase not reduce the availability of community atheletic
facilities in the London area.

Gill Knuckey

Edmonton

Crystal Palace is at the heart of South London's sports.

Andrea Muller

London

so athletes can continue to train there and for event. I have seen quite a
few meetings with school age kids taking part, so where would they go?
The track is (was?) open for the public on a PAYG go basis, so it's not
only 'real' athletes that can make use of the facilities. I use the 50 m
indoor pool and as far as I know this is the only affordable one around.
There are too many community facilities and services disappearing in
South London and I hope that CP Stadium will not become another victim
of this

maureen bill

Hoo,Rocheste
r

Crystal Palace is known worldwide, any other country would be really
proud of this and do their utmost to maintain it for all athletes.

Sophie Leach

London

It’s iconic, our heritage, it’s allows the next generation to experience a
world class athletics track. It’s a priceless community asset.

SallyAnn Folan

Worthing

It’s worth it.

Daniel Kearney

Preston

Crystal Palace is a truly iconic venue having stages some of the greatest
races in British athletics history. The legacy that the London Olympics
promised is already barely existent and by bulldozing this venue would
only add to the failure. Athletics continues to be a developing sport and
was recently voted the most exciting spectator sport in the country.
Regenerate this icon and get back to hosting international meets. Save
Crystal Palace.

Christopher
Barber

Beckenham

We need sports amenities for local people in our local area not east
london.

Paul Carter

Gravesend

London needs a decent multi sport venue

Geoffrey
Barraclough

York

More tracks needed, too many are being destroyed.

Lorraine Brown

Warrington

It holds special memories for me personally. There aren't enough training
facilities for young people across London. Crystal Palace is an iconic
Athletics Stadium both in Gt. Britain & Internationally & deserves to stay.

Rebecca Smith

(blank)

I live Athletics and i we need to save as much as we can

Nickie Gore

London

Leave it alone ! Development doesn't necessarily improve and definitely
limits .

Annie Harvey

carshalton

it's imperative to keep our sports and fitness facilities. Crystal Palace is a
hub of excellence - why ruin it? What happened to the 2012 legacy?

Graham Plunkett

Crawley

Great idea to create an a flexible sports facility for the local schools and
community to keep the legacy of 2012 going. Where are our future
Olympians going to come from if we keep losing these facilities?

Chris Isles

Beckenham

Me and my family use this facility all the time.

Name

Location

Comment

Jason Mulcahy

London

This was my second home for 15 years of my life and the facilities enables
me to train and be successful at my sport as it has done for so many
others. The facilities offer great opportunities for people of all ages. Let’s
keep it!!

Sergio
Cappelletto

Mestre

Because it's is one of the best and iconic athletics venues in europe!

Erica O'Rourke

Hornchurch

I used to visit Crystal Palace as a child so I know it’s rich history. I’ve told
my daughter, a promising para athlete, about it and she would love the
chance to compete there. Please don’t deny her this opportunity

Peter Blacklock

Brentwood

One of my young son’s best performances there in 2017 and a great
memory for him - the Centre of uk athletics in London and the South East
which has witnessed some great athletics from world class athletes over
the years - a betrayal of 2012 pledge to retain a legacy for future runners

Len7 Lilley

Croydon

We need to save Athletics and sport at Crystal Palace

Alan Mitchell

Edinburgh

Where else will people train locally?

Michael Butler

Bognor Regis

It’s worth keeping and is important for the community.

Marian Spain

London

Because it’s iconic and we need more not less of these places for future
generations.

Brigit Brown

London

An essential community facility for South Londoners. All ages and abilities
benefit. Too many opportunities to be sedentary these days, and not
enough to be active. The knock-on cost of removing this venue will be
higher than the cost of maintaining it.

Donna Robinson

Dartford

Crystal Palace is the heart of British Athletics...one of the first places you
think of if you mention athletics in the UK. It needs to be refurbished and
celebrated.

Chris edgar

Poynton

Athletics was very good too me and Jason Mulcahy, it gave us amazing
times and we made many friends over the years. I believe there should be
more facilities for the next generation not less.

Geoffrey
Kitchener

Fakenham

I've used Crystal Palace indoor athletics facilities whenever I could find
them available and have encouraged others to do so likewise. The
interest from all ages in indoor competitions, when held, was heartening.
We need to retain a facility like this within reach, without need to go to Lee
Valley in far north London.

Emma Kelly

London

Let's keep this piece of Olympic and sporting history. South East London
and the sporting community need venues like this to train and enjoy the
positive social and health benefits the venue brings.

Donna Harris

London

This is a much loved, needed and used piece of history and culture that
will only encourage fitness for ALL

Sean Ryan

Coulsdon

CPNSC has been at the centre of sport in South London for decades, I
honestly don’t think I know a South Londoner that hasn’t used it, whether
as a spectator, competitor or for leisure use. The athletics track can only
be described as iconic, as a kid, I, along with friends and siblings would
chase the stars of the day for autographs and were never disappointed. It
deserves to be given the opportunity to thrive once again it is in an
“upcoming” and thriving location with a buzzing social scene that a fully
operational sports centre can only add to. It has unrivalled transport links its own train station and multiple bus routes and the meeting point for five
South London Boroughs, providing amazing views. It needs love and
investment to thrive once more but I’m sure that is there.

Gilberto Andrade

Croydon

Attend to sports events at Crystal Palace

NA

(blank)

It’s needed to keep the kids off the roads and to help create the next
British champion

Name

Location

Comment

Rainer Kern

London

With increasing residential properties, we need to increase or at minimum
maintain existing sports and leisure facilities, not reduce them. This is
such a short sighted idea. I bet someone stands to make a quick buck.

Mary Orr

London

It's true- support the cause!

marion rea

horsham

Power to the people!

Nicola O'Neill

Warehorne

These facilities are needed for the future of sport!!

Graham Vaughan

Bridgend

My son and family live in London

Richard Watts

London

It's very important to have access to sports and leisure facilities in a city
the size of London. I have benefited from using sports facilities, including
the NSC, throughout my life and I want future generations to have the
same chance to do so as I did.

Dwain
Comissiong

Reading

It's a great facility

Tracey Doherty

(blank)

For our future athletes

Shirley Smith

London

To help my brother to continue to succeed in his chosen sport.���

Rachel Howes

London

CP is iconic. Invest in an upgrade, don't simply reinforce the obesity crisis
by getting rid of this facility which is absolutely vital to locals as well as a
specialist venue for elite athletes and sportsmen and women. The
Olympic Stadium has already gone; are we now seriously saying one of
the world's major cities will lack a stadium!

ANTHONY FAVA

San Gwann

Youngsters need to be engaged more and a facility for sport like CP is a
magnet that with the right management and marketing can regain its glory
days.

James Davison

Colchester

Grass roots athletics is one of the first steps to a healthier community,
nation, without these facilities the obesity epidemic would thrive even
more so.

Laura Ramsay

London

Crystal Palace has history and a legacy that must be preserved for future
generations !

Dwayne Dowding

London

It is essential we keep athletics and weightlifting at Crystal Palace. The
loss will have a major affect on the sports.

Minda Owen

London

Im signing this because we need Athetics Facilities in London. Crystal
Palace is the best place to use on winter season. Theres a lot of
promising young talent on Atheletics and one of them is my Son.

Nikki Andrews

Bromley

There are no other facilities of the same around south London! My
children have both enjoyed the facilities at Crystal Palace through school
events too.It would be a travesty to lose the iconic Crystal Palace stadium.

Toby Olubi

(blank)

It's more than just a stadium

Rhiana Winters

Wimbledon

It deserves to be saved

Serita Solomon

Orpington

Crystal Palace is part of athletics history and needs to be revamped and
put to good use for the next generation.

Denise HintzenHerbert

Stoke-on-trent

This is part of Crystal Palace's history and is the hub of the area. It is a
well used and loved sports arena loved by MANY.

Maureen Boyd

Bournemouth

Crystal Palace is absolutely iconic. There can't be anyone who loves
athletics who doesn't know of Crystal Palace and the wonderful athletes
who trained/train there. At a time when fitness is a major issue for an
increasingly obese population reducing sports facilities is ridiculous.

Tom McKay

(blank)

Historic sporting site that provides opportunities for people not just in the
south east but the whole city. Would be an irreplaceable loss to the
community.

Name

Location

Comment

Julie Peers

Surrey

Everyone needs sports and it will help the athletics

Kirsty Carter

Bromley

Because CP is important to us!

Kelly Holmes

Hildenboroug
h

I agree. Crystal Palace has so much history. Change it by investing in it
not destroying it.

Tessa Koch

Lpndon

It’s a unique facility

Regina Joyce

Seattle

I grew up training and racing at Crystal Palace.

Caroline Deans

London

We need more decent, affordable sports facilities in London, not less.

Lucie Allen

London

Vital facilty for the local and wider community, encouraging participation in
sport as well as providing accessibility.

Gary Wilson

Saint Paul

I love Peter and want to help him save this historic track.

Lianne
Sanderson

(blank)

I trained with Keith at The sports Centre fromThe age of 14. A massive
part of my development into becoming a professional footballer. Great
training environment and people.

Sara Brayfield

(blank)

Crystal Palace Weightlifting has built, and continues to to build, numerous
elite athletes in Britain that alot of people look up to and who are role
models for an up coming weightlifting generation in England. Crystal
Palace and was the first official British Weightlifting club I competed at and
I hope to do so for many years to come.

Nadeem Shaikh

Swansea

I raced at Crystal Palace many times back in the 90's. I now coach
athletics. Crystal Palace NSC is steeped in history, with so many world
records broken in that stadium. They should invest and develop this iconic
stadium, not trying to knock it down!

William Davidson

London

South London needs more and better facilities not fewer.

John Biggs

London

the athletics track is an iconic place in Athletics in Britain. Rather than
demolish it, it should be brought up to date. Many past stars have trained
and used the facilities at CP, lets keep it for future stars as well

Orla McCann

Middlesbroug
h

Crystal Palace has been a space for all, to be included in any sports, and
to year down its history including years of youth games would be
devastating

Laurence
Mcdonald

Maroubra

Keep athletics alive

Tom Phillips

Maidstone

It would be an act of sheer vandalism to shut this place.

Sandra King

Burnham-onSea

This can’t be lost!!!

Alastair Whitelaw

hebden
bridge

It's important

Harriet Abbiss

London

As an ex-athlete, athletics fan and Crystal Palace resident I am surprised
to have only just learnt of these plans via Facebook! The consultancy
period is too short and not adequately publicised. Each time I pass the
track, no matter day nor time, there are always people using it. The loss
of this historic and well-used venue would be a travesty for South London
and British Athletics.

Steven McCready

London

This place is so important for the people of South London and for potential
elite level athletes. It should be protected from shortsighted repurposing.

Name

Location

Comment

Canisus Alcindor

Northampton

I've got so many memories jumping against so many world class high
jumpers at Crystal Palace for England and Great Britain And when I was
competing for Birchfield Harriers , not forgetting all the training sessions
we had with the national squad , I also remember getting a invitation to
jump at Crystal Palace in midweek and that's when Zola Budd run around
the track barefooted for the first time in the UK . I've seen so many World
Records made and broken at Crystal Palace .In the UK we have a
shortage of indoor and outdoor training facilities so why on earth would
they want to knock down an iconic building like Crystal Palace the has
both and so much history for one and all .So it's up to us past and present
athletes to save Crystal Palace .

Andy Quinn

(blank)

There's more to sport in London than Stratford.

Louis Gwinn

London

I did American Football training there :)

Daniel Cruz

Discovery
Bay

I'm signing

Mark cox

London

Look at the talent this country has produced in athletic competitions over
the last 10 years I bet crystal palace stadium had something to do with
them people at some point in their career's

Dan Scott

Dixon

We should all be able to run.

Sevda Jukes

Istanbul

This is so important

Corinne Cox

Tonypandy

Our niece Poi has spent many years achieving great things at this stadium
!! Please keep this Stadium so important ..

Richard Frost

Hounslow

Sport should be a fundamental right and benefit for the entire population cut spend on government wages and T&E, and increase spend on sports,
health and care

Loretta Loretta

Camber

Just keep it that's the answer

Rhea Robles

Aberbargoed

I train there along so many other athletes. I hope we can save it

Sheila Abbiss

Camberley

This mustn't happen! Memories of wonderful meetings hosted here. I'm
appalled - it's a fantastic venue.

Sean Reidy

Peterborough

I love this place, it is a truly great and historic stadium. It deserves to be
maintained at least or better made a jewel of an athletics venue for
London and the UK.

Gabriella Faciotti
John

London

My daughter, aged 15, won a gold medal at the athletics finals at Crystal
Palace in 2017 representing her sport club and I myself have been
running and winning medals and cups years ago. Give young people the
chance of practicing sport, sport if practiced in the right way is a school of
life.

Karyn Sackey

Peterborough

There were amazing events here. The stadium built for the Olympics
doesn’t have the same feel. And sporting facilities like this one help
children continue in the sport.

Joy Jobi

Luton

I used to run and train here when I was an athlete for Croydon Harrier's.
I'm shocked. I used to come here and watch the greats compete....c'mon
on guys this can't happen!

beth 9x

Croydon

A lot of history at this site and a need for it to be saved to create more
history for future athletes.

Frank Murphy

Cincinnati

The sport of track & field (Athletics) need this high profile venue to remain
a part of the sport.

Janice Le Brun

Jersey, C.I.

If it goes it will be detrimental to our future young athletes, please save it.

kveta pickova

London

Closing down the CP Sport Centre would be a shame and a great setback
for our community.

Name

Location

Comment

Ishara Callan

Bromley

We need more athletics grounds, not fewer.

Gina Brown

Invercargill

People, most especially children need to have outdoor sports and play
areas accessible and affordable

Helder Pina

Marylebone

Millions are spent on war abroad when it can be spent at home promoting
health and wellness through sport!!! Uk is Obesity number 1 country in
Europe and 3rd in the world!

Lisa Smith

Richmond

️️️️️

suzy purnell

Isle of Dogs

We have so few sports facilities like this in london and it’s a part of our
history

Tom Renphrey

Hemel
hempstead

It’s iconic and functional at a time when exercise has never been more
important

Marcia Huls

(blank)

Iconic structures must be saved.

Roxanne Salmon

Caterham

Because I have been training there for over 25 years.

Patricia Trembath

Lewisham

Downgrade this to a Regional Sports Centre - OK. However there are
many up and coming young sports people in the south-east who rely on
this facility to train - the elite athletes, swimmers and divers of tomorrow.

cathy henchion

London

These facilities are used by thousands of local young people every year.
They inspire sport participation.

Roopa Doshi

South
Croydon

I grew up nearby and still live in South London. This resource for our local
area is much needed to inspire our young people and be a place where
great athletes grow their talents.

Michelle Delgado

London

The stadium was a part of my childhood and it should continue to be a
part of all children’s lives.

Liam Brown

London

I compete at Crystal Palace and it's home to a Commonwealth
weightlifting champion whom I happen to know. The coach is also
legendary.

Rory Munro

London

Save our athletics stadium. It needs work, sure, but don't knock it down.
Invest!

Gregory Jones

Harrogate

South London needs facilities! This is a fabulous venue and it is far better
to have slightly ghtly old fashioned resources available than new state of
the art stuff five years from now available only to those who can afford it.

Vic Pearson

Thatcham

I used to run and spectate there. Saw Dave Bedford break a British
recordso close he heard me shout !

Barbara McGeary

Upper
Norwood

It's wonderful and has a stunning history, I want it to have a stunning
future!

Geraldine Daly

Croydon

The south of Wngland and especially South London needs training
facilities. Where is the Olympic legacy for this part of London. A disastrous
move and let’s dien all the talented young people in the area.

Caroline
Jemmotte

London

I have lived in this area for 40 years and have seen many top class eve ts
there...we need this kind of venue in the south east

Sandra Taylor

Liverpool

sport is important to adults and children alike. there should be more
facilities, not less.

Philip Ifill

London

We need to keep the stadium and athletics for future generations. We
cannot compete globally if we don't gave the infrastructure for training at
grass roots level.

Kristina Wooding

London

I have lived in the area for the past 20 Years and it is one of the starting
points for young athlets and their yourney to the top ... also loads of
events have been held here throughout the Years

Name

Location

Comment

Tracey Robertson

London

We need these facilities for future athletes.

Tim Ward

Bournemouth

I Won the 100m and Long Jump southern Champs back in 1989. Great
memories. We can't loose such a iconic facility.

Suzanne Cook

London

I go every Saturday and see the amount of kids and young adults
committing to athletics. It’s impressive! We have a lot of talent in south
london and people travel from across london to use the CP. athletic
facilities. . Instead of sending it to the ground why don’t we see how else
we can engage with schools and communities to leverage the sports
facilities even more to help maximise the athletic potential in this area.
Don’t let this die!

Steve Spear

Biggin hill

Its a national treasure.

Tim Harper

London

Fantastic facility that needs support and funding

stephen
tabberner

London

A disgrace again! We have been here before with a different mayor!!!
People use these facilities, individuals, athletes, families, children. The
GLA and Bromley should try pumping some investment into the NSC and
the park rather than try to decimate it piece by piece.

Trevor Levene

London

The young are our & they need a credible sports facility to go to, which is
affordable...please God not another over priced, gym!!

Sue Black

Haxby

Facilities like this are needed

Wendy Hollobon

horsham

I believe that plans for the new facility need to include space for al, of the
other sports clubs that currently use the facility. Small sports clubs play a
very important role and keep a lot of children fit and off tge streets.

gerard phillips

London

This place needs to stay!

Gil Yehezkel

Cardiff

Common sense

Nadien Malcolm

London

My daughter is an athlete she needs facilities like these she competes up
and down the country. Adequate facilities need to be in place for budding
athletes

Deborah Asante

London

I’m a local and want not only our South London Olympic heritage to
remain intact, but want to retain the facility for all of us in the area

Alan Bonney

Seattle

Andrew Freeman

London

We need local sports facilities.

Stephanie
Boswell

(blank)

My son trained there and Crystal Palace track is a much needed facility in
this area

Tanya Robinson

London

I take my son swimming at the pool adjacent. Walking passed the track
into the sports centre reminds me each time that our tentative beginnings
can lead to something wonderful....

Cheryl Boyce

(blank)

It's my local and I love going there. We need something in this area

Harry winrow

Woodcliff
Lake

I want to save it

Yvette Pinnock

Croydon

I want to help save athletics in Crystal Palace

Marilyn
Gasworthy

London

It would be a great shame if this complex closes. My granddaughter does
gymnastics there and where would all the youngsters go to get rid of their
energy.On the streets? I hope not.

Paul Godfrey

Ampthill

This track needs to stay open. It's used all the time for up and coming
youth for training.

Sharob Rubin

London

This benefits the whole of the community. It encourages community
sporting events and enables young people to participate in athletics.

I love that venue

Name

Location

Comment

Monica Cuadrado
Ruiz

London

We take our daughter to CP Center to gimnástica,tennis and swimming.It
wpould be a shame to close this place where there is a lot of things going
on for children,young people and adults.

Pam Best

Bromley

It’s a facility we NEED for the up and coming athletes. Come on South
London.

Irene Dakin

Hartley
KENT
England

I was brought up in the Crystal Palace area and it would be a shame to
take the facility away from the many who use it. Get kids into sport and
they wont turn to drugs.

Angela Tobin

London

Sport is important!

Eric Fowler

Nuneaton

Participation in sport is a very significant part of the 'cure' to the current
epidemic of obesity and other related illnesses. The benefits in reduced
costs for health services are compelling. It is vital that members of the
public have access to good quality, inspiring facilities for a variety of
sports. Crystal Palace is one such iconic facility.

Alison Cleaves

Chatham

Grew up down the road in Forest Hill, and have good memories of this
place. I came back as an adult to watch Ahtletics here in the 90s and met
Dean Macey and Steve Smith, they were so nice. It is local tracks like this
that give everyone the chance to watch the big names for not so big
prices.

Jan Farmery

Diss

This would be a tragedy. It provides space, tuition, a place to fulfil
potential without fear or favour. An oasis in the concrete jungle. Please
don't sacrifice to developer greed.

Hazel Nield

Luton

It’s the right thing to do

Kirsteen Ross

Forest Hill

Crystal Palace Sports Centre is a National facility. Also as a local
resource, I have taken my school kids there for sports days. As a private
individual I use the gym, my kids use the sports classes, swimming pool
and gym.This fantastic local and national resource needs to remain and
be better resourced by both local boroughs and by London Council.

carol hayes

London

We need this stadium for all the local children and clubs alike to use.

Wendy Morris

Morden

I have many fond memories of watching athletics there. An amazing
venueLong may it continue

ALVISE
LUNARDI

(blank)

We must keep it open!!!

Andy Redman

Aberdeen

Played rugby on that grass ~ 1976. We need more sports stadia and
quality venues to encourage all ages to get and stay active. Don't close
them, fill them!

Ron Russell

Glenrothes

We need to keep all the Athletic Stadium. They have so much history.

alex barclay

Anstruther

We need places where our athletes feel wanted and at home.

edward crozier

Glasgow

Athletics & access to fit for purpose facilities ,makes a difference to so
many people , irrespective of age or ability - A healthy country adds up to
healthy national balance sheet - we need to measure that value , not the
financial cost !

Alison McNaught

London

The athletics facilities are an important part of this historic sports
complex.I am worried that this is the beginning of the end of the sports
centre which is a valuable community resource.

Benjamin Noad

(blank)

Athletes should be at Crystal Palace. The youth games is brilliant there.

Christine Knight

London

I have lived in Penge virtually all my life and have been to many athletics
competitions at the stadium. Cannot believe what they are proposing for
this venue, disgraceful.

Katie Corne

London

Name

Location

Comment

Fred Borg

London

It's needed in this part of London

Jasper Wight

London

I use the running track and the pool and could not bear to see them go.

Sally Gasworthy

London

My daughter uses the sports center 3 times a week for gymnastics all the
girls would be devastated if it went

Claire Frost

London

If these facilities are removed it would be a great loss to the area and a
huge loss for sport. There are other buildings built into the stands, will
these be lost?

Paul Griffiths

Bristol

One of the great things of athletics is kids being able to run on the same
track as legends- their heroes that they've seen ser records on TV. Crystal
Palace stadium is one of those iconic stadia that needs to be preserved to
help kids dream and achieve

Felicity Morphey

Bedfield

Sport is so important! We need more, not less!

Michele martin

London

Local and needed resource

Don Morgan

Leatherhead

The Crystal Palace facility is iconic but needs investment & promotion to
encourage use.

debbie larby

Biggin hill

I used this track myself as a teenager.It would be a huge loss for the sport
if crystal palace were to go.

Gina Kyriacou

London

This is integral to the community. The public want it to remain. Health is a
crucial priority these days.

Jennifer Wearn

London

No no no no no. This is an iconic sports groud steeped in history. Cut
back money from the CEO who do nothing for their ££££££ This place is
crystal palace. This place belongs to the people. Get your hands off.

Glenn Woodhead

London

It is THE sports stadium for south London and the only athletics stadium in
the region. Iconic stadium in south London's main park, if must be saved.

Claire Mills

Buckingham

There are very few facilities suitable for everyone to be able to use and,
given that we should all be taking part in sport for our health, it would be a
huge loss if it were to go.

Maxine
Bartholomew

Churchill

I don’t want this facility to be lost

Vivien Noble

Beckenham

All of my children used the sporting facilities at Crystal Palace during their
childhood - a very important sporting facility hub used by the local and
wider community

Lewys Jones

Ampthill

It's important to keep our historical sports venues

Amanda Gordon

London

This sports track played a masssive part in my sons sports careers. So
many other children can benefit from it.

Sarah Gregory

London

The whole of London, and especially our young people, need this space.

Carolyn Billington

Mevagissey

Tracks in the UK are diminishing, we need to keep them, especially
Crystal Palace.

Madeleine Jewell

Bergerac

They should be building more sports facilities not getting rid or them,
crazy.

Kirsty Alfredson

Hildenboroug
h

There are ready too few sporting facilities!!

Ian Flack

Leigh on Sea

I agree there are too few facilities.

Melissa MarinelliSheley

Rockford

Resources like this should be preserved or destroyed.

John Curran

London

It is such an important part of London and UK's history

Kelly Goodchild

Bromley

Its a tradegy to loose

Name

Location

Comment

Shelley Machin

Tonbridge

I remember competing in athletics events here as a child and watching
many more. So many people will lose opportunities if this facility goes.

Clare
Chamberlain

London

This is such an incredible resource for our community and for London as a
whole. The mixed use nature of the facilities must be retained.

Susan Edwards

London

With a growing population and the government focus on getting people
active to tackle the obesity crisis we should at the very least be retaining
existing sports facilities even if that means rethinking how they are used to
meet the next generation.

sarah sharman

northants

I've been here so many times to watch athletics.

john rogan

Letterkenny

Athletics fan and club coach..

Jennifer RogersRaynsford

London

It’s unthinkable to get rid of this facility. South London needs this. We
should be encouraging people to stay fit and improve their well being.

ian rogers

London

It’s our heritage our legacy our spot.....leave it alone.

Helen Avila

London

I used to train and compete here as well as go to athletics meetings.

jo simmons

Hove

Used to train here when I was young (too long ago now) would want future
generations to be able to enjoy the facilities too.

Helen Roache

London

Crystal Palace is an fantastic facility and it is a terrible shame that it is so
underfunded and underused. I go there regularly with my family and this is
a brilliant local resource.

Michael Wood

Gillingham

We need more facilities not less

Paul Bardrick

London

It's the home of British Athletics

varonne reynolds

London

It's local to me

Brenda Iinley

Orpington

I agree it should not be pulled down ,

Nick Rawling

London

The Centre is a vital source for athletics and swimming.

Zara Job

London

I don’t want it to go ! It does get used, just needs some attention !

Maryam Kharusi

Chiswick

The Public needs such venue to keep them active and healthy. Don’t deny
the young people of such a place.

Ann Roche

Camberwell

Scandalous that this valuable resource is not better cared for.

Jenny Brown

London

We need sports facilities to encourage people to exercise

Marion Bull

Woking

Crystal Palace is important to athletics in that area

Rachael Blueman

Rawcliffe

Cp and keith Morgan enabled me to represent my country, and be British
champion for many years

Sarah Stringer

Harlow

Watched athletics comps there as a teenager. Swam there too, awesome
facility! Take our kids there now for their competitions!!

France's Goggins

London

Swimming and athletic space is sparse enough. South London needs
places local that people of all ages can go to.

Nicole Douglas

Forest Hill

This place represents my childhood. Its a place for young people to train
and find meaning.

Chris Gurney

London

I am regular user of the amazing facilities at Crystal Palace - To be
replaced by what - more un affordable housing????

,jan Powell

Winchester

Local sports facilities are really important communities. This is a great
historic amenity for south London and should remain.

George Harris

London

This is a necessary facility for the area.

Hannah Wing

London

Money should be put into restoring this amazing historic facility, it would
be such a shame to loose it for all the talented young local peope!

Name

Location

Comment

John Cogan

Croydon

We need this type of facility

Kevin Edge

Shaw

The Uk is so short of good athletics facilities, and encouragment of
exercise and sport is vital for the the nation's health and welbeing.

Anne Goodman

Bel Air

Crystal Palace is an historical site

Peter Downie

London

I love athletics.

Jane Protheroe

London

The NSC is part of London’s sporting heritage and is a valuable & much
needed facility in SE London.

Sharon
Champion

Croydon

There is such a big thing at the moment about obese children, and now
you want to do away with a athletic and sports centre. What for more
flats?

Bronwen Harris

London

We use it it needs funding

Kathy Westrip

Croydon

Think this is disgraceful next thing we will all have to get rid of our home
for high rise flats surely the government can see there can only be a few
people in a small space

Laura QuarteyPapafio

Bethnal
Green

I have two really sporty children

Paul O'Keeffe

London

Please keep it.

Dawn Lindsey

Beckenham

South London needs to keep as many sports facilities for our children,
young adults and the wider community.

Roz Allen

London

I'm signing because sport should be available for all. I volunteered at the
Olympics 2012; where is the legacy?

Amy Curtis

Ruislip

Very few sporting facilities on this scale

Heather Walker

Croydon

I want to see sports kept locally at Crystal Palace

Rob Woodward

Wandsworth

The biggest permanent athletics stadium in London after Johnson's screw
up over the Olympic stadium and a vital indoor training centre. 2012
legacy anyone?

Michelle
O'donoghue

Sutton

Im signing because i went there to watch athletics and sport ! I think
others should get the chance too ,

Lisa Carrington

kent

I have been to lots of events over the years here.

Tim Sowter

west wickham

As a teenage athlete I ran my fastest ever 1500m there and would like
future generations to have the same opportunity

Julie Gooderham

London

The loss will have a major negative impact on access to athletics sports
facilities in south London for all. Should be investing in a better facility to
develop talent and sport for all not losing which will be detrimental to the
whole area socially and economically

Cheryl Collins

(blank)

Keep the stadium!

julie rumble

London

We dont need more flats at the expense of open spaces.

Malcolm Roweth

Hassocks

The Olympic legacy should mean increasing, not decreasing our sports
facilities.

Liam Delaney

London

It’s a great sports facility that should remain open to provide a place to
develop future generations.

Christopher
Bracewell

burgess hill

Open spaces and sports facilities are worth more than a quick profit.
London is already overpopulated.

Laura Foster

London

Getting more people involved in support is key to the health of the nation.
We need to keep our facilities open.

Nicola Upperton

Welwyn
Garden City

The atmosphere at the Palace was better than at the Olympic Stadium, I
was going for 30 years, there won't be another place like it.

Name

Location

Comment

Andy Stonehouse

London

Removing local sport facilities is counter productive the the bed to get the
populous fitter and engaged more in activity ... which is a stated a policy
of all the political colours!

Heather Andrews

Ruislip

Sports facilities are a vital hub for the young and old, alike, to stay healthy
and make like-minded friends.

Pat Whalley

Wickford

I don't want these vital facilities shut down.

Joanna Allen

London

At a time when we're trying to tackle obesity and get more people fit - not
to mention train potential talent for sports events like the Olympic, it's
crazy to bulldoze the athletics stadium and indoor training track. What's
happened to common sense? And once it's gone, it's gone forever!

Mark Allen

Redditch

We really need the best facilities, in the most accessible places for
Athletes.

Caspar Eliot

Bath

Crystal Palace is an iconic venue that can offer so much for the future

Maeve Kenny

Bromley

Crystal Palace is an iconic sporting venue. As a teacher, children need the
opportunity to witness sporting events in order to be inspired and realise
their own potential. This is vital to the future of our children and the future
of sport. As a child I vidisted many athletics events at Crystal Palace and
this year I am due to run my second marathon, do not take this away!!

Marek Durka

London

Crystal Palace Sports Centre is part of London's sporting heritage.

Lindy Mollison

London

We don’t want to loose it, and it needs improving and maintaining.

Ellie Thomas

Forest Hill

My daughter does gymnastics at the centre. We use it 3 times a week. We
would be devastated it we lost it.

Gerry O'Doherty

Wickford

All the talk of London legacy was just hot air - shame on the authorities

j.m Campbell

London

We use the sports centre for gymnastics and swimming

Claire Headman

Purley

We use it for Gymnastics

Nicola Thompson

London

As a local resident this should be saved and used. To many things like
this disappearing

Christine Keeler

London

This has been the starting point for many people in their sporting lives. It
should continue.

david berrington

Kidderminster

Speak to the Muslim Mayor of London-seems he has a decision to make
which I fear

Ruth Flight

Glasgow

I spent a huge amount of time at Crystal Palace swimming pool and Gyms
in training camps with Team GB a loss of this Centre would be
devastating!!! Please sign to keep Crystal Palace

Hamie Jones

London

This is important to the immediate community and wider populous.

Gowry Retchakan

Thuwal

its like erasing wembley stadium or the twickenham grounds .. palace
needs the local and govt authorities to invest and make it good and
revenue generating ..

jenny MORRIS

London

south london NEEDS this facility

Nick Richards

Sydenham

Historic stadium used by people of South London & beyond must be
saved

louise pascoe

somerset

Sport is so important for the future generations

Paul Williams

Stockton-ontees

From mid 70s to 80s trained there 3 times a week, plus regular races
including winning the Nat Jun 1500 title. Happy days. The scene of some
epic races over the years. The south needs an iconic venue for track and
field and Crystal Palace is it!

Don Glave

London

This is an iconic part of the park and would be a disgrace to lose it !

Name

Location

Comment

Alex Reeve

Worthing

It needs to stay!

Natalie Joy

Loughboroug
h

Crystal Palace Sports Centre is been around for years and today it is still
used all the time by everybody from near and far. Please do not get rid of
this wonderful historic building all the building needs it a bit of TLC and it
be as good as new.

sue dickson

Beckenham

Dont throw away the best opportunity in this part of London to bring sport
to everyone and introduce it to tbe young.Do not join Lewisham Council in
their taking away the only public (therefore affordable) golf course, tennis
and football. Do you all just hate sports?

Heather Tudor

Croydon

I think this is an extremely important petition to sign as my little Sister
takes part in various sporting events which include Crystal Palace.

Simon Loach

Bingley

Crystal Palace athletics stadium is such an iconic building and has had a
long history in both grassroots athletics and at national and international
level.

Alcia Loach

Newdigate

I have many happy memories of going to watch athletic events with my
young children. Future athletes need local venues to compete and train in.
Let's preserve this iconic venue.

Leigh Atkinson

Penarth

Spent many a long weekend training and living in the “tower” with other
members of the GB Swim team, even watching Steve Ovett jogging down
and sprinting up through the woods for hours at a time! The facilities at the
Palace need nurturing and improving not demolishing!

amanda chalmers

London

I love palace x

David Gaffney

Littlebourne

This place has been so influential in the development of so many. It
deserves better

Fiona Moore

Auckland

I love going to the athletics there. Its part of the community.

Rodney Bryant

Faversham

I’m signing because there aren’t enough sport facilities in general, up and
down the country. There needs to be something for local people who can’t
afford to pay to travel long distances to use other facilities.

ann kennedy

Beckenham

The centre is a great local resource that deserves investment in its future
to enable it serve its local community and remain a force as a sporting
venue .

Adam James

London

All Harris feds do there sports competition there

Stephen Luff

Manchester

So many memories of this place. Not just for me but for every budding
young sportsman. Help save the iconic National Sports Centre and let the
memories live on.

Harriet Edery

Beckenham

Sport should be encouraged, obesity is an epidemic so it is even more
important than ever that this athletics and sports facility be protected and
used more!

Paul Morgan

Harwich,
Essex

It's important we keep Crystal palace for future of English athletics so
many past and present champions have trained at this track

Nick Lazzari

London

I used to watch the athletes there as a child and the park wouldn’t be the
same without it. We need to keep it, put a bit of money in to give it a face
lift to encourage young people to get in to sports locally. I also live 2
minutes from the park and can’t imagine going there with my family and
not having the track etc there.

Ian Pettyfer

Bromley

This place is needed for our youths!

Kathleen Darbon

London

We need sports facilities. Obesity is on the rise. People need to get out
and get active.

Robert Collis

Stratford

It would be a great shame to lose the stadium

Name

Location

Comment

Steve Phillips

London

This is a disgrace

Bee Hunt

UK

Such an iconic place for sport must not be bulldozed for yet more housing

Beverley Crisp

Surrey

It's a valued training ground for both athletes and local groups that use all
the facilities in South London

Suzy Boyce

kent

This is a valuable local community facility which should be saved

Chris Underwood

London

Outrageous! It is a fantastic local resource that should be treasured!!!

Aaron Blanchard

London

I live in the area and want to keep seeing events in the park as it would be
a great shame to loose it,

Col Young

London

I used to go to Crystal Palace as a child on a Friday night where my family
played Korfball. Being able to watch so many sports from a young age
was inspirational. Later I competed at the track at the London Youth
Games, had the chance to train with other county schools competitors in
the indoor track (which I never knew existed until then!). and watched
European Basketball with my school. If the facilities are to be knocked
down it should be replaced with something that has an equal range of
facilities or better- not a half measured attempt which will dramatically
reduce the legacy of sport in London, particularly for schools which are
increasingly being built with reduced facilities for this area of the
curriculum.

Melanie
Worthington

London

South London needs a high quality athletics ground! Simple.

Tracey
Greenwood

Croydon

Part of our community, gets kids off screens and outside!

Tim Denman

Croydon

Crystal Palace has been integral to sports in south London for years &
should continue to be so.

Wayne Bell

Northampton

Athletics and Leisure facilities need to be maintained for athletes to utilise
and talent to thrive. There's plenty of spare land up north for more housing
developments, London is saturated and recreational facilities should not
be sacrificed.

Martyn Jack

Southend on
sea

Fabulous centre leave it alone ! If anything, spend more money on it

Garry Glynn

(blank)

We can't afford to lose any sports centre.

Catherine Walsh

Beckenham

As a kid I watched athletics at Crystal Palace and it inspired me to be
involved in sport. I was proud as punch to get to run round the same track
as my heroes for sports day every year in secondary school.We need
more sporting venues for young people and the whole community to get
involved in activities.

Richard Rhodes

Beckenham

This historic athletics venue is needed for the people of south London

Elizabeth Ellis

Leeds

I was born near here and Crystal Palace has always been an important
sports training venue. Many famous athletes trained here to Olympic
standard. Need this for future stars!

Janice Senior

London

I am a local and have seen some wonderful athletics at Crystal Palace
over many years. It would be a crime to loose such an iconic resource

Helen Cameron

London

This facility is critical to the local area and to allow it to be lost would be
tragic. I've competed at this track as a schoolgirl and used it for training as
an adult and the facilities are great. Already sports infrastructure is being
lost to South London as investment seems to be concentrated North of the
river; continued investment in the area is a must.

Jose Gomez
Rivera

Verona

I’m a fan

Name

Location

Comment

Emma Rommell

Croydon

I've in upper Norwood all my life, and i have used CP stadium for
swimming, gym, Athletics, Athletics when at school, watch football, watch
beachball, little cars, to say at least. I have had the privallage to see
amazing sports stars training and in compitition. I have started to take my
daughter, so as to show what women are caplable of doing in the sports
world. May this continue for many years.

Robert Agnew

Cheam

Great range of facilities for a multitude of sports/activities. London Youth
Games was held here when the kid took part - so many sports at one
place thanks to the facilities. Great for the local community

Jayne Robins

London

A local amenity to produce future local heroes!

Carly Bruce

London

Sport is so important and this stadium is an important part of our
community.

Debby Ray

London

This is a treasured and well used venue for so many sports. It's many kids'
only hope of getting into sport.

Althea Clarke

London

CPSC is vital to our community...my kids have participated in Balfour
Youth games there and a lot of local schools use the centre for sports day
and other sports activities throughout the year.

neil blue

kent

This would be a terrible shame

Joyce Ince

London

I think it would be a tragedy to lose this ....

Rob Swale

Beckenham

I live nearby and don't want more flats being built without any
infrastructure to support such developments as in generally the case in
this area!

Basheera
mohamed

London

Our youth need places like crystal palace palace

Jennine Macey

Worthing

Save this for the future of the younger generation

Rex Bendon

London

It's important to South London to keep this facility.

Anna Jenkinson

London

This facility is an important part of the South London community. Please
consider the needs and views of existing users.

Ian Goss

Woodstock

Swam their in my youth. Great place to compete

christine
whittingham

haverforrdwes
t

As an international athlete I ran many races at Crystal Palace and will
always have a special place in sporting history attracting large and very
knowledgeable supporters

Anne Yavary

Worthing

Sports for all

Margaret
Anderson

London

I use Crystal Palace for classes and swimming on average once a week.
I've only just found out about the plans to bulldoze it!

Luke Grandon

London

I believe this is a vital venue to support London and vibrant good
productive youth culture. why would you consider degrading this

Aileen Lavelle

London

It's is important to save to get young people into sport

Mike Tomkins

Tadworth

It's far too important to lose

Lucy Hurn

London

We need to keep top quality sports facilities for the local community

Peter Mack

London

Whilst I cede that there is little need for a large athletics stadium since the
Olympics, it’s essential we keep an athletics track and indoor facilities.

Anna Marshall

(blank)

I live locally and signed up to my first triathlon in May 2017 - Crystal
Palace triathlon... this was the first step in a path which has led to me
qualify for team GB age group triathlon team. This would not have
happened without Crystal Palace sports centre ... a place which valued a
wide community but unlike other sport centres Crystal Palace inspires
many to do sport and achieve things beyond their expectations.

Name

Location

Comment

Alison Johns

(blank)

The more athletic stadiums around the world the better. I have to drive an
hour to get my son to the closest and only stadium near were we live . I
wish there were more

Jamie Simpson

London

So many good memories here, takes 2 seconds to sign

Hazel Mackie

London

This is an important asset in the heart of my local community.

Thao Lee

London

Because CP sport center is much part of our community and affordable
resources for local and people in the south east.

Kelly myatt

Bromley

My son is an athlete please keep it open!!!

Linda Arrowsmith

Rudgwick

Linda Arrowsmith

Sarah Tomkins

Greenhithe

My son has had the pleasure of running at Crystal Palace. Such History
and nostalgia!!

Emma Johnson

Westonsuper-Mare

It’s a great venue and has a great history

Lynne Harris

London

Crystal Palace NSC has a wide range of facilities for a range of abilities
from beginner to elite. If facilities are lost, it will make a mockery of the
legacy we were promised from the 2012 London Olympics. The aquatics
facilities in particular (50m pool and diving pool) make the Centre
distinctive and offer essential training opportunites for young athletes as
well as recreational swimmers.

Fletcher Sibthorp

Londonderry

The legacy of athletics at Crystal Palace is important

Andrew
Withycombe

Barnet

It is part of the fabric of the area- can’t lose it

Richard Lally

Bromley

Support your area it is important don't be like Bromley council a bunch of
upper class pagens

Kalesha Spence

London

The sports centre is our children's future

Stephen Howell

London

Because the world is better, people are happier and people live longer,
when they exercise. Taking away the facilities and motivation to do
something as simple as running, rips the heart out of London olympic
legacy.

Cashel Riordan

London

I love officiating at Crystal Palace at the London Youth Games

Danil
Bakhmustov

London

I go to the gym there and it plays a big role in our community. It has a
great history and the facilities now are limitless. Removing it would destroy
Crystal Palace’s reputation and what it’s known for.

Peter Watkins

St leonardson-Sea

We need to support all sports facilities, especially this iconic venue.

Bernie Moloney

Beckenham

My school used to have athletics here in the 70's. Let's save this iconic
track for future generations

Dawn Korbel
Mitchell

(blank)

I'm signing this because this will have a major impact on track and field
and other sports in London!

BONNE Springer

London

Its essential for our community. Youth clubs are gone. Leave the sports
centres. What future will the younger generation have.

Hayley Harris

London

This is a vital community resource and major part of the athletics history of
the UK!

Maurice
Bridgland

(blank)

Sport is important for a Healthy Body

Kristian MartinDominguez

London

Crystal Palace Athletics Stadium and Facilitaty is an inspiration and a
legacy we must maintain for younger healthier generations.

Name

Location

Comment

Anna Harwood

London

I used the sports including the track and pool when I was at secondary
school back on the 1980's. I think it is very important facility children
these days so limited exercise as it is. Closing this one will give them less
opportunities and contributing to the statistic of overweight/obese children.

Kate Hampshire

London

Crystal Palace has helped so many young people participate in sport, and
even inspired them to become champions,

hardp sira

Ilford

Am supporting Sharon

Stefan
Kopczynski

(blank)

Park of my childhood

Becky Gray

Muscat

I used this facility growing up and know that it still has an important place
in the community.

Diana Davies

London

Wonderful place for youngsters of all abilities

Declan Coyle

Alloa

You don't know what you till it's gone

Owen Jenkins

Croydon

a lot of my friends who have children who are interested in Athletics,
whether they go on to be a full time competitor is influenced by the
availability of facilities to use and also by the status of the sport, which is
reflected in the size and quality of the facilities and in society and
government support

Lois Barmby

London

My daughter (inspired by the Olympics in 2012) found her love of athletics
on this track. It needs a facelift not a demolition job. Stratford is not close
to SE London. Healthy kids will only happen if good facilities are available
to all.

Paul Scott

Bridgwater

I have competed there numerous times and it a a great stadium that
needs to be kept.

Lena King

Hastings

I love athletics and have run at this track. The importance of sport on
mental health is huge. We should encourage more people to run.

Oliver Ssbab

South
Croydon

One of the best things in south London. I go there a hell of a lot the
community needs this space for health!

valerie needham

Waingroves

it is necessary for everyone to have access to sports facilities

dennis cotter
Cotter

London

We need to help our young people to have places to train not turn them all
into flats

Kate Sweet

Beckenham

We need good facilities in SE London

Sally Drayton

London

This is a crucial facility for South London. We need to encourage athletics
at all levels, not remove tracks which are regularly used!

Clive Brooks

Dawlish

We need any and all opportunities for exercise

Marion austin

Keston

This is needed so badly!!

bryan jones

Orpington

It's an essential facility for the good health and prosperity of south London
and Britain.

Tim Hanlon

Chigwell

Should’ve been the centre post Olympics and then made the other place a
proper football stadium. Used to walk past this place on my way to station
is the spiritual home of Athletics in London. Good luck

Barbara Rowe

Thornton
Heath

future generations need this amazing venue

Eric Woodward

Castle
Donington,
Derby

There are insufficient tracks in the UK

Shane Hailey

Abilene

This is a dream venue for young athletes across the world that inspire to
one day be the center of attention in “The Palace”

Name

Location

Comment

Simon Stables

Croydon

Its Local to me & I have ran there all b it a long time ago

Rohini Ballans

(blank)

Rohini Ballans

Stan Robertson

Camberley

S Robertson

Harris Shaikh

Surbiton

My man Sol needs a track for when he turns into an althlete

Michael Okarimia

London

Keep the Sports centre open!

Stan Robertson

Camberley

Sports are important to the young especially to the disadvantaged ask any
ethnick minority professional sports person

Maggie Turner

London

It plays a significant part in the community and surrounding area

Narvey Simmsmitchell

London

I went as a child

Alfie Saxby

Chessington

Don't look back, keep your eyes on the track.

Tasha Simms

London

I use to go with my school

Angela Tann

London

I ran here as a child the kids of today need places like this

Gill Cowan

Sutton

We need to keep these facilities for our athletes

wendy Dickins

Croydon

born and bred within the Crystal Palace area. Have been here many
many times. Its an institution that should go on.

Tana Forte

Brixton

Crystal Palace is heritage

Paul Crosby

Brighton

They should be building more facilities not getting rid of them.

Jennifer Watson

London

Without Crystal Palace athletics the local and surrounding communities
will not have the opportunities to strive , grow and develop their talents.
There is a strong legacy to be cherished.

Cathy Ferri

London

This is an important resource locally, regionally and nationally.

Harry Cambridge

(blank)

Let’s not let our proud tradition of athletics die in South London.
Thousands of children benefit from this every year.

Marcia Ellis

London

We need sports and athletics for the future of our children.

Terence Pietru

London

Sport for all.

Sue Perry

Macclesfield

Born in Crystal Palace and raised in Croydon we can’t afford to let this go

Steve Reynolds

Croydon

To many activity spaces are disappearing, our children are struggling to
find things too do, the loss of this facility would be another recreational
space lost to them to use.

Bilal Azhar

Leatherhead

This movement should not happen!

chris moss

bASINGSTO
KE

Wonderful memories of running on the track in my youth and swimming in
the pool with my cousin's . An institution that should be funded and
modernised and accessible for all

Steve Talbot

Sannat, Gozo

I worked here when I was younger as a volunteer helper during summer
activities. A superb venue that should be preserved for future generations
who love sport.

Lynne Newman

Rotherhithe

Save this wonderful Sports centre its so needed is this community losing
this will be a disaster to everyone...

Sharon Goodwin
Diash

Beckenham

To keep our Sporting history. Also Crystal Palace is the joining point for 3
(or is it 4) London boroughs so a great place for Training and competitive
events. Come on Bromley bring back the National competitions (not just
athletics but cycling and martial arts ... London Youth Games ...).

Hannah
Kingsland

London

I’ve used Crystal Palace and it needs to stay for future generations

Name

Location

Comment

NA

Bromley

Don't bulldoze our heritage

Ian Oakley

London

This is an iconic venue that's essential to South London. It's known
worldwide and spawned Olympic medal winners and if retained will spawn
many more future champions!

Catherine Roux

(blank)

I competed in many athletes competitions at Crystal Palace it has so
much history

Janet Benjafield

Portsmouth

I lived across the road from the track and enjoyed everything that has
gone on there.

Adrian Elston

(blank)

Because government have already signed over the main Olympic legacy
the Olympic Stadium - to football. A sport so venal, so greedy and so
awash with cash that it really needed to be subsidised by tax payers
money!

Kim Cromwell

London

Crystal Palace sports arena has been there all my life. It is one of the only
sites with an Olympic pool and a brilliant running track fir all our up and
comings atheletes. Please don’t take but away.

Brian Thibeault

South
Croydon

As a kid I was bussed there by my school, from inner London, and
introduced to the game of squash, that I would never have had a chance
to experience otherwise.

Robert Powell

Yeovil

I photographed many athletes there during the late sixties and early
seventies, including Lilian Board and Kip Keino. It would be a great shame
to deny a new generation of aspiring athletes this wonderful facility.

Kathleen
Robinson

Beckenham

It’s great to have as many sports facilities as possible. So important for the
future of sport and in tackling obesity.

Patrycja Özgüven

Beckenham

It’s inspiring to see so many different sports meeting in one place! The
buildings are in need of an update and the place definitely needs
extension and more funding!!

Andrew Herbert

(blank)

We have to save Crystal Palace Athletics Stadium.

Jim Turnbull
Walter

London

I concur

Kerry Dexter

Swanley

We should be encouraging sport for us and our younger generation. Not
depleting opportunities

Dawn Errington

Portsmouth

We need facilities like this

Hanna Koster

Beckenham

It is a brilliant resource that shouldn't go to waste! It just needs more
investment - so much potential for youth.

Valerie Reed

London

This is such a valuable and important resource for South east London.
Young people in particular can really benefit from the facilities here. Once
gone the track and sport facilities will never be replicated, much better to
invest in renovating the site.

Susan Cook

London

Because it should remain where it is.

Eileen McLellan

Crawley

I think we need to keep existing sports venues.

Geraldine
Brindley

Ferndown

I signed the petition because our Athletes do not have enough centres as
it is. Also I remember going there when I was fifteen and being amazed by
it. We must support our Athletes.

Richard Robinson

London

Crystal Palace is a great but underused facility. We should be wringing
every last drop of use out of it.

Julio Cesar
Mayor Vargas

Londres

Because is necessary to the comunity

Linda SmalleyNicholson

London

A great facility used by a huge community and it is imperative that it is not
lost.

Name

Location

Comment

Daisy SmalleyNicholson

Upper
Norwood

Lots of people use this sports centre. It would be such a loss if it was
closed.

Ed Houlihan

London

Crystal Palace is a vital sporting resource for the people of South London
and Southern England.

Jerome
Mazandarani

London

I’m sick and tired of the GLA trying to destroy south london’s Athletics
legacy and I’m tired of these numpties fucking around with our Squash
courts the NSC. There used to be 5 courts. Now there are only three even
though the sports popularity is growing in the area once again. They will
have to prise away my squash racket from my cold, dead hand.

Tom Boswell

London

My family regularly use the facilities and we feel that the future of the
centre needs to be carefully thought out and the views of local community
groups to be fully taken into account.

Laura WattonDavies

Cambridge

This is the only professional athletics facility in South London!!

Anais DalyGourdialsing

Bromley

I used to train in the sports centre as a diver and competed in diving and
gymnastics competitions here. This area has shaped part of my life and
has created unforgettable memories. It has changed lives and still
continues to do so today. The managed decline of this stadium and indoor
training track is appalling and definitely not what the so-called 'London
2012 Legacy' was supposed to bring. Something needs to be done.

penny turner

DRYMOS

obviously it is ridiculous to take away something people use and love in
order to ..do what?

Glenn Allen

Wallington

We are supposed to be helping stay healthy. How does closing this facility
help

Paul Xiberras

Weybridge

My son used this facility and it was a wonderful facility for all people
across south east

natasha pagebrown

London

This is our local community. Our young people need their groups to stay
here. What happens to them when all their services are taken away? You
shove all this healthy eating, be healthy, stay healthy information at them
in school but take away services that provide this. It really does not make
sense

Cameron
ANDERSON

Bothell

I support what my friends do!

Peter Sanders

London

My family have used the stadium for school sports day and the centre for
swimming, climbing and trampolining. The NSC inspires children into
sport.

dan whistler

birmingham

It’s a great local sports resource for the south east London arena. Also it
has huge sporting historical significance. Coe and Ovett World records
were achieved at the stadium.

Fiona Cairns

London

I want my children to have access to the sports centre facilities in
particular the climbing wall.

Syreeta Brown

London

Vital SE London resource. Loosing these facilities would be a huge blow
to the local community. In particular I would miss the climbing wall!

Christine
Makhlouf

London

these facilites must be kept as they are a vital source of community
cohesion

Clare Devereux
Wells

Wallington

I competed on this track for my school many years ago and it was
exhilarating. If experiences like this can lead to future athletes who may
go on to represent our country then this should be encouraged by
preserving facilities like this.

David Wynd

London

The south of London needs all the existing facilities, and locals need their
opinions heard and considered

Name

Location

Comment

Antony Jardine

London

It’s imperative to keep and expand facilities here. So much of the
community spirit and pride in the area is synonymous with the sports
centre. I use the climbing wall and very much hope it will be there for my 2
year old to use in the future.

Suzanne Cook

London

We can’t lose these fantastic facilities. There is so much talent in this area
which the centre is vital for.

Heloise Hayman

Falmouth

I live in Cornwall now but used to live in South Norwood. I used to climb at
Crystal Palace regularly, on the old, and updated wall. It is one of the
cheaper walls in London, thus making climbing accessible to more people,
including myself. It would be a travesty to see such facilities removed from
the local and wider communities that depend on them to learn new skills,
stay fit, meet people and provide opportunities for young people.

Ash Ashworth

Carnforth

We need to encourage sport not sitting around getting lazy

Jessi Dimmock

Crystal
Palace

The track is such an integral part of south London! We need to keep it!

Peter Killip

London

Keep the track. Childhood obesity on the rise, local schools and colleges
priced out of CPNSC. Get it back in the hands of the local community.

chris Pearce

Watford

I grew up here and spent a childhood learning about sports here.

Elizabeth Thorpe

Boston

Elizabeth Thorpe

Angela Drakes

Hunstanton

We need to keep these facilities to train our future athletes, as well as
those we have now.

David Thomas

London

The only accessible 50m pool for miles.

NB

London

It would be wrong to lose these facilities - both in terms of public health,
and from a cultural heritage point of view

Marcus Brown

West
Bromwich

50m Pools are already at extremely low numbers in London and Britain.

Ian Thomas

(blank)

The only 50m pool accessible in South London

Nickie Gore

London

This is an amazing facility for the sporting community of South London
and beyond. I have friends who come from Brighton and Kent just to use
the pool. We love it, please leave it alone !

Christine Thomas

Burnley

Once this facility closes its gone forever! Whats up with this country? Do
they not want our kids to have facilities? They complain about kid obesity
and they close everything!!

Beth Cook

London

My daughter uses this facility for gymnastics

Ben Blomfield

(blank)

My kids swim in a local club and use the pool for race meets

Emma Sweetland

(blank)

The 50m pool is a critical resource for swim training

Maria Lucas

Mitcham

why on earth would any council or government would want to scrap crystal
palace sports and leisure centre is beyond me all these people and clubs
that are using the facilities where would the go ? Be proud of what you
have just update it a little don't scrap it for profit to be made by some
greedy people

Michael Walford

(blank)

Because sports for any athletes little own kids need venues like this to
compete in

BOLAJI Adewale

(blank)

My daughter uses this facility for athletics

Alix Walker

Horndon on
the Hill

It is essential to invest in grass roots facilities to support local communities
and grow talent.

Catherine
Richardson

London

This is a great local facility that is fantastic to use

Name

Location

Comment

Autumn Green

London

My children need an athletic future.

patrick sullivan

London

i trained there every week as a lad over 40 years ago and would love to
see it retained for future generations to enjoy. Was it not our first Tarten
track?

Angela Walters

London

My school sports day was always there. And also my children’s sports day
was also there

Shelagh Zimmer

Fleet

More facilities like this required - not less

Melissa Burton

London

We need more sports facilities, not less! Crystal Palace is iconic

Jan Extrem

(blank)

Visited this facility while in London & was dismayed to hear ut was not
going to used anymore !!!! Its all about the big money!!! Save Crystal
Palace Sports Centre!!

Chris Barker

Auckland

It is a definate icon for the community in all surrounding areas. We visited
whilst over in UK last year, delighted to see it was being used so well. My
husband used to run on the track, I taught, trampoline in the lower ground
gyms. On our visit, we saw, plenty of swimming, diving, gymnastics, the
fantastic gym facilities downstairs, on the lower ground. When we left we
saw little girls and guys in their soccer gear going for training, plenty of
people going here and there. The council need to update and keep it
going. I remember when I lived in Castledine Road, where I was born,
this centre being built, we were so proud of it and its surrounding park.
Still proud of it, and it must be saved.

Nigel Harding

Poole

Having officiated athletics meetings at Crystal Palace, I don't want to see
this site lost to the sport.

Victoria Williams

London

Spent some of the best days of my life learning springboard diving at
Crystal Palace and I'm sure there are many young athletes who have has
similar amazing experiences there. Please re think this - South London
needs a proper track and field stadium as well as great sports facilities for
all its community, whether they are world-beating athletes or just local
youngsters needing a place to play sports.

Bianca Levy

London

It is not ok to let Crystal Palace rot, just because the new olympic centre
was built in Stratford. London is big enough to deserve at least two major
sporting centres to cater to its population of over 8 million people

Neil Le Bihan

London

History and heritage are too important to dismiss in this case for Crystal
Palace.

Philip Pittock

Birchingtonon-Sea

Crystal Palace is an essential piece of London’s and Britain’s sporting
history. It is the place where many young athletes were inspired by global
events and took their first steps into the sport. The London 2012 legacy
should not just be about shiny new venues but also about investment in
iconic facilities such as Crystal Palace which could and should be great
again.

Stanley Goodhew

West
Norwood

This is a much valued local and National facility that needs to be improved
and saved!!

David Goodhew

East Dulwich

This is a vital resource in South London and must be maintained for future
athletes and the local community.

Richard Partridge

Guildford

Legacy ?

John Mills

Wallington

Swimming in south London needs the 50 metre pool, both for training our
future Olympians and providing a venue to support essential long course
competitions. JOHN Mills Oly

Mark Robertson

Walton on the
Hill

I am a former national leve swimmer and father of 2 national level
swimmers and we need 50m pools for training and completion Also CP
has huge heritage in track and field as well and really is the emotional
home in south London, Kent etc

Name

Location

Comment

Alison Miller

Westhill

So we pat ourselves on the back for getting medals at international
events. Then we celebrate by reducing facilities. We need more people
doing sports, not less.

Adam Harman

London

I and my family have used many of the facilities at The Crystal Palace
Nation Sports Centre over the decades, and still do. Swimming, climbing,
squash, football, basketball, diving, triathlons and numerous school sports
days. Beautiful in its own way, it is an essential part of the local and
regional sports infrastructure that desperately needs significant
investment, including if necessary and appropriate an element of repurposing to ensure its longer term viability.

Mickey Price

London

Essential for community and the opportunity to excel for all Athletes and
Para Athletes ! Sport needs to be available to all and Crystal Palace is
iconic

BEVERLEY
QUINN

Bexley

It's so important for swimmers to be able to train in a 50 metre pool local
to them . I spent over 10 years training at Crystal palace twice a day.

Marie Reardon

Croydon

My children and I went swimming at Crystal Palace every week for years.
We also went trampolining,karate class, watched athletics and rugby. It
was a local, brilliant facility which we could all use.

peter lynch

Stowmarket

Remember &quot;sport for all&quot; We need to encourage a healthy life
style, support our athletes young and old. This centre gave me a place to
go. kept me out of trouble.

Russell Simpson

Aylesbury

This is a great facility that has been allowed to decay. It needs to be
rebuilt not torn down as it's a great facility for South London.On top of this,
my godmother, Mary Rand, has her hand prints and signature in concrete
long with the other facilities

Abigail Smith

Orpington

For us athletes, it’s important to have facilities to help us with our goals
and with the facilities to do so it can provide more training. Without sport
and athletics, it will leave me with nothing and being active is a very
important thing to be. Most people aren’t very and taking the facilities
away will make even more people inactive. Also knocking down the
facilities will lose you a vast amount of money.

Ethan Kitteridge

Chelmsford

I have a lot of memeories there and it’s a great facitily

Carla killick

Orpington

Lived there for my childhood

Jenifer Dugdale

Warlingham

How can we encourage healthy living when these outdoor facilities keep
being closed?

Paul Sparkes

Palatine

I trained and competed at Crystal Palace throughout the 70’s, it was the
foundation for my swimming success.

Mya Brown

south
norwood

I want to sign

Michelle Matson

bASINGSTO
KE

It's a national institution and there simply aren't enough sports facilities in
this country. I was at the British Schools Modern Biathlon Championships
last weekend at Crystal Palace and its truly one of the best competition
venues ive ever been to.

Theresa Strachan

bASINGSTO
KE

I agree we need more facilities

William Wan

Shepperton

... just gotta save it...

James Pinnock

Nutfield

I did training sessions and sprint clinics there as a kid, because to run
there was the pinnacle of every amateur athlete like me. All those GREAT
British athletes that had run on that surface. It needs to be treated with
respect.

Name

Location

Comment

andy budd

compton,
guildford

It's such a great facility. Lots of memories from my time there.

Naomi Vann

London

Olympic 2012 legacy...! We've already given away the stadium!!! Let's not
lose another!!!!!

Wendy Sears

London

Crystal Palace sport facilities are very important to our community, and
need to be saved

Sally Warner Holt

Bath

We must save this iconic stadium

Anita Johnson

Swanley

This stadium has been there for decades and we need to keep it there for
decades to come!

Henry Hopkins

Winchester

I’m signing because this is a major facility that deserves to be looked after
and give inspiration to our future athletic stars ️

Bridget Vural

London

Will be even less places for our children to train

Margaret
Coombe

Chalgrove

Athletics needs a designated home with sole use for athletics.

Karen Sachon

Okehampton

It was an amazing place to train and compete for myself and many others
that I know. Youth development at an affordable price is essential for the
future.

Christine
ChambersDesmond

Derby

I competed there in my younger day and hold so many memories

Robert Weir

Clemson

Robert Weir

olive Cousins

Banbury

We need this , athletics is very important , fitness, health, and its a great
sport , we need good athletes , medals in track and field.

Mark Taylor

Paisey

Destroying athletics history is wrong. But removing facilities from a
community is even worse!

deborah percy

Ventnor

This facility is iconic and still very much needed

Michelle Byrne

Chicago

Our is a magical sport we’re records and history matter. This is part of the
history of our sport and to loose it and Roger in the same year would be
unbearable!

Claire
McCormack

Feltham

I learnt to run at this stadium never mind gaining friendship and inspiration
from the people I met

catherine weir

birmingham

It is an iconic venue and the people of south London need it

Hilary Norsworthy

Bromley

I'm seriously convinced this venue should be retained. It should also be
up-graded for the use of future sports stars as well as the present ones.
There is no other training facilities for miles around. Please, please keep
it.

Clair Ross

Forest Hill

This fabulous sports facility should be invested in & improved. It is such a
historic venue in amazing surroundings. The stadium means a lot to many
& could be to many more. Stop getting rid of national treasures!

Shireen
McFarlane

London

CPP is my home park, it's a national heritage site and Bromley Council
have done a terrible job at maintaining it. CPP needs some well deserved
love.

Sean Mcloughlin

Stockport

more youth need to have access to Olympic sports in the area

Rachael Blueman

Rawcliffe

Keith Morgan and the club enabled me to lift for GB!!! Such an honour
and an achievement!

Sheila Baldwin

Manchester

We do not have enough stadiums for athletics.

Name

Location

Comment

Stephen Jordan

Bridgwater

This is an absolute disgrace, that the GLR has allowed this beloved
international standard facility, to decay in the way that it has.The time has
come now for them to wake up and smell the coffee and return it to its
former glory, as not everyone is able to use the Olympic Stadium in
Stratford.People need more facilities of Crystal Palace's standard to bring
on the whole local community and most certainly not more houses etc etc.

Miriam Shavuot

London

We need more sports not less

Antony Read

Redhill

I ran here many years ago and future generations should have the same
opportunities I had.

Clara Gibson

Bromley

The South East needs to have athletic tracks. We need every opportunity
to improve the health and well-being of our increasingly unhealthy
population and to encourage young people into sports.

Niyah Callister

Ellesmere
Port

This prohibites Youth from expressing their hobbies and talents in their
sports, what else will they turn to?

Tricia Clarke

London

It is a heritage site and should be treasured and upgraded.

markos michael

London

I live locally

WENDY
STEWART

Bristol

Crystal Palace is an iconic stadium used by many international events and
important to the local area and budding athletes. Me, my husband and my
son have all had the benefit of a wonderful venue competing and as a
spectator and it shouldn’t be denied to today’s youth.

Karen Reed

London

I use the pool, it's important to keep swimming at Crystal Palace and to
restore the building and keep all other amenities like the track and courts.

Duncan Gillies

London

Ridiculous. Why not put on more events, concerts, etc? It's got great
transport links and a proud history.

Susan Miller

Liverpool

An invaluable resource in South East London. It may no longer be used
for international sport but is essential for more local sporting events
including London Youth Games, training for local clubs and schools, and
regional swimming and indoor sporting events as well as use by the local
community for swimming - including lessons for children - and other
sports. Losing this facility would be a real loss to sport in this part of
London, and to the community it serves and would have a massive
negative impact at a time when encouraging greater participation in sport
is vital as part of the drive to maintain healthy lifestyles.

Karen Rashbrook

London

I spent many years over there watching and meeting the famous athletes
when they trained. It could host many events again and be good for
youngsters into sport

Geoffrey Allen

London

There is such a problem with obesity that local sports facilities are
essential for the health of all people.

D RABBATTS

London

Was part of my grandparents life's, part of my parents lived, part of my life
and now my daughter's. We use it weekly and would be lost without it. Is
within walking distance. Couldn't afford anywhere else either if had to pay
travel costs. Our community would also lose out on a great facility and
part of the parks history!

Terry Johnson

Folkestone

It's part of my growing up in the area.

Kate Crabtree

London

I believe this a valuable resource to our community and our children.

Helen Chadney

London

I ran for my school, and subsequently my county, and after that for the
South of England team, at that track. It would be a terrible shame if kids
didn't get that incredible vibe of feeling like you're in an Olympic-style
venue. It really inspired me (even if I'm 50 and suffering with arthritis now,
so can't make use of it!).

Name

Location

Comment

Gemma Godber

Biggin hill

I feel Crystal Palace is a very importabt but much neglected part of
helping local young people get into sporting competition and making
potential Olympians. The facilities are used for so many events which are
potentially setting up future athletes but the whole place has been left to
wrack and ruin. A much needed injection of cash from local authorities
would see a return in the money made from people coming to the area to
watch or compete in the sporting events.

andrea vaughan

Epsom

My husband coaches athletics and has competed here

Ann SHAW

Upper
Norwood

LONDON NEEDS THS FACILITY JUST GET ON WITH IT!!!!

Naomi Vann

London

In a world that sees a rise in childhood obesity it can only get worse if we
lose valuable assets like this. What happened to the 2012 legacy??

Karen Griffiths

London

It's a total disgrace !

David Hinton

Beckenham

As a teenager this venue inspired me to play sport. Now even with a
second knee replacement I wouldn’t change a thing

victoria johnson

Liverpool

This place is full of memories and will provide future generations with
fantastic sports activities to come. If it is gone it is likely to be just more
overpriced accommodation. Save this sporting venue help the next
generation!

david copson

Tersefanou

It’s an important part of a community

Terry Eastwood

Bournemouth

I was brought up watching sports from Crystal Palace. Its a UK legacy,
whi h we should not lose.

Phillipa Fihosy

catford

Because this is essential part of sport in south east London

BRIAN WHITE

Croydon

I love that Arena. Been there many times. I wish the Athletics were still
being held there. We need Arenas like this for the youngsters and the up
and coming sports stars of the future.

julian kowalewski

(blank)

I have been going swimming there since it opened in 1964

Kay Instrell

Hythe

We started a disabled swim club at Crystal Palace (The Sharks) and
produced Para medalists, World record holders, British record holders and
so much more in other sports too. Think of what we could miss without
this valuable sporting legacy!

EDWARD
BARRY

Newport

Please do sign this as so many atheletes have gone on to fame both in
able bodied and para events

Diane Wilson

Caterham

This is a central athletic centre look at all the athletes that have built their
career here

Cristina Fielding

Royston

Son do atletics

Delia Nichols

London

We need good sporting facilities for schools, communities and aspiring
professionals.

sue havinden

leicester

This needs to keep going for sporting events and for future Olympians

John McHugh

London

Sport brings people from all walks of life together.

Jan North

Eltham

To lose such an important venue would be detrimental to the area and
future athletes

Gregory Capper

London

There are few enough athletic facilities in South London and given that
London was the first city to host the Olympics for a 3rd time and London
2012 was the BEST Olympics ever we should keep Crystal Palace, and
the Park as an icon of what we can acheive

Chris Brown

(blank)

Fully supported

Name

Location

Comment

David Spencer

London

The 2012 UK inspired Olympic ideal is being eroded as profit for the few
again tries to trump profit for society.

Jody Ward

Fleckney

the community need this we need to look after our future for the Afukts in
sport who then create Children in sports who then achieve goals make
dreams come true and not only for them but fir others around be it fitness,
competitiveness, mental health, to let it be theire sanctuary from a
horrible life at home, to better themselves, to keep off the streets and
gane a better soul...... this should stay!!! xx

Lucy Lumsden

Reigate

We need all the sports facilities we have and more.

Michael Mellows

(blank)

Founder member of Crystal Palace basketball club and the starting place
for my love of sport and eventual career as a professional

Karen Lamber

Crawley

Because my daughter raced here and it will be a shame to knock down.

Gareth kirby

burgess hill

Sport is our children’s future .

Karen LeeBrindle

Caterham

We do not have much in the way of sports venue's this side of the river
and is an important landmark for London. It provides excellent facilities for
the area. My daughters performed olympics there and had their first taste
of gymnastic.

Fiona Reeves

Bromley

I used to run for this club and was very passionate about this

Pauline
O'Sullivan

Weymouth

We are losing open spaces for sport.

Trish Robertson

Orpington

With so many facilities disappearing and children being told they are lazy
perhaps we should be encouraging them more to get out and about rather
than takin it away

ron tabb

Cornelius

Supporting T&F world wide!

Adrian Essex

London

Grass roots athletics is in decline. Removing opportunities for participation
wil make this worse. Crystal Palace has been a centre for years and holds
a place in history.

sharon
grunberger

London

I've used this centre for over 3p yrs for ir various activities and my own
children have benefitted greatly from going here...

Amy Begley

Mableton

Athletics & sport is important to keep people moving & motivated. Once
you lose a facility finding the space & resorces to replace it is almost
impossible.

Geraldine Grant

London

I trained here as a child and it continues to offer great opportunities for all
ages and abilities

Vanessa
Connolly

Cambridge

I spent many happy times here as a young personAnd it inspired me to
become more athletic

Neil McDonough

London

Brilliant athletics venue

Warren Cox

Newbury

British Athletics needs all the support it can get.

Vanya Body

Froxfield,
Marlborough

Come on London!

Clive Ridley

Theydon Bois

If this facility is lost it will be a disaster for Athletics and other sports using
this historical and iconic site.

Mark Parry

Forward
Green

This is an iconic, historic venue that should be retained and looked after
for current and future generations Don’t let it fall to bits as an excuse for
demolition. The 2012 legacy should be alive and well in all of London.
Look at recent track and field success in Berlin - hopeful future athletes
should be able to use Crystal Palace, as should anyone who just wants to
enjoy the facilities. I still remember running round the track as a child. Let
everyone have the same opportunity !

Name

Location

Comment

julie thorn

Witham

I love the place and athletics

Angie McNamara

Enfield

Athletics is a sport for all and there are far too few stadiums for this to take
place plus this used to be our national stadium- let’s bring it back to its
former glory

ros tabor

London

Ros Tabor

Nic Dunstall

London

These are very important facilities and need to be kept for the health of
the people of south London.

Ceinwen
Sanderson

London

This is an important facility.

Rebecca atkinson

London

There is a serious shortage of pool space in London ... and the proposal
reduces the pool space at CP

helen jefford

Bromley

We spend 5 days a week there and it’s important that the NATIONAL
sports centre is invested in properly!

Sophie Cass

South
Croydon

My friends daughter goes here

Nell Kinch

Forest Hill

This place has helped my friends and in our swimming journey so muxh
and I can't bare to see it go down hill. The support it gives to new athlete
is amazing and we NEED the facilities. I cant believe this is even being
discussed

Maxin Doyle

Epsom

Sport at Crystal Palace is vital for the life of both local and wider
communities. The athletics track should be bursting with activity.

Janina Godowska

London

It was a big part of my son's growing up with sport and I still love the pool

Jason Gardener

Saujon

It's the home of athletics, every athletes dream to compete there,

Danielle
Ferguson

London

argghhh seriously first Britannia now this venue. how can the government
be advocating active and healthy lifestyles but allowing authorities to
reduce and close down valuable sports facilities?! makes no sense at all.

Joanna Pye

London

I'm signing because of all the schools and clubs that use these facilities,
not to mention our professional athletes

sandi bloomfield

London

In a world of obesity and fitness - how can one consider closing a sports
facility?

Alex Marks

London

No need to get rid if this track. not wnough tracks around the uk as it is
never mind takkng away this great facility! Athletics has been in a good
place, well competitive results wise from the UK. However it is in dsnger if
going into decline and things like this do not help!

paul reidy

London

We need the facilities not another site of empty flats.

Matthew Tree

London

The sport facilities at Crystal Palace have been part of the local and wider
community since the late '60's.When our nation is participating in more
sport now than ever, is there a 2nd consolation occurring to reduce the
facilities?The view to reduce is narrow minded and short sighted 'Olympic Legacy' - is that all now forgotten?If part of the park is required
for redevelopment how about using, the disused band stand, the dinosaur
park, the boating lake, the private fishing lake, the maze, the legendary
racing track, the urban farm, the footprint of the Crystal Palace? None of it
makes sense - so why go after the sporting part...

Tiffany Turner

Clyst Saint
George

I competed here back in the day. Athletics needs to be admiredNot
demolished. I have a kid in team GB and an England heptathlete who is
now a track and field scholar in the states as there is so little support in
the UK. Come on sports England.

Gina Gardiner

Colchester

I used to go to watch athletics here regularly when I was at college
(Borough Road) sad to see great resources being lost

Name

Location

Comment

Rosemary
Hattersley

Lewisham

We need to ensure sports facilities are available to all, not just those who
can afford expensive training and club memberships.

Joanne Wilson
Fallows

Beckenham

Our kids and future generations need this and it's a crime to take it away!
Please sign this now.

Mark Turner

Clyst Saint
George

This iconic track must be saved! We are facing an obesity crisis for
heavens sake!!

BRIAN
QUINNELL

Worthing

It's the people's stadium and as far as I know the only one in south
London

Anne Foley

Beckenham

Well managed, this would be an amazing resource for the community and
local schools

Steve Fraser

Beckenham

I'm signing because I believe this facility should be saved and refurbished.
This facility gives me great joy in the various sports I undertake there

Tony Wells

London

Where else will people go? It's been here since the 60s and it's part of our
shared heritage

Becci Chivers

Kingswinford

It’s important to future athletes that this facility is maintained. So much
history, it deserves a future.

Phil Dempsey

Isleworth

This is part of our heritage and we can’t start a snowball effect of taking
sports facilities away without knowing the harsh facts of what it can lead
too.

Jacqueline
Lassey

London

I use to train at this athletic stadium.

Elizabeth Maurice

Camberwell

I want to see this Sports facility saved for future generations! Please sign
this petition! Xxx

Bevan Ellis

Twizel

This is an important facility and is vital that sports facilities are kept and
maintained to encourage our increasingly sedentary children and adults
alike.

Andrew Green

Croydon

Grassroots facilities are essential to all sports.

Keith Cooper

London

It's a great place..

Patricia Wilson

West Barns

I'm signing this when I lived in this area it was somewhere we used every
week.

Graeme
Freestone King

Olney

We need this and all of he other facilities like it - and more of them ...!

Ajay hoxha

London

Sports in South London are crucial to everyone in terms of health and well
being. The Crystal Palace facilities need to be improved and exapnded.

Usman Bashir

London

i'm signing because i use this facility

Gary Byrne

Alresford

Enough is enough. With increasing childhood obesity we should be
building more sports facilities not reducing them.

Bryce Mansfield

Alresford

We need this facility

Tom Kennedy

London

I used to swim here during my youth and loved all the memories. It is an
iconic place for young athletes.

Shelly Marie
Jarrett

Brighton

I’m signing because this centre is an institution that has allowed
thousands (possibly 100s of thousands) of athletes to train and compete
in the London region. Many great sports teams and clubs have run
successful programs from here and many International representatives
have come through this centre. Please keep this centre open!

Lee Baldwin

Portsmouth

This has always been a great facility. Updating....yes....bulldozing.....no!

Chris Treanor

Ledbury

It’s a superb venue right at the heart of the local community, and a great
resource for the region

Name

Location

Comment

Mark Taylor

Verwood

Spent many Hrs in the pool and other facilities during my Int’l swimming
career. A must keep facility for both the public along with all the clubs &
sports minded people striving for personal improvement , Olympic gold or
just good health.

Janet Robinson

London

We are desperately short of 50m pools in the London area which are
needed in particular for mid distance and longer distance swimmers.
Aside from this why get rid of such a fantastic facility for so many people
when we are encouraging the public to get fit?

Marion King

Ashford

I spent many an hour as youth with my friends using these facilities. Also
watching many athletic games & swimming competitions.We need this for
future generations.

Julie Morgan

Beddau

A legendary place must be kept

Daphne Thurlow

Colchester

Sport of any kind is essential to young people's growth and well being..
Swimming is a great way to do so. This pool turns out champions - as well
as other athletes and just folks who want to remain healthy....please
consider this before you take any action

Irene Obrien
defreitas

Nuneaton

Much needed grounds for the youth and people

Ricky Burrell

Fareham

Great pool deep water set a British record there in 1982 ! Essential facility
must be saved for now and future generations.

S Dobson

Beckenham

My boys use these facilities for various sporting events throughout the
year. South London needs a focal point for excellence.

Billy Birchmore

Bromley

It’s important for the youth

Stuart Kerr

London

I trained, competed here.. we must have a good facilities in the area for
people to train.. for fun or for serious competition

Peter Metalli

Newbury

It's the spiritual home of British Athletics. If this goes it will show that the
developers know the price of everything and the value of nothing. Shame
on them.So many youths in so many sports have started/developed here.
You CANNOT do this.

Becky Luff

Epsom

My son uses this complex every week. It is an amazing facility & should
be used to its full potential. There are not enough places like this in this
country, particularly with a 50m pool, to enable our young & up & coming
athletes to be able to train to the best of their ability. Use it to its full
potential!!!!

jane lawrence

Wiltshire

CRitical to keep this facility in SE London

Judith Comfort

Epsom

My children swam there , it’s a fantastic facility , keep it

Linda Richardson

Bishop
Auckland

Have many happy memories of volunteering for Pentathlon GB there.

Tefaney
Antonella

London

My son is a member of the South London Harriers

Michael Parker

Melton
Mowbray

It is vital that we as a nation keep these fantastic sporting facilities open
for the future generations of athletes this is inclusive of all the sports that
access these facilities from around London and the UK

Katie Seymour

Leatherhead

We need more sports venues to combat over weight kids and adults

Jamie doherty

Croydon

Look what has happened to Croydon since selling off most of its Sports
Grounds! Our youth have nothing to do but get into trouble. Yet you're
thinking of getting rid of this one too!? It's impressive how one idiotic move
is followed by more!

Diane Braid

Wivelsfield

I value every sporting venue that gives everybody more opportunity to
take and enjoy sport & exercise

Name

Location

Comment

James Eason

Norwich

It's vital to maintain the sports facilities at Crystal Palace to give young
people the opportunity to take part in sport.

Deborah vine

Banstead

Athletics and sport is important to health

Denise Earwicker

Sutton,
Surrey

Thus us such an iconic sports centre. Should be kept and improved for
our locals and national kids and adults alike

Lorraine
Coombes

Reading

Fantastic facilities

Rachel Phillips

Reading

I have raced here many times

Alan Foster

Crawley

Not enough emphasis is placed on physical activities

Vanessa Gillam

Reigate

We need places like this to develop talent

Russell Simpson

Aylesbury

Since I first swam in a training session with Southall Swimming Club at
Crystal Palace 40+ years ago through the London Youth Games in my
teens to countless Masters Swimming Competitions including winning a
GB Bronze Medal, Crystal Palace has held a special place in my heart.My
godmother Mary Rand had her hand prints in concrete at the athletics
track and I even saw Bruce Springsteen there!����The National Sports
Centre at Crystal Palace has been important in sports development not
only to South East London, or even London, but Britain as a whole. We
cannot afford such a spectacular venue. They've even had motor racing
there. Go ahead and sign this petition. Just do it!��

Sally Knox

Sidcup

The pool was my second home in the 70’s why wast such a great training
venue

Eric Huxter

Ashtead

This is an important venue for encouraging sport for all.

michael lowe

Epsom

We have to keep this sports venue south of the Thames. The south has
so many young athletes and we need to train them properly. Also my son
competed there in the 1980’s, The stadium needs updating but please
keep it.

Tracey Fridi

East Preston

We need a stadium south of the river for all the South London Athletes.

Jane lynch

London

I used this facility at school and totally support a local centre for local
people

Caroline Shaw

Hove

I used to go here as a child and I have so many wonderful memories!
Children are moving less they ‘need’ open space!! So important for their
health and well being!

Susie Goold

Saint Austell

I spent many hours over many years training there both for swimming and
athletics back in the 80s as well as attending the London Youth Games
which is a fantastic event. My children then did the same and we threw in
diving too for good measure. It is a vital facility in area that desperately
needs it.

k cooper

Woodley

Crystal Palace is an iconic sports venue that should be preserved-have
spectated at numerous events and always enjoyed the atmosphere.

Rob Lowrie

Dartford

This used to be our National Sports Centre, but it's been left to rot. How
are we to help produce the next generation of athletes and swimmers if
there are no local pools and tracks for them to use. Crystal Palace must
be saved.

Susan Hodge

Bath

Dessimation of our sports ground, lacking visions, to give youngsters
opportunities to use their often hidden talent

Nicholas
Alabaster

Hockley

Saw Steve Ovett set world record for 2 miles. We should be inspiring and
supporting sports at all levels and locations...

Mandy Taylornichols

London

Love watching the athletics here ! X

Name

Location

Comment

Deborah Bishop

Horley

This is where my son has competed and have had some great times
there. We need to encourage the youth of today not bulldoze!

andy budd

compton,
guildford

I used the facility when I was training and it helped me get fit. I think future
athletes will benefit from the continued use of Crystal Palace and athletics
is to important to ignore, it must stay for the sake of sports.

vickie Syrett

Allhallows

Had many a training session and some great competitions... and watched
some superb athletics!!
it’s got to stay!!

david faulkner

London

I trained on the track for more than 10 years as a youth, my son is 6 and I
want him to be able to enjoy the facilities as well....he's v v fast !!!

Jane Luker

Warfield

We have to keep these sports going; Crystal Palace is iconic

eddie sheehy

Eccles

Crystal Palace has been a beacon for generations and has nurtured and
fostered numerous people over the years. It is our duty to support it.

Helen bateman

Beckenham

I’m signing because this is a valuable resource in the local area

William
SUTHERLAND

London

I participated and remember well when Crystal Palace was the National
Hub of British Athletics and always should be!

Robert Gutteridge

South
Petherton

Robert Gutteridge

Sheelagh
Tannock

Cowden

Sport is important for all and we need this 50m pool!

Fran DIllnutt

Greater
London

Please reconsider the decision to get rid of this much loved stadium. It is
an important resource for the community and our athletes.

Colin Green

London

A famous and well used National Sports Complex that MUST be kept as
such.

ann crane

Chessington

Dave Davenport

Newbury

I canoed in the 50m pool in the 60s.My kids learnt to swim here back in
the 80s.I swam here competitively in the 00sSouth London needs it still today and tomorrow!

Kate Marley

London

We ABSOLUTELY need to save athletics and sports facilities at Crystal
Palace National Sports Centre! - we actually need more sport facilities
like this, to encourage people to participate in a sporting activity and be
more active and healthy, given the country's ever rising level of obesity,
heart disease, and diabetes!!! Crystal Palace NSC was the backdrop to
my daily life - swimming there three mornings and five evenings per week,
as well as countless swimming events, and regional schools athletics,
swimming and hockey events. CPNSC provided me all these excellent
facilities to do these sports which in turn helped shape the person I am
today! Do not let this iconic sporting facility be destroyed!

Christopher Nunn

Tonbridge

It may be showing it's age but it's an iconic place and serves many many
people from the locality on a daily basis, including me, it's used by all
kinds of people working out, not just athletes, I run around this track as
least once a week and I'm no athlete. It also hosts school sports days
from all around london amongst many other events, it would be a tragedy
if this was destroyed

Carol sterling

Croydon

Taking away from the community, as per usual!

